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CHHOlIOIOGICill BIOGRAPHY OF JOHIT F0RST3R

1813-1876

CHAPT3R I
ITewcastle-Upon-Tyn©
1-John Forster the Han
John Forster was once called "by a cabman, "A
harbitrary cove." (35, p. 338) That is ?/hat he
seemed to many people with his imperious manner.
In reality he v/as only saperficially dictatorial,*
His life was one of steady deTOtion to three main
interests, that in earlier Sngland, especially in
the seventeenth canttiry, that in literatare and
drama, and that in people. He v/as loud of voice
and decisive of manner, and his features v/hen he
was in serioas moods appeared stern and aathoritative. He had a deep sympathy with his fellow
men, v/hich gave to the third interest a certain
proprietary claim. It was that third, in con
junction with the others, v/hich caased him to be
influential in the affairs of his day, the wel
come friend of his contemporaries. He v/as the
friend with services ever ready, the friend con
stantly sought and always dependable.
Edward Bulwer Lytton, a contemporary, has
written one of the most understanding of the re
marks upon Forster as a man and one v/hich bears
testimony of his capacity for friendship:
"A most sterlin,^ man with an intellect at once
* "Mr. Fitzgerald says he v/as a despot, v/as dic
tatorial, offensively so to those v/ho could not or
v/ould not look beneath the surface. *The proto
type of Podsnap' and like Dr. Johnson, rough and
uncompromising, llacready in an irritable nocd said,
^Lacking in breeding'. 'Forster seemed to me a
very dictatorial parrson' - Sir Theodore llartin.
Douglas Jerrold, picking up a pencil stump, remark
ed that it v/as like Forster, * short, thick, and
full of lead'. (33, p. 338)

?.

massive and delicate. Pew indeed have his strong
practical sense and socmd judgment; fewer still un
ite with such qualities his exquisite appreciation
of latent beauties in literary art. Hence, in ord
inary life there is no safer adviser about literary
work, especially poetry; no more refined critic. A
large heart naturally accompanies so masculine an
understanding. He has a rare capacity for affection
which embraces many friendships without loss of dep
th or warmth in one. Most of my literary contemp
oraries are his intimate companions, and their jeal
ousies of each other do not diminish their trust in
him. More than any living critic he has served to
establish reputations. Tennyson and Browning owe
him much in their literary careers. Me, I think, he
served in that way less than any of his other friends,
but indeed I know of no critic to whom I have been
much indebted for any position I hold in literature.
In more private matters I am greatly indebted to his
counsel. His reading is extensive. What faults he
has lie on the surface. He is sometimes bluff to
rudeness, but all such faults of manner (and they are
his only ones) are but trifling inequriities in a
nature solid and valuable as a block of gold. (33,
p. 339)
*

2..Birth and Family
John Forster, biographer, historian, critic,
journalist, and friend of important men of the Vic
torian era, was born at Nev7castle-Upon Tyne on April
4, 1812. He was the eldest of four children, Eliza
beth, Jane, and Christopher, of Robert Porster, cat
tle dealer and Mary, daughter of the keeper of a
dairy farm at Gallowgate. His father and his Uncle
John inherited nothing from the family property, ow
ing to the fact that their father, John Porster, land
owner, of Gorenside in Northumberland, apparently
left all his property to his two eldest sons, Lionel
and Thomas. They therefore became cattle dealers in
Newcastle and not butchers as was insisted by some
who, in consequence, caused pain to John Porster and
to his wife after his death.
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The family were congenial and John Porster, who
sarvived each member, felt deeply the aaccessive
deaths. Christopher and Slizabeth were desired as
gaesta by their brother's friends. Dickens, in hia
letter of comfort on Christopher's death in 1845,
writes, '"The day when he (Christopher) visited as
in oar old hoase is as fresh to me as if it had been
yesterday. I remember him as well as X remember yoa.
(19, vol. E, p. 155) Charles lamb, writing Jorster
on April E4, 1833, to come down with Knowles, asked
him to bring his sister if he coald. (47, p. 404)
Mrs. Forster, the mother, was gentle and tender
hearted and happiest when she was helping her sister,
Anne Gilmoar, to keep her family from starvation. (42
p. 4)
Even as a boy Forster, together with the eccen
tricity of manner which made his enemies refer to his
father as a Newcastle batcher, showed certain charact
eristics of his mother. They were conspicaoas enoagh
to be anforgotten at his death by James Gilmoar, a
coasin and plajmate of the boyhood days. He wrote,
"'How kind he was to me when v/e were boys together.
He woald sacrifice mach to give me pleasare. And
this not once nor twice. It was the same with all
of as; he followed in the footsteps of my aant, his
mother, who might rightly be called the good angel of
my family. Althoagh even as a boy, his oatward man
ner was apt to be misanderstood by strangers, yet he
always seemed to have the power to tarn desirable acqaaintances into friends.'" (42, p. 5) In that boy
were the traits of gentleness and sympathy which, to
gether with anflinching honesty of parpose, were ever
present in his dealings with others.
3-ITewcastle
Newcastle, his birthplace, was sitaated on the
north bank of the river Tyne, eight miles above its
moath and only two handred and seventy-five miles
north of London and seventy miles east of Carlisle.
It was a prosperoas city owing to its convenient sitaation on a tidal river and to immense stores of coal
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in the neighhoiirhood, which, "besides being largely
exported, have stimalated a great variety of indastries dependent on their ase. A site good by nature,
it had been easily fortified by the Romans as early
as the first century. The Normans utilized the ef«
fective position and Robert, eldest son of the Conqaeror, built in 1080 the original castle. Between
117E and 1177 Henry II built upon its site the strong
hold from which the town talces its name. It served
the Normans and their Plantaganet successors as an
impregnable fortress against the Scotch and all the
king's enemies until the union of Scotland with Eng
land in 1707 did av;ay with its usefulness and it was
allowed to go into disrepair.
The keep is now one of the finest specimens of
the Norman stronghold remaining in the country. It
is in a state of good preservation, with walls four
teen feet thick, as is also the chapel, which is a
beautiful specimen of the Late Norman style. Three
years before Forsterns birth the castle was purchas
ed by the corporation for f600 and was soon put un
der the charge of the Newcastle Society of Antiquar
ies, founded in 1813, who have fitted up a j>ortion
of it as an ajitiquarian museum. Its beauty and its
past must have impressed the boy. Surroundings so
marked by the efforts of the ages were in line with
John Forster*s life-long interest in early times and
in characters of people. The Royal Free Grammar
School, to which his uncle John sent him at an early
age, utilised for many years the Hospital of St. Mary
the Virgin.
What heritage was Newcastle to give this son
in addition to the "Northumbrian roughness" (42,
p. 120) at which we have already hinted in regard
to his outward manner? "Newcastle," according to
R. Renton,"... is not by any means the ideal place
for a literary man's entrance into life. Its murky
skies, grimy buildings, hard-headed, grimly indep
endent citizens, go to make up an atmosphere scarce
ly conducive to the creation of even the average
'writing person^, as the late Sir V7alter Besant phras.
ed it. Clever men, however, men of genius, have come

b

oat from it from time to time, nearly all of whom
haring heen inventors, scientists, the world's atilitarian benefactors. Not many poets, not many
men of letters have hailed from Newcastle, of the
few John Forster heing, perhaps, the most noteworthy.
f42, p. 3) If Newcastle smoke and the father's oc
cupation of cattle-hreeding induced conditions cm-,
favourable to the gifts of the man, they yet did
not by any means stifle them. His sturdy powers
wrested from his early environment what it had to
help him.
Procter, in a letter to Forster August 24,1843,
called Newcastle-Upon-Tyne the "'region of the anoke
king*". (42, p. 184) It was a place, however, large
enough, old enough, and beautiful enough, to combine
with natural endowment to furnish John Forster with
encouragement for three of his ma^or interests throug
out his life, that in early aagland, especially that
of the seventeenth century, that in the theatre, and
that in nature and historic spots.
4~Newcastle Fostered Interest in Early England
To the interest in early England and in the sev
enteenth century in particular this Newcastle had
much to offer. His interest manifested itself early
and never flagged. At the age of eighteen he took
as the subject of a play the visit of Charles II to
Tunbridge Wells after the Restoration. From 1830 to
1839 he was engaged in writing eight biographies of
men of the Commonwealth, published in Lardner's Cyc
lopaedia in three volumes from 1836 to 1839 and en
titled the Lives of the Statesmen of the Common
wealth. In 1845 he wrote for Douglas Jerrold's
SCHILLING MAGAZINE A History of Young England md
for the EDINBURGH REVIE.? two articles on Charles
Churchill and Daniel Defoe. The Life of Goldsmith,
which he had re-written at least twelve times, appeared in one volume in 1848 and, rewritten and ex
panded, in two volumes, in 1854. In this year he
wrote for his first contribution to the QUARTERLY
REVIEil? an article on Samuel Foote. Early in 1855
he wrote for the FORTNIGHTLY IxSYim a sympathetic
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monograph on Sir Richard Steele. In January, 1856,
he dealt again with the period of the Commonwealth
in a criticism of Gaizot's History of the iSnglish
Commonwealth entitled The Civil Wars and Oliver Cromwell. which he contrihated to the EDINBURGH REVISi?.
In 1858 he added to his "Historical and Biographi
cal Essays" The Letters on the Grand Riamonstrnnce
and The Plantaganets and Tad or s a Sketch of Qo^stittttional History. 1860 saw the publication of
The Arrest of the Five Members by Charles I, a Chap
ter of History Rewritten in Greatly Enlarged i''orm,~
and The Debates on the Grand Remonstrance ITov«^d
Sec. 1641 with an Introdactory Essay on English "Free
dom tinder Plantaganet and Tador Sovereigns'. In
1864 Forster expanded the Life of Sir Jolm~Bliot,
first published as part of one volume in Lardner's
Cyclopedia . into two large volumes, and he planned
to do the same with the remaining seven of the same
series; he was prevented, however, by the need of
attending to the wishes of friends who died in the
next twelve years and by his own death in 1876, His
last work of all vms the first volume of a Life of
Jonathan Swift. Of these writings, twenty two in
number and the sum of what he wrote except for con
temporary criticism and the biographies of two friend
Landor and Dickens, fifteen are on the seventeenth
century, one is on "Young" England and six are bi
ographies of men of the late seventeenth and first
seventy five years of the eighteenth century. It is,
then, safe to say that he was largely interested in
an earlier, especially in the seventeenth century,
England. That, as the list indicates, he was inter
ested in it largely from the point of view of the
lives of the men is merely corroboration of what we
have said of the human sympathy of the man. When
ever Porster found a friend v7ho shared this interest
he felt that in it a strong bond existed. This was
true with Landor and Carlyle, among others.
5-ITewcastle Fostered Interest in Theatre
It is unmistakably clear that Porster became in
terested in the theatre in his boyhood years. We
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know that he saw John Kemhle in lear at the aga of
five and that he made the most of his recollections
of a great actor seen at that age when he "became
dramatic critic for the SXAI.IIN5R, The family were
in straitened circamstances, "but, as Mr. Archer
points oat, it seems not at all improbable that the
precocioas child shoald have been taken to the the
atre by his ancle John, whose favoarite he was and
to whom he was indebted for his education and v/ho,
Mr. Archer says, "seems to have been a man of literary and theatrical tastes".*(2, p. viii) We know
* Mr. Archer has discovered that Newcastle was prob
ably the last provincial town which John Zembla vis
ited before his last appearance on any stage at Covent Garden Jane 25, 1817. At Newcastle he played
Coriolanas on April 9, and 14, Penraddock on April
10. Bratgs on April 11, and Lear on April 16, 1817,
the very April on the second day of v/hich John Porster had his fifth birthday. The Lear seems to be
recalled in the EXAMIIIER for Jane 8,' 1834, in which
there is a mildly laadatory criticism of Macready's
Lear with the observation, "*We remember well the
majesty of John Kemble'", precisely what woald be
most apt to impress a child. The article is not
signed bat Mr.. Archer proves that it was written by
Forster by showing that it is one of a chain of five
almost certainly written by the same man, the last one
of which was andoabtedly written by him. September
7, of the same year that the above reference was made
to John Kemble there is a criticism containing the
following sentence: "*Mr. Kemble is represented (for
we cannot speak with sufficient certainty from oar
own recollections) to have been a great ideal actor.'"
In a severe criticism of Yaadenhoff's Bratas (in
Howard Payne's play), November 16, there are sever
al allusions to Kemble which clearly imply that the
writer has seen him. December 14, there is an at
tack on Yaadenhoff's Othello and Denvil's lago, writ
ten professedly by the same critic who had formerly
dealt with Vaudenhoff, which contains a description
of one of the fine touches in Kean's Othello. repeated
almost word for word, in an article of October 25,1855,
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that when he was "bat fifteen years of age he not on
ly went Tery frequently to the theatre bat also en
joyed what he found there in no passive fashion.
The strongest evidence of all that John Porster
early found his life-long interest in the theatre was
an important factor in the decision to send him to cc
lege. It is a paper written and sent by him in June,
1827, when he was only fifteen years of age, to a lad
who remonstrated with him for taking her son Prank; tt
often to the theatre and who sought to convince him c
his wickedness by giving him a tract upon the evils c
play-going. Porster's article, v/hich was termed by
Charles Zent, "a singularly clever and elaborate pape
fso), was entitled A Few Thoughts in Yindication of
the Stage. That he made such effort in logical criti
Gism shows that he had already begun to exercise in
the case of the drama observation and critical power
which were to have no rest through tv/enty-five years
of service to periodicals of the day. He justified i
on reli'gious grounds and cited the good and wise amon
the ancients as approving it. He strove to prove tha
the theatre, rightly used, was a strong influence for
the moral and intellectual well-being of man.
"'The la^vs restrain those actions only which loo
en the bonds of society. Religion commands such as
render them more efficacious. What a reinforcement ±
religion and the laws, when they enter into alliances
with the theatre, where the objects of contemplation
are animated, where virtue and vice, happiness and mi
ery, folly and wisdom, are exhibited in a thousand di
ferent forms; v/here the human heart, upon the rack of
*{eont.) "indubitably written by Porster". ($,p. ix)
Ilr. Archer feels that he can be reasonably certain,
therefore, that the articles of June 8, September 7,
and November 16, 1834, v/hich speal: of recollections
of John Zemble were written by Porster and, accord
ingly, that the critic had, when just five years of
age, been taken to the theatre to see the great actor

9.

the passions, confesses its slightest movements;
where all masks, all disguises disappear, and trath,
pare and incorraptible, shines in open day.'" (4£,
p. 7)
This emphatic expression of interest was fol
lowed the next year by a two-act play, entitled
Charles at Tanhridge, or The Cavalier of Wildingharst. performed at the Newcastle theatre on Hay
S, 1828, v/ritten for the benefit of Mr. Thomas Stu
art, one of the actors of the Stock Company at the
Theatre Royal, Newcastle.
It combined two inter-^
ests just discussed, that in the seventeenth cen
tury and that in drama.
S'^Nev^castle Fostered Interest in Nature and His.,
toric Spots.
In Newcastle also, in spite of its smoke, we
may look for encouragement to that interest to be
later manifested in the w^ks and rides enjoyed so
much by Porster in the years when he first knew
Dickens, Newcastle was on a plateau above the riv
er and commanded viev/s of the country around. It
was well supplied with public parks and recreation
grounds. To the north of the city is the Leazes
ornamental park of thirty-five acres and beyond
this the town moor and race course, an extensive
common, the survival of the pasture land of the
township. Eastward from the town moor is Brandling
Park. The picture^sque grounds of Armstrong Park
to the northeast of the city extend to about fifty
acres, the larger half of which was presented by
Sir W. G. Armstrong, who also has presented the.
beautifully wooded grounds of Jesmond Dene.
From an account of a trip taken in celebration
of Dickens's return from America in 1842 we know
that Forster was early familiar with the border and
Scottish scenery (19, vol.2, p. 20) and that as a
man he possessed a steadiness at heights which de
terred the others which goes to prove that he was,
then, likely a climber from boyhood. In later years
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Porster had written one of them, the artist Maclisa,
something of recent travel among the mountain scen
ery of the wilder coasts of Donegal. It called forth
from Kaclise recollections of Forster*s athletic ach
ievements in early manhood. The letter, printed in
Forster's Life of Dickens, says of them: "'As to
yotir clambering, don't I laiow what happened of old?
Don't I still see the Logan Stone, and yoa perched
on the giddy top while we, rocking it on its pivot,
shrank from all that lay concealed belowj Should I
ever have blondered on the waterfall of St. Wighton,
if yoa had not piloted the way? And when we got to
Land's end, with the green sea far under us lapping
into solitary rocky nooks where the mermaids live,
who bat you only had the courage to stretch over,
to see those diamond jets of brightness that I swore
then, and believe still were the flappings of their
tailSI And don't I recall you again, sitting on the
tip-top stone of the cradle-turret over the highest
battlement of the castle of St. Michael's Mount, with
not a ledge or coigne of vantage 'twixt you and the
fathomless ocean under you, distant three thousand
feet? Last, do I forget you clambering up the goatpath to King Arthur's castle of Tintagel, when, in
my vain wish to follow, I grovelled and clung to the
soil like a Caliban, and you, in the manner of a trick
sy spirit and stout Ariel, actually danced up and down
before mel(19, vol. 2, p. 2E) Facing page one hun«
dred sixteen in Shore's Charles Dickens and His Friends
there is a reproduction of a sketch by Glarkeon Stanfield, R. A. of Forster perched on the top of the Logan
Stone in Cornwall. The waterfall was made permanent
in their memories by Maclise's picture. The IT.vmph at
the Watarfa]^l now in the Forster Collection at South
Kensington for which Miss Georgina Hogarth posed and
which Forster obtained at the sale of the effects of
Dickens at Christie's.
V-Bducation and 3arly Literary Interest
The circumstances of Robert Forster, the father,
Renton tells us (43, p. 4), ware never really good.
All four children v/ere chiefly indebted for their edu

cation to their uncle John, who was six years his
"brother's senior and who, in a "better position in
every way, coald and did make it possible for his
"brother's children to have more than the "barest ele
mentary education the father could have afforded.
His favourite was the eldest, his namesake. John
was placed by him at an early age in the ancient
grammar school of Fev/castle where he early showed
the "bent of his mind by making the classics his
special study and v/here he showed its calibre by
eventually reigning as head boy of the school, as
Iiord 31don and Lord Gollingwood had done before
him. He must also have stood well in mathematics,
as he was to be the guide of Dickens and Leigh Hunt
in business matters. He became the favourite pupil
of the headmaster. Rev. Edward Moises, the nephew of
the Eev. Hugh Moises (1772-1806) who had first raised
the school to a high state of efficiency by his learn
ing and abilities and sweet manners and uniform eonduct and under whose leadership Porster's predecess
ors as head of the school. Lords Sldon and Golling
wood, received their education. Porster was to live
to see the building replaced by the railway station,
but often in the days of his successful manhood he
spoke to his intimates of his old teacher and of his
connection with the Newcastle Grammar-School in terms
of affection. Once, in speaking of his early years
and experiences Renton tells us that he said that
"in a vaguely insistent way, literature, as he then
understood it, was beckoning him onward, and creating
within him a peculiar interest in it. The irresist
ible impulse to write, as is not unusual in such
cases, soon impelled him to the production of a story,
which,in due course, and to his intense joy and satis
faction, received the honour of publication." (42, p.
6)
Preceded by his success at the school, Porster's
essay, A Few Thoughts in Yindication of the Sta°:e. led
the family to fsel that he must go to college. Uncle
John materially expressed the courage of the family
opinion that he should be enabled to give his powers
the opportunities of higher education, an act which

Ronton says was never forgotten "by the man, who al
ways regarded his ancle as one of his cherished
friends, (42, p. 9)
. Newcastle Proad of John Forster
Newcastle took sach pride in this one of its
children that Richard 7/elford makes the mistake of
supposing Forster "baried among her other famous
children at St. Nicholas's church, the nare of which
he calls the Necropolis of Newcastle. (50, p. 210)
At his death the Newcastle Daily Chronicle printed
a sketch of the man on February 15, 1876, written
by Alderman Harle, which was reprinted in February,
1888, in Monthly Chronicle of North-Gountry Iiore
and Legend ii-49~54; Men of the 'lime. 9 edition,
p. 413; Annual Register for 1876. p. 134.

GHAPT3R II

1828-1834

In October, 1828, John Forster was sent to
Cambridge University, "biit within a month decided
that he wished to move on to London. His ancle
was willing, and he entered as one of the first
students in the class of 3nglish Law in the newly
constituted University College, on ITovember 10,
18E8. Forster, Renton thinks, had a "logically
constituted mind, an intuitive desire for so much
of that invaluable legal training as would aid him
in future marshalling of great historical facts."
(42, p. 13)
His instructor in English Law was Professor
Andrew imos, a lawyer and professor of law who, up
on the foundation of the University of London, after
wards called University College, was first professor
of Snglish law with Mr. Austin, professor of juris
prudence as his colleague. In the years 1829-1837 hi
lectures attained great celebrity. He encouraged his
classes by propounding subjects for essays, by free
and inform^ conversation, by repeated examinations,
and by giving prizes for special studies. He repeat
edly received testimonials from his pupils, and his
bust was presented to the University College. As
well as being a learned man he was a good and kind~
hearted one. He was of Forster's companions in
these early days and a friend right through the years
although in later times the contacts were by letter
only. In 1856 one came from him warmly congratulat
ing Forster on his marriage to the Widow Colburn.
"'Amos', Forster has been heard to say, 'was a very
clever man, and one v/ho could also appreciate mental
capacity in others,' But apart from his admiration
for Forster's intellectual gifts, he really loved the
man". (42, p, 12)
2-Y/riting Chosen and Law Given Up - 1850
He was certainly not, therefore, an opposing
influence against the tendency of John to write,
whose life as a writer, we may infer, on the con

trary foand encouragement in the contact with sach
a teacher. In January, 1829, his first contribation to periodicals, Hemarlcs on Two of the Annuals,
was published in the Uewcastle magazine. And as
early as March, 1830, Charles Kent tells tis, he was
projecting his Iijfe of Gromwell. (30) In 1830 he
was writing for magazines both in Newcastle and in
London. Up to this time his uncle had given him fin
ancier aid but now brighter prospects opened grad
ually and he could see the ultimate doing away with
the need for further use of that help.
It was also in this year that Porster was study
ing in the chambers of Thomas Chitty, the eminent spec
ial pleader, whose son,Mr. J. W. Chitty, eventually
Lord Justice Chitty, Forster was to make an executor
by the terms of his will. Benton says, "Recognising
in him the making of a lawyer of the first rank,
Chitty lost no opportunity to persuade his pupil to
adopt law as a profession.
"Master and pupil were already firm friends, the
bond between them strengthening with the years. Avail
ing himself of this feeling, Chitty sought to seduce
the other from his literary love. *There is nothing
to which you may not rise in the law,' he urged, 'no
prize you may not win, if you so desire. Literature,
my dear fellowl-bahl- there is not enough in it to
keep the proverbial pot boiling, much less to make
even a decent fortune.'
"Forster listened to the voice of the charmer,...
...but that was all. Literature, by this time, had
him for her own body and soul.
"It was just before the passing of the Reform
Bill - a time of great and strenuous political agit
ation and unrest. Chitty could not help noting the
keeness of Forster'a interest in the burning politi
cal questions of the hour. But to his disappoint
ment, he saw,also, that this interest in politics,
was, by his association of past history with present
events, drawing his pupil away from a study of law

for law's own sake, to the all-absorbing parsait of
literature.
"In such cases it is temperament that counts;
the artistic temperament, that is; and that Forster
was largely imbaed with it, no one, who reads him,
will assuredly venture to deny. To quote Henry Morley again "*That other faculty of clear judgment, which
caused his chief in a special pleader's office to
see in him an ornament of the' bench lost to his own
profession, was not wasted, for it helped to give
him in after years a first place in dignity and use
fulness among the critics, and to fit him for his
work as a biographer.' Wise words, ^/hich make easy
of interpretation much about John Forster that is
enigmatic, and hard of understanding." (42, p. 14)
5.^?entDn Place and School Friends 1838-1852
Even in these early days Forster's friends
gathered at his dwelling as they were to do at his
later bachelor homes at 4, Burton Street, Burton
Crescent, St. Pancras, and at Lincoln's inn Fields,
and at the two homes of his married life, first at
46, Montagu Square, and later at Palace Gate House
at Kensington, which he was able to build. Those
days began at his first London lodgings at Penton
place, where there were many little suppers at
which the talking of shop was not regarded as taboo
and where literary men and artists met to discuss
freely the things in which they were interested.
Forster loyed to be hospitable and preferred the role
of host to that of guest. As a result, his home
was one at which his friends enjoyed many a meeting
and where they always felt welcome.
A school fellow, aaerson Tennent, then "launch
ed on the sammer sea of civil service inactivity,
writes to him about this time, 1831, from somewhere
abroad, inviting himself to Burton Street, fully
assured of a hearty welcome. More, he suggests, in
the letter, a menu for the 'little dinner' which is

to celebrate their meeting; and it may "be fairly
concluded that Forstsr, always so anxious to please,
would go out of his v/ay to make that suggestion a
su-ccessfally accomplished fact," (42, p. 16) Such
simple meetings "were the occasion for the due ol)"
servance of all the ancient and traditional rites
of trtte lDOon~companionship known to the calendar."
(42, p. 17)
John Forster's friendships at school show ear
ly an interest of the man v/hich coald always take
first place when it came in conflict with others.
James Y/hiteside, who could boast of years of un
broken friendship with him, said, "Forster's in
timate friends were men of culture, and he himself
was worthy of their love and friendship." (42, p.11)
They were many and Forster, ever ready for them,
meant much to them. Professor Henry Morley says
in his short biographical sketch that it was "his
generous warmth, his eager intellect bent always
upon worthy work, his winning sincerity, and the
sound judgment, already conspicuous, that made him
throughout his after years the chosen counsellor
to whom every friend desired to bring his most dif
ficult problems of life for solution," (42, p. 11)
He took time from his interest in the Commonwealth
to write the lives of two of those friends, the time
of his last years.
Fellow students at the University College v;ho
were to be his fast friends for life were this same
anerson Tennent, James Whiteside, and Robert Brown
ing. The two former he became acquainted with at
the time. Browning was to pass from Gower street
unknown to his future friend. He was to again miss
meeting him at the grave of mdmund Kean at Richmond
in Kay, 1833, where they v/ere both gathered, but
finally to become acquainted with one, who was by
that time one of his critics, on the last day of
1835.
anerson Tennent as early as October 29th wrote
his "Dear Foster" (42, p, 11), whose name he could
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not yet spell correctly, to come and spend an even
ing with him. The friendship grew rapidly and by
December they were, says Renton {42, p. 11) "on
terms of equal friendship". Forster, who always
loved to be of service, was able to help anerson
by the loan of books, "for the latter was already
a distinguished writer on classical sabjects, and
was then busy upon a History of Modern Greece, v/hich
was published in 1830". By Porster's advice Tennent
was especially invited to follow him into the cham
bers of Thomas Chitty, Porster was the one friend
of Tennent's who was admitted into the confidence of
the latter before his marriage. The friendship was
a lasting one; and Porster, in the life of Dickens,
when speaking of his death on March IS, 1869, called
him "the old and dear friend". (19, vol. 3, p. 418)
James Whiteside was afterwards Lord Chief Jastice of Ireland. In 1830, he was called to the
Irish bar, bat preferred the first year to follow
Porster into the chambers of Thomas Chitty rather
than practice law. He was afterwards one of her
Majesty's jadges, and famoas also as an authoritat
ive writer on legal subjects. Whiteside's interest
in writing was a link that drew the friends together.
His work in Ireland made the period of th4ir contacts,
except by letter, short.
4-Leigh Hunt

1829-1859

In 1829)Porster first made the acquaintance of
one of whom he afterwards said, "'He influenced all
my modes of thought at the outset of my life.'" (30)
This person was Leigh Hunt and he was able to give
Porster just the aids that he needed in these early
days. Hunt was a link with the past, as were two
others of Porster's best friends, Charles Lamb and
Walter Savage Landor. He was the first editor of
the SXiSJJINiiR, a paper with which Porster was going
to be connected for twenty-three years, first as
contributor and chief critic both of literature and
drama in 1832 and as editor for nine years beginning
with 1847. Leigh Hunt had been unafraid to proclaim
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the genitts of Shelley and Keats in December, 1816.
John Porster was to "be equally fearless when he
spoke laadatorily of Browning's Paracelsus in 1835.
One further link v/ith Forster's future life is the
probability that the friendship originated in a
mutual knowledge of Henry Colburn, the publisher,
whose ip/idow PorSter was to marry in 1856. Colburn's
house in Bryanstone Square was a common meetingplace for all the literary and for many of the art
istic notabilities of the day.
Porster never had a friend solely or even most
ly for his own benefit unless exercise of a sympathy
with human men may be so called. To Leigh Hunt the
friendship was also to mean much. The poet had no
head for finances and throughout the period of his
friendship with Porster the latter came repeatedly
to his rescue. It was due to the pecuniary assist
ance of Porster that he was able to print for pri
vate circulation among friends in 183E, a thin vol
ume entitled Christianism; "being Exercises and Med
itations. Mercy and Truth have met together; Right
eousness and Peace have kissed each other. Not for
sale - only seventy-five copies printed" (30), a
volume which was to cause the acquaintance of Hunt
and Carlyle. Various friends joined Porster in ren
dering assistance to this friend. In 1847, the Ama
teur Theatrical company gave two performances of Ben
Jonson's play, 3very Man in His Hiunour. in Manchester
and Liverpool, by which 900 1. was raised for Leigh
Hunt's benefit.
5-Gharles "Lamb

1851-1854

Porster knew well at this time one other link
with the past. He was a late but none the less dear
friend of Charles Lamb. Percy Fitzgerald says in his
notice of Mary Lamb's funeral. May 28, 1847; "Vifith
them was one friend of later days - but v/ho had be
come to Lamb as one of his oldest companions, and
for v/hom Miss Lamb cherished a strong regard - Mr.
John Porster - the author of The Life of Goldsmith,
in which Lamb would have rejoiced as written in a
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spirit congenial with his own." fl8, vol.1, p. S36)
There is a facsimile reprodaction of Forster's card
of invitation to the funeral now in the Forster Col
lection at Soath Kensington. (4E, p. 24)
It is difficult to determine
when the
friendship "began. Renton says that the TRUE SUU,
to which lamh contribated and v/ith which Porster
was more or less connected, may have "been respon
sible. 7/e knoYiT that in 1831 Lamh wrote affection
ately to Forster complaining because the latter did
not come to see him oftener, f4E, p. 20) We know
that Porster visited Lamb v;ith Procter in November,
1831, because he mentions it in his second volume
of the life of Landpr (20, vol. 2, p. 243), when he
speaks of the enjoyment Lamb derived from the verses
Landor wrote in the album of his adopted daughter,
Sonma Isola. Edward Moxon, the publisher, who marr
ied this daughter, may also have introduced the two
as he often accompanied Forster to Lamb's home. The
friendship had no interruption or termination ex
cept that of the death of Lamb in 1834 so soon after
its commencement. June 25, 1834, Lamb wrote to For
ster; "If you have lost a little portion of my good
will it is that you do not come & see me." (4V, vol.
2, p. 428) Though so late a friend, Forster was in
cluded among the four or five who met him on the oc
casion of the dinner given him by Talfourd ^ust be
fore he died. Talfourd says of him; "...a friend
of comparatively recent date, but one with whom Lamb
found himself as much at home as if he had kno\'m him
for years." (18, vol. 1, p. 216) On Lamb*s death
Forster wrote a memoir of his friend which v/as pub
lished in the
IIOETHLY I1A.GAZIN3 and which is in
cluded in Fitzgerald's Lamb. (18, vol. 1, p. 276286) Forster never forgot this friend, whose early
"loss he mourned. In his own last illness he was re
vising Lamb*s letters between the dates 1827-1833 which
he placed at the disposal of Fitzgerald and which the
latter has printed in his Lamb. As he was turning over
the originals a short time before his death, Fitz
gerald tells us, "the tears came into his eyes, and
his lip trembled as he spoke of 'Poor Charles Lamb'".

fl8, vol. 1, p. Z 2 )
Forstar spent much of his time aiding contemp
orary men of letters by saggestions, by reading proofs,
and by arranging business relations with ptxblishers.
By 1833 Lamb was inaagtirating his friend's long period
of service which v/as to be first especially apparent in
the early years of Browning's straggles, by sabmitting
to him for his saggestions particalarly as to title
and preliminaries his volume called Last Bsaays. Porster read his proof and did errands for him as a let
ter of 1833 to him shows; "My dear Boy,-Scamper off
with this to Dilke, (contribution for the Athenaeum)
and get it in for to-morrow; then we shall have two
things in the first week. Your laureat," and there
is no signature. {47, vol. 2, p. 416)
6~Forster Barly Helps v/ith the Writing of a Play
In these days Forster was follo?/ing up his
theatre interest by giving his help and suggestions
to a writer of plays, James Sheridan Knowles, des
ignated by Lamb as the "Hunch Back" (47, vol. 2,
p. 404) because of a play he had written called
The Hunchback. It is Knowles's The Wife which gives
us our first record of Forster's being desired for
consultation about plays. Lamb asked Forster and
Knowles to come down together on April 24, 1833. He
writes to Forster: "I shall be glad to see the
Hunch Back and the Strait Back the first evening
they can come.,," (47, vol. 2, p. 404) In the sum">
mer he asked Forster and Knowles for an evening in
which he said that they v/ould be free and that he
T/ould do a prologue v/hich v/e may infer was for The
Wife by Enowles, since it was produced in that year,
and Lamb wrote the Prologue and Epilogue. (47,vol 2,
p. 415)* j'orster continued to help Knowles until
* There is a good biographical note on Knowles who
is better knovm as a dramatist than an actor, al
though he did not leave the stage until 1843, in
Hacready's Diary. (48, vol. 1, p. l-note 2)

some time in 1838 and even gave the title May 7,
1838, to Woman* 3 Wit; or Lovers DiSQ:iiisea, a play
which v/as saccessfai and ran thirty-one nights.
After this Knowles's plays fell off in popularity
and his last two,Old Maids and The Rose of Aragon
were sixch failures that his dramatic efforts were
henceforth confined to his acting. When Knowles
no longer wrote plays, ha drew away from his
friendly helper and prosp erity. In the late thir«
ties and early forties, although Forster at first
made efforts to prevent it, the friendship of v/hich
Iamb had partaJcen was a thing of the past,
7-.An Stagagement
Another of the friends included in the invit
ations of lamh to Porster was the poetess Letitia
Elijiabeth Landon. Forster was either at that time
or very soon after engaged to this very unfortunate
lady. She incurred many enemies in former friends
who could nat get their verses published and who
envied her success. Through her father's friend
ship with Jerdan, editor of the Literary Gazette
she had her poems printed. Her enemies combined
to pick her character to pieces. Forster told Macready on November 11, 1835, that he had been on
the point of marriage with her but that rumours
against her had broken it off. A short time after
wards Forster understood that she made an abrupt
and passionate declaration of love to Maclise and
on subsequent occasions repeated it. Whether or
not she was guilty of the intrigues of v/hich she
was charged, she received full punishment for them.
She married George Maclean, Governor of Cape Ooast
Castle, in 1838, and either committed suicide soon
after her arrival in Africa or took accidentally
too much of some medicine, prussic acid, she used
for spasms to which she v/as subject.*
* Renton quotes, underlining phrases v/hich he thinks
make it valueless, the contribution to the subject
made by the author of a monograph on Forster by One
of His Friends; "He had no doubt pushed (her) well
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B^Bdward Balwer Lytton
Forster's aid to one friend (Hant) iDroaght
him into contact with another. In 1832 he saw
something of one who was to occupy much of his at
tention; for Porster lived, in large part, in his
friends. By 1834, he was on close and intimate
terms with Sdward Biilwer Lytton. Their common ef
forts to relieve the pecaniary embarrassments of
Leigh Hunt originally brought them together and
their letters at first dealt chiefly with that mat
ter, There was room, however, for criticism and
friendliness and in two years a firm friendship had
been established which was to last antil the death
of Lytton in 187E, Forster gave freely to him the
asaal affection, encoaragement, and practical as
sistance that he lavished on his friends. He helped
him in negotiations with pablishers, corrected his
proofs, advised in matters literary and political
and gave comfort and sympathy in his friend's pri
vate difficulties and afflictions. The two were as
sociated together in joarnalistic work and down to
the year 1845 they were in harmony in their polit
ical views which were those of the V/higs.
Forster showed in the case of Lytton that he
coizld remain friends and disagree politically, • In
1850 the former, who had always been opposed to the
repeal of the Corn Laws,
>T separated himself from the
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forward in the 3xaminer" - "The fair poetess gener
ally contrived to enlist the affection of her editora" - "The engagement was broken off, it is be
lieved, through the arts of Dr. Magain, and it is
said that Forster behaved exceedingly well in the
transaction," (42,p.104) Shore quotes what Benjam
in Disraeli wrote of the lady in a letter after a
meeting at Bulwer's in February, 183E; "I avoided
L.S.L. (the initials used for hor jen name), who
looked the very personification of Brompton - pink
satin dress and white satin shoes, red cheeks, snub
nose, and hair S la Sappho." (44, p. 185)
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Whigs and. ranged himself definitely on the side of
the Conservatives, but the friendship was not perm
anently distarted and Forster was always generous
enoagh to express his admiration for his friend's
political writings and speeches even when he did not
agree with his argaments.
In the case of this friend Porster showed too
that he was capable of admiring unreservedly those
who seemed worthy. He linew lyttonwell for he also
was a member of the inner circle and was manager,
with Dickens, of the imatear Theatricals in which
he, Forster, was much interested. Forster praises
him in the Life of Dickens after speaking of and quot
ing Bulwrer's praise of Dickens; "...bat there cannot
now be, and there cannot ever have been, among the
followers of literature a man so entirely without
the grudging little jealousies that too often dis
parage its brightness, as Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton."
(19, vol. 2, p. 456) Again he said, "'There never
was a more varied genias, a more gallant spirit, a
man more constant to his friends, more true to any
cause he represented, or one whose name will here
after be found entitled to a more honoured place in
the history of his time.'" (42, p. 150) It was to
this friend that Forster wrote about his becoming
editor of the EXMINSH, as it was that he first
wrote tlSe account of his marriage. And when lytton
was asked by his Sovereign to take his place among
the Barons of 3ngland, Forster v/rote a letter which
expressed a friend's appreciation of honour well be
stowed and a friend's gladness and hope that it
might be long enjoyed; "'It is impossible to say
with what pleasure I receive your letter, and the
news it gives me'", he wrote. "'No fortune affect
ing myself, I can truly say, ever moved me so deeply.
Because I know that you have nobly won and earned it.
"'I only pray now, that health and quiet may be
yours for many, many happy years, to wear this dig
nity into veritable and downright old age, and with
every passing year to shovf how worthily such honours

are bestowed, when they reward not serrices to par
ty only, bat a life of labour and endeavour, by
which men of all parties have been made better and
happier, a life of generous service to literature,
which other times will probably appreciate even
better than your own.*" (42, p, 153) Bulwer lived
to enjoy it only six years and was one of the many
whose loss Forster mourned before his own life was
done.
9~Robert Bulwer Lytton
In friendship for Hobert Bulwer lytton, the
son of that friend, Forster showed an interest that
was ever characteristic and never satisfied by chil
dren of his own. We shall see later that he helped
as he could young men of letters. But he sponsored
Robert Lytton as a son. He early became acquainted
with the boy who was one of the few intimates to go
to the grave of a friend who had by then followed
most of his friends to theirs.
There was here, perhaps, even greater affection
than that between the older Bulwer and Forster. Their
exceptional relations are considered fully in The Life.
Letters, and Ljterary Remains of Robert, Sari "o?
Lytton. by Betty Balfour, in two volumes, published
in 1906, and according to Renton, there was not an
incident which concerned the lives of Forster and
Robert Lytton which does not find mention in their
correspondence. Poor Forster was not to see this
"son of his heart" (42, p. 156) in the days of his
glory when as viceroy of India from 1876 to 1880 he
served his country so well. The period was made memr.
orable by three events, the terrible famine in South
ern India, Queen Victoria's proclamation and assump
tion of the title of Empress of India in 1877, and
the second Afghan War, which eventually resulted in
the rapid declension of Afghanistan as an independ
ent native state. In connection with the latter, Rob
ert Lytton was responsible for v/hatever of honor or
credit came to Great Britain. (42, p. 155)

The meaning of Forster's friendship to this
son as well as to many another is given expressio
in Robert Bulwer's dedication to Porster in 1859
of his volume called "The 7/anderer":
"For all yoath seeks, all manhood needs.
All yoath and manhood rarely find;
A strength more strong than codes or creeds,
In lofty thoughts and lovely deeds
Revealed to heart and mind;
"A staff to stay, a star to gaide,
A spell to soothe, a power to raise,
A faith "by fortune firmly tried,
A judgment resolate to preside
O^er days at strife with days,
"0 large in love, in nature soundl
0 man to me, of all men, dear!
All these in thine my life hath found.
And force to tread the ragged ground
Of daily toil with cheer." (42, p. 154)
lO-Progress in Periodical Connections

1850-1855

In 1830 Forster is mentioned (30) as writ
ing for periodicals in Newcastle and in London,
As early as 1831 he had shared the difficulties
of the TRUE SUH through having friends on the edi
torial staff. (19, p. 75) He "became dramatic
critic on the paper at tv/enty years of age, in
1832. In December of the same year he rose to
the rank of director, but it was a short task due
to the early collapse of the REFLECTOR, His
friend, Moxon, the publisher, was bringing it
oat and their mutual literary friends of that
date. Lamb and Hunt, were contributing. The mag
azine had succeeded the ENGLISHMAN'S llilGASINE,
which had been a failure. It itself was discontinaad after three issues, a fact which Lamb lam-^
ented, remarking in a letter of December 31, 1832
that "Twas a child of great promise for its weeks
».,."(47, p. 393)

In 1835 he was writing for the THUS SUN, the
COUHIER, the
and the SXiJ-ilNaR, and he
became in the same year, when but twenty-one years
of age, chief critic on the latter both of liter
ature and of drama. He had "arrived". The ATHSHTASUlvI was a weekly review dealing generally with
literature, science, and art, founded in 1838.
The EXilinwaR was classed as a newspaper because
it included political and social topics. It thus
reached a greater number of people. It was one of
the most prominent organs of the liberals and al
ways enjoyed an excellent literary reputation,
probably because of the quality of its editors,
Iieigh Hunt, Albany Ponblanque, John Forster (in
1847) and Henry Morley. His work on it gave Forster in this early year the opportunity to exercise
in a first-class paper a life-long interest in
literature, and in drama,
ll-.Llncoln'3 Inn Fields

1854-1856

Forster's career as dramatic critic and ;]ournalist is chiefly associated with Lincoln's Inn
Fields; with it also the first' half of his career
as universal friend. His first lodgings in London
had been at Penton Place, Pentonville, No. 17. He
moved late in 1832 to No. 4, Burton Street, Burton
Crescent, St. Pancras, where the gatherings begun
at Penton Place v/ere continued. In the summer of
the year of Lamb's death, he moved to the new lodg
ings on the ground floor of No. 58, Lincoln's Inn
Fields, which were destined to become famous as
the scene of many meetings of men of note. Dickens
once wrote of them to an American friend that he
was told, "There is a sound in Lincoln's Inn Fields
at night, as of men laughing together with a clink
ing of knives and forks and wine«glasses". f5, p.
238) Dickens, who, v/han he was in town, v/as him
self a distinguished contributor to the merriment,
assigned these chambers to Mr. Tulkinghorn, Barris
ter in Bleak House. The house is that in the middle
of the west side of tha square and is recognizable
by the large semi-circular portico which extends

orer the entrances to two hoases. Boynton writes,
"There was a great deal of good talk, and that
kind of informal jollity that well "behaved people
can have when they are not on their company man
ners," There v/ere songs, recitations, everything
"legitimate except formality",
(5, p. 238) Here
he v/as to remain until his marriage with the Wid
ow Colbarn on September 24, 1856,
He was described a year later as a "tall, ar
dent, noticeable, young fellow"» f42, p, 10) Renton says that the picture was true of him to the
day of his death. "A slight stooping of the shoul
ders there might have been, perhaps; acute physical
suffering may have dimmed the eyes in which as a
youth once shone the ardour of his ambitiou.3 soul;
but go where he would, in whatever society he found
himself, John Porster, actually, as intellectually
head and shoulders above the crowd, was always a
noticeable personality." {42, p. 10) The big,bur«
ly man was nickmamed later by some of his intimates
"hippopotomus" which two or three of his wife's
young nephews, who al?;ays regarded him in his pres
ence with awe but laid aside company manners when
he was not present, contracted to "the mouse". (42,
p. 100)
Lincoln's Inn Fields could boast of having
sheltered the poet Tennyson. It sheltered for twen
ty-two years one who exercised a little realized in
fluence on the literature and drama of the latter
half of the Victorian era both through his writings
and through his advisings to his friends.
12-3ighteen Years with an Actor

1855-1851

One of the earliest friends who came to Lin
coln's Inn Fields was William Charles Macready,
tragedian, the most famous of the critic's actor
friends. They met on the occasion of the burial
of 3dmund Kean, v/hom they both admired as an actor,
in the little parlor of a tiny cottage adjoining
the Old Theatre on Richmond Green, Surrey. This

friendship was somewhat stormy bat intimate and
lasting. Maoready was little disposed to toler
ate the outward roughness of Forster's manner or
the aggressiveness. In spite of it, however, he
found a faithful friend who v/aa alv/ays at hand in
time of bereavement and v/ho became his"trusted
counsellor and referee on almost every subject,
both private and professional". (48~l-36) It
is fortunate for their friendship that his art
as an actor found favor with Forster, because the
latter was likely to write what he though, a ten
dency which might else have seriously interrupt
ed the friendship as it did that with Robert
Browning when the critic's dicta did not please.
But, as Mr, Archer says, Macready "powerfully
affected Forster's imagination" (2, p. xi) and,
esteeming Forster's judgment, depended much on
it. * and so they weathered the momentary irri* So completely did Forster take charge of mat
ters for Macready that we find him in August,
1845, declining a proposition made to Macready
through him without first referring it to Macrea
dy. Mr. Webster, manager of the Haymarket theatre
had offered an engagement favorable to Macready ex
cept for a stipulation that Macready should be the
one to procure Miss Gushman, a matter which Macready would have been unwilling to undertake be
cause making such a move would seem unfriendly to
Miss Faucit. It was this that made Forster de
cline the proposition without seeing Macready and
the latter seems to have taken it as a matter of
course and been pleased that he was spared the
trouble since there is no complaint in the diary
with which he was not inclined to be reticent in
moments of anger. It was characteristic of For
ster to act almost in the nature of an intermedi
ary. Two parties v/ould often transmit all or part
of their business through him. Macready mentions
on November 11, that he called to inquire of For
ster regarding the orders he had given to Cattermole. So cherished a possession as Londor's ivy
leaf from Fieosole, given him by Dickens, was sent
by way of Forester.
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tations. These v;ero always forgotten when Macready was in real trouble. At such times For star's
name appears often in the Diaries and it is usual
ly prefixed with such v;ords as "kind", "good", "dear,"
and on the day of his daughter Nina's death, Feb
ruary 24, 1850, "best friend". Macready named the
next child, who was born April 7 of the same year,
Jonathan Forster Christina after this beloved
daughter and after the friend who had proved such
a comfort.
When Macready retired from the stage the fol
lowing year, 1851, he gave to this cherished friend
the part from which he had alvrays studied Yirginus*
and the parchment that he used in the second act.
This was a gift of great value coming from Macready,
because it was the play which he liked the best of
those in which he had appeared.
The usually daily and sometimes even more fre
quent meetings recorded in the Diaries had to ead
with the actor's retirement to Sherborne, where,
however, Forster faithfully visited him when he
could. At the Farewell banquet on February 5, 1851,
he gave expression to his regard by reciting an ode
written for the occasion by Tennyson. It is evident
that it was prompted by good-will and friendship,
even though Mr. Coleman, who was one of those who
only saw the shell and describes only that, reports
that '^ilr. John Forster ladled out, or I should say,
roared forth an ode written for the occasion by Ten
nyson commencing, "Macready, moral, sublime!" (14,
p. 58)
* One of the most successful plays of James Sheridan
Knowles which provided Macready in the name part one
of his favorite roles in which he from time to time
continued to appear until his final retirement in
1851.

CHAPT3R III
The Year 1836
The year 1836 was memorable to Porster for
varied activity. It saw him an honest and s]cill-»
fal recorder of stage history and consequently un
comfortable. It saw him happy in friendship with
three men who now have literary fame, on its eve.
Browning, in its summer,Landor, and, at its close,
the one who meant the most of all to his life,
Charles Dickens.
l-Pramatic Criticism

1835-1856

Forster^ articles in the 3XMIH3R record for
CIS "the achievements of Macready's management, and
the performances of Edwin Forrest." (S, p. vii)
In 1834 Forster had made mention in his criticisms
of the recollections of John Kemble, which have al
ready been discussed in regard to his early in
terest in the stage. By October, 1835, his criti
cisms attained a degree of vigor and specificness
that make the actors live.
This critic regarded the art of the actor as
the "more delightful", that of the author, "the
nobler" {19, vol. 3, p. 504) As we have seen,
his interest in acting began in early years. It
always proved "delightful". That which made act
ing art to Forster was that which he called "the
power of feeling earnestly", (l, p. 158) He
praised the actor as he approached an interpret
ation according to his, Forster* s, and condemaied
him when ha strutted over the stage in a mist of
bad guesses.
As we have said, Macready met favor with his
critic. Forster puts him before us as a great act
or, possessed of faults but great. Not so Forrest*
The criticisms are specific and penetrating and
they paint in the case of the jilmerican actor one
who could not understand Shakespeare and one who

displayed fantastic physical prowess in parts
not meant for it. Sach acting rang untrae with
For-a^ster who honestly recorded his impressions
and broiight down apon himself and upon his friend
Macready the animus of the American actor,
Porster^s method is to state what shoald
have "been the interpretation of a passage and to
follow with piercing statements of what was the in
terpretation. After explaining how the beaaty of
the scene in the council chamber where devilish
arts and practices are charged against Othello
lies in "his assured quiet and, as it were, pic
turesque dignity", he writes; "Now Mr. Forrest
began the speech with an affected appeal to the ex«
cellence of his judges. It was just as Sir James
Scarlett used to address his twelve friends of a
jury-box. *My very noble-and approve-good mast
ers! * YiThere some opportunity for a 'point' of
this sort failed to present itself, Mr. Forrest
laboured through the lines as if he had to pump
up for the especial occasion every thought they
conveyed. When he came to the 'And often did be
guile her of her tears,' he intonated the last
work as if a whine were necessary to give it mean
ing." (S, p. 18) Forster says of his general
tendencies whan speaking of like misplaced emphas
is in Lear; "He severs abruptly the natural relat
ion of two speeches to each other, with a view to
producing sudden and violent effects. He does not
produce them, but he startles the unthinking part
of his audience into occasional applause." (2, p.
27) Forrest did not impress Forster as one possess
ing an imaginative conception of the meaning of
his roles. As Forster paints him he seems to have
used the physical for interpretation in a painful
ly incongruous fashion.
These criticisms of 1836, the year of For
rest's first appearance in :iigland, sowed seeds of
irritation in the ilmeri-can, which bore fruit thir
teen years later in the sanguinary Astor Place riots
in New York. That his friendship with Macready would

seem to he the scarce of what he might write of
a rival did not mai:e Forster swerve in his coarse
of truthfally depicting the performances of the
Jlmerican tragedian, llacready felt the embarrass
ment and tried his utmost to get Forster to comprom
ise, "but to no purpose. Forster, although he stood
almost alone among the critics of the day in so do
ing, continued to condemn Forrest's hlusteroas
style.* Forrest's hatred and indignation were arous
ed and became those of his countrymen and Macready
was to meet with consequent hostile receptions on
his arrival in J^merica and thirteen years later
to be in danger of his life amid the Astor riots
in ITew York, The military were called out, sever
al hundred lives were lost and Macready only es
caped by a disguise, timely shelter at the house
of a friend, and a hurried trip in the wee hours
of the morning. Forrest asserted that Macready
through Forster had furnished him v/ith just grounds
for retaliation.
It is evident that Forster helped to start the
misunderstanding since in 1836 he stood almost alone
in his opinion. But in 1826 he had written criti
cisms which were sincere and thoughtful and certain
ly did not call for an infuriated audience in Ameri
ca, They were merely uncompromisingly honest. The
criticisms which appeared in the SZiilIIlT3R in 1845
on the occasion of Forrest's second trip to 3ngland
were not so fair. And it seems certain that they
'4*
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One of the many encounters his doing so caused
Forster was one with Mr. Cooper of Brighton, ForS".
ter was told by Mr. Price that "Mr. Kean had said
that Forster had declared in his hearing that no
man shoald saeoeed as a first actor while Macrea
dy was on the stage." (48, p. 358) The words were
quoted from Mr. Cooper and Forster, greatly troub
led, verifed them by going down to Brighton to see
Mr. Cooper, He discovered that Zean had said that
Forster had used words to that effect three years
before and that he, I'ean, was kept from town by
dread of the 3Xia.IIN3R.

were not written or authorised by Porster, who
was ill at the time. They were provocation for
an ilmerican crowd to show what it could do to
get an actor out of a city. It would not stand
a jibe describing Macbeth's fight v/ith Macduff
as a process of the former "scraping his sword"
on that of his opponent to the bewilderment of
all until a voice from the gallery called oat
approvingly, "'That's right! Sharpen iti'" (2,
p. xiii)
2~GritiGism of Browning

1855-1846

When Porster really felt vitality in some
thing,he was not afraid to be uncompromising.
He advises Ilacready to subscribe to various things,
as for instance, a memorial to be erected in com
memoration of the Duke of Y/ellington's military
achievements because he believed it good policy.
But he encouraged Macready in his efforts to raise
the standards of the drama and only gave up a pro
ject at the St. James theatre in 1845 because it
would have involved Macready in great risk. Con
vinced of the calibre of something, he was un
afraid to stand v/ithout support in speaking of
it and so it was that the eventual judgments re
garding Forrest and Browning were announced by
him to a v/orld which then disagreed.
As we have said, Porster followed in the
footsteps of Leigh Hunt and announced Browning
as the other had announced Shelly and Eeats, He
was the second to notice him and he did so whan
he did not know anything abouG him personally,
as Mr, Fox, to whom belongs the first honor, did.
He knew that the v/riter in the ATH3UA3UM had
called Paracelsus rubbish, and he had taken it up
as a probable subject for a piece of slashing
criticism. But he did not find it so. He wrote:
"'Since the publication of Philip Yan Artvelde
we have met v/ith no such evidences of poetical
genius and general intellectual power as are con
tained in this volume.'" The concluding words
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were: "It is some time since we read a work of
more uneqaivocal power than this. Y/e conclude
that its aathor is a young man, as wa do not recollect his having pahlished "before. If so, v/e
may safely predict for him a brilliant career, if
he continiias trae to the present promise of his
genius. He possesses all the elements of a fine
poetl" (26, p. 74) Mrs. Orr writes, "It was the
simple, ongradging admission of the tineqaivocal
power, as wall as "brilliant promise v&ich he
recognized in the work*" (38, p. 72)
Porster followed it in March, 1836, by an
article in the ll'SH MONTHLY MAGAZINE called Bvidences of a New Genius for Dramatic Poetry, which
"boldly proclaimed, "'Mr, Brovraing has the powers
of a great dramatic poet,'" and his genius "*v/aits
only the proper opportunity to iredeem the drama
and elevate the literary repute of England,
Without the slightest hesitation we name Mr. Brown
ing at once with Shelley, Coleridge, and 7/ordsworth. He has entitled himself to a place among
the acknowledged poets of the age. This opinion
will possibly startle many persons, but it is most
sincere.•.Browning is a man of genius, he has in
himself all the elements of a great poet, philo
sophic as v/ell as dramatic...he has written a
book that will live.'" (26, p. 107)
But Porster was not to be always so pleased
and he told the truth when he was not. The next
seven years saw Browning failing to fulfill the
predictions for dramatic poetry to the satisfact
ion of the critic and of Macready the actor. Brown
ing did not like Porster's notice of his Strafford
on May 7, 1837. ICing Victor and King Charles and '
The Return of the Druses, which later became the
second and fourth numbers of Belles and Pomegran
ates, were rejected by Macready. A Blot on the
'Scutcheon brought to an end the poet's relations
with the actor. On June 22, 1844, Porster wrote
an uncompromising critici^ of the printed Colombe
Birthday. "*There can be no question'", he wrote,

"*a3 to the nerve and vigoar of this writir^, or
of its grasp of thought. V/hether the present
generation of readers v/ill take note of it "or
leave it to the uncertain mercies of the future,
still rests \7ith I'r. Browning himself. As far as
he has gone, we abominate his tastes as much as
we respect his genius,'" (E6, p. 121)*
5~Friendship v/ith/the Subject of Some Paring Criti
cism
With the review of Paracelsus in 1835, Porster had paved the way for a valued friendship;
Browning and Forster met at last at Macready's
country house at 31 stree, Forster's first vjo rds
to Browning were, "Did you see a little notice
of you I wrote in the SXiailHEH?" (B5, p. 38)
"*Did you write that?'" siad Browning, v/ith
an expression of eager earnestness." (42, p. 27)
So began a friendship which was to last near
ly the life-time of Forstar and throughout which
Brovming never forgot that early recognition. Six
years later he rewarded Forster well with the man
uscript of Paracelsus inscribed as follows;
"To John Forster, 3s, (my early understander),
with true thanks for his generous and seasonable
public confession of faith in me.
R,B.
Hatcham, Surrey.
1842"
**
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Forster gave Browning favorable criticisms again.
On April 27, 1846, A Soul's Tragedy received prompt
commendation. But at the last he did not feel that
Browning' s genius had been any more rightly dir
ected than in Golombe's Birthday. "'31win was
very good on Brovming - a genuine poet who mixes
eccentricity largely with his verse; then, as time
moves on he loses the poetrv and retains only the
eccentricity,'" (17, p. 251) he wrote in his diary
in 1872 of the man v/hose genius he had so early
recognized.

The preface to Browning's first selection of
poems published in 1863 stated that "The design
originated v/ith two friends (Procter and Forster)
who from the first appearance of Paracelsas, have
regarded its writer as among the few great poets
of the centary; who have seen this opinion, since,
gain ground v/ith the hest readers and critics; and
who believe that such a selection as the present
may go far to render it universal." (25, p, E31)
The dedication to the three volume Collected Poems,
dated April 2, 1863, reads: "I dedicate these vol
umes to my old friend John Forster^ glad and grate-;,
ful that he who, from its first publication of the
various poems they include, has been their prompt
est and staunchest helper, should seem even nearer
to me now than almost thirty years ago." (45, p.
80)
Intimacy with the poet grew rapdily and v;as
very dear to Porster. Hacready tells us in his en
try for February 1, 1836, that he was talking much
of Browning who, Hacready writes, "is his present
all-.in«all", (48, p. 272) Porster introduced his
friend in the early part of this same year to such
friends as Edward Bulwer Lytton, laman Blanchard,
for whose lyric Offerings he had run to Bond Street
eight years before, the artists Clarkson Stanfield
and Daniel ITaclise. for the latter of whom he was
** It is with the manuscript of Pauline Browning's
first published poem, in the Porster Collection at
South Kensington. The critic borrowed it, "con
vey, the wise it call." (42, p. 29) Browning
later confirmed the convayaixe with his signature
on the title page; "To my true friend John Fors
ter" (42, p. 28) It was especially valued by Fors-.
ter because it was Brovmins's own annotated copy,
and contained notes on ona or two other matters bv
tiimself, and, on the last fly leaf, some critical
aotes on the poem in pencil by John Stuart Mill.
Forster loved manuscripts and thus early obtained
two of the ones he especially valued.
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pressed "by Forster into v/riting some verses on
"the instant".* He also made Browning acquainted
in these early weeks with two of those who were
to he honored with dedications of his writings.
To Talfourd, la?;yer, poet, essayist, and dramat
ist, Brovming dedicated his Pi-ppa Passes in 1841
and to Procter, lawyer and poet, he dedicated
Golorobe's Birthday, in Jane, 1844.
In liie first eight years or so of the friend®
ship Porster saw Browning almost daily. In 1836
and 1837 they were occupied with Porster's "bio-»
graphy of Strafford and Browning's play called
Strafford on each of which the friend helped the
author. Porster worked perhaps as hard on Browii«
ing's play as on any of the many that occupied his
time in these years. But in ITovember, 184S, Pors«
ter slighted the friendship "by with-holding Dickens's
appreciation of Browning* s A Blot on the ^Scutcheon
and provided sahject for some last hard feeling when
Broy.Tiing first saw Dickens's letter in the Life of
* Browning wrote them at his request to express Maclise's The Serenade in the Academy catalogue. He
wrote, "I chanced to call on Porster the other day
and he pressed me into committing on the instant,
not the minute, in Maclise's behalf, who has wrought
a divine Venetian work, it seems, for the British In
stitution. Porster described it well - but I could
do nothing better, than this wooden ware - (all the
'properties', as we say, were given, and the prob
lem was how to catalogue them in rhyme and unreason).
"I send my heart up to thee, all my heart
In this my singing!
For the stars help me, and the sea bears part;
The very night is clinging
Closer to Yenice' streets to leave me space
Above me, whence thy face
May light my joyous heart to thee its dwellingplace." (40, p. 1E4)
The lines were later developed into his "In A Gon
dola".

Dicltena near the time of Forster' s death. Bat
Brom'ning did not know of the letter then and it
was Porster's review of Colombe's Birthday. Jane,
1844, v/hich broaght down the wrath of the poet
and temporarily deprived Forster of a friend
ship from which he perhaps needed a rest. Both
the men were qaick tempered and lived intensely.
They had seen maeh of each other.
When in the fall of the next year the friend
ship was renewed on Porster's call and apology,*
it could not have the time of the earlier years
owing to Porster*s preoccapation in his leisare
with more nameroas friends and to Browning^s en
gagement and marriage.** The Brownings spent
most of their married life abroad bat renewed
their friendship with Porster among others on
their visits to 3ngland. On the first of these,
in 1851, Porster gave them a dinner at Thames
Ditton, 'in sight of the swans'. (16, p. 139)
After Mrs. Browning's death and Browning's
return to -Bngland in 1861 we have evidence that
* Browning wrote Hiss Barrett October 15, 1845,
that Porster called and '^efy profuse of graciosities" adding, "we shall go on again with the
friendship as the snail repairs his battered
shell." (6, vol. 1, p. 245)
** Mrs. Orr says that Porster was not informed of
the secret marriage until the proof of the SXAIIINSR was sent. He went into a passion at the sup
posed "hoax, ordered up the compositor to have a
awear at him, and demanded to see the MS from
which it was taken: so it was brought and he
instantly recognized the hand of Browning's sis
ter. Next day came a letter from Robert Brov/ning
saying he had often meant to tell him or v/rite of
it, but hesitated betv/een the two, and neglected
both." (42, p. 149)

the old intimacy flourished.* It bscame the castom for Browning to lonch with For star on most Siin«
days. And Browning expressed his delight in still
possessing Porster, the patient and faithfal friend.
Forster was rewarded v/ith the dedication of his
friend's Collected Y/orlcs in 1863. Henton writes,
after lamenting the fact that Browning's barnt let
ters have taken with them what we might otherwise
know of the last years of this friendship; "On©
thing we do know, that v/hen Forster died, he had
no truer motirner, no one who sorrowed more, with
the sorrow of a great, tender, full heart, than Rob
ert Browning." (42, p. 31)
Forster enjoyed again a very happy friendship
for a few years in the sixties with the poet for
whose works he did not feel complete approval. But
"before the seventies Forster's eccentricities made
trocible. The two were at a dinner party and began
to nag at one another. Browning cited in support
of some story he had told the authority of a lady
of his acquaintance; Porster expressed doubt of
her veracity, and Browning, in a sudden rage, seiz
ed a decanter and threatened to throw it at his
head if he said another word. Friends kept that
from happening, but they did not effect a reconcil-*
iation.
So closed the happy contacts of a valued friendship. Sad indeed is their last recorded communis
cation; we read of it in Browning's letters to Isa
Blagden of ITovember 21, and 30, 1870. They v/ere
written in regard to a reauest which Brov/ning found
awlcward. Isa had desired that he obtain soma papers
* Browning wrote to Isa Blagden, a dear friend of
both himself and his wife, on August 31, 1861j "Por
ster v/rote, f pressingly indeed) to get me to go to
him from the 17 September till the 30th. That I
couldn't do, being engaged to Hiss Barrett, but I
promised to try & be in England by the 1st week
in the month so it appears I should just miss you
and that I am unwillingly to do...(3, p. 42)
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"belonging to Mr. Kirkiip concernsd with Landor
which the owner imagined that Swinbarne desired.
Browning writes: "I will try and ask Porster
to send Mr. Kirkap the letters he lent him, bat
Forster is out of town and I have not seen him
for many months. It is years now since I found
Porster no longer bearable, and it is unpleasant
to begin applying about an old forgotten matter
which has no other valae in Zirkap's eyes than in
connection with this imaginary project of Swin
barne' s; still, anything for an old friend, and
I will do it if I can," (3, p. 18E) Nine days
later he wrote: "This delay in writing was
caused by my anxiety to get Mr. Kirkap's papers,
or at least report that they were on their v/ay
to him before yoa leave Florence: on the 17th
Porster wrote, *I shall be anable for some days,
I fear, to attend to anything. Bat as soon as
ever I can I will see to the matter,* As I sappose he needs simply to go to a drawer and take
and send th.em to me I hoped to tell yoa he had
done so bat there is nothing come nor heard of
as yet: So I mast be sorry and patient." (3, p,
183)
The men were of temperam^ts enoagh alike
so that they coald not always get along. Bat the
friendship while it lasted was a warm one. Had
Porster*s health not given away so completely as
to emphasize his eccentricities, the friendship
of the tv/o might never have ended. Porster had
nevertheless enjoyed a friendship with one of the
greatest men of his day, a friendship often happy
and intimate,
4-Strafford: His Authorship Sjaestioned
The year of Porster's first acoaaintance
with Brovming viaa the year that his first volume
of the Lives of the Statesmen of the Gommonwealth
incladin.^ those of Sir John -ILiot and Thomas Vvantworth, earl of Strafford, was written for Dr. Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopaedia. Y/hat happened in con
nection with the Life of the earl of Strafford is

not definitely known. Browning gave Forster,
who was ill and anxious not to tarn in the bi
ography late, help of some nature. Subsequent
discussion had much to say of the character of
that help.* It was mechanical if we may judge
from Porster^s character and from the original
preface that Brovming wrote for his play on
Strafford in which he stated; "The portraits
are, I thinlc, faithful, and I am exceedingly fort
unate in being able, in proof of this, to refer
to the subtle and eloquent exposition of the
characters of iILiot and Strafford in the lives
of Bininent British Statesmen, nov; in the course
of publication in Lardner's Cyclopaedia by a
writer whom I am proud to call my friend."
flO, pp.48-51)
When the first days came when Browning did
not call Forster "my friend** but rather "old foe"
(e, vol. 1, p. 21S) the perspective of his view
seems to have shifted. He did not contradict
Miss Barrett in his reply to her letter of June
6, 1846, in which this lady showed a not unusual
tendency to thinJc that her loved one had not,
through his generosity, received his full due of
credit. She closed the letter with, "...I for«
got again your 'Strafford' - Mr. Porster's 'Straf
ford', I beg his pardon for not attributing to
him other men's works. Not that I mean to be
cross - not to him even." (3, vol. 2, p. E14)
The remark is in her usual tone when speaking of
Porster.**
•*

Convictions of Brovming's authorship resulted in
the biography's republication after his death with
his name on the title-page. This called forth a
protest from Mrs. Porster v;ho asserted that her hus
band was too honourable a man to allow another's wo
to be put forward as his, and maintained that the
work was almost wholly done by him.
** She wrote November 7, 1845 to Browning:.and
at intervals remomboring in inglorious complacency
(for which you must try to forgive me) that Mr.
Porster is no longer anything like an enemy". (3,
vol. 1, p. 268)

After Browning's death Dr. J» F. Ptirnivall
published a letter in the Pall Mall Gazette for
April, 1890, which he felt proved conclasiyely
that the Life as v/ell as the play of Strafford
had be en written by the poet, Browning. (4, p.
S56) In it he asserts that Browning generously
said nothing about the authorship during Forster's
lifetime but that after Forster's death he told
him and a few of his other friends that Forster
had been greatly relieved by his kindness in offer«
ing to finish the biography and that he, Browning,
had set to work on the material acoumulated and
completed it on his own lines in accordance with
his own conception of Strafford's character.
Huch that lent conviction to this idea arose
from the fact that the conception of Strafford's
character in Forster's Life and in Browiing's
play is the same. However perplexing our knowledge of the help the poet gave the biographer,
that about what the biographer gave the poet is
made definitely clear inMacready's entries in
his diary during the time it was being written and
produced. Here the similarities of conception may
have entered. Forster kept Macready posted about
its jr ogress from the day, August 3, 1836 when
Browning definitely decided to write upon the sub
ject Strafford.* On October 31 it was reported fin«
ished and the alterations began. Forster cared
more for the play than did Macready, who felt that
the other's interest in it v;as due to his interest
in the people portrayed. Without Forster the play
would probably not have been acted, at least not so
early as May, 1837. Macready's doubts of its dram
* The twenty-eighth of the preceding May Macready
had asked Browning to v/rite him a play to keep him
from having to go to America for financial reasons.
Browning, who had been helping Forster with Straf
ford and had the Statesman in his mind, suggested
Strafford. Macready gave instant approval but
Bro?ming did nothing about it until August.

atic character caased ^orster miich effort in the
weeks that preceded its production. He assuredly
helped Brovming in his efforts to make his play
"dramatic". Browning's thoughts in later life
emphasized the faults of Porster and it seems like
ly that the psrspective shifted until he may have
"believed in something he had not done. If he did
deserve to he called the author of Forster^s Life
of Thomas Y/entworth it was not an act of generosity,
as Dr. Purnivall supposes to hide the fact until
Forster could not defend himself.
S-'falter Savage Landor
The summer of the same memorable year which
had seen the beginning of friendship with Brown«
ing and was to see that with Dickens, two maa
just Forster's age, saw that with an older not
able contemporary, Walter Savage landor. It was
after the performance of Ion, a play by still
another friend, Thomas Noon Talfourd, of whom we
shall speak later. A company gathered at the lat^
ter^s home. Forster's only recollection of the
meeting there with Landor is of the sincerity and
feeling with v/hich both Y/ordsworth and Landor spoke
of Southey's absence. Later Landor was to handle
Wordsworth sharply in A Satire on Satirists^ for
disrespect to Southey, and to arouse in Forster a
desire to become better acquainted v/ith the author.
It was relating to Southey that Forster later
served Landor through the SXiIIIlT3R of which he was
then, in 1847, editor. He was a valuable champion
of Southey and in charge of a paper of v/hat was
then called extremely liberal opinions. He found '
himself defending Southey against the QUABTERLY RE«
VIM, organ of the Tories, somewhat, her remarlcs,
as Sydney Snith, an old Minburgh Reviewer, had
found himself defending the church against arch'^
bishops and bishops. (20, vol. 2, p. 405) For the
defence of Southey properly belonged to the Tories.
The SXAlvIIlT3I? published,- among others, letters call
ing attention to Southey's services and to the ne
glect his family suffered. Forster strongly dir-

acted attention to the fact that though a Tory ad
ministration v/as in power when Southey died and
until three years after his death, his son was
still suffered to languish on less than a hundred
a year in the church of whose interests his fath
er had been so zealous a champion. Porster suc«
ceeded in av/aking Lord Truo, who stepped in and,
pQiaking Porster the channel of his kindness, hand-s
ed over to llr. Cuthhert Southey the presentation
under the great seal to a rectory of the value of
upwards of three hundred a year "besides house and
glebe. "3ven the fees had been paid by Lord Truo,"
Porster writes. "The transaction altogether, I
need hardly add, was a wonderful surprise as well
as pleasure to Landor." (20, vol. 2, p. 493) Pors
ter thought much of both Southey and Wordsworth.
"And so they lie, two men whom true Englishmen
should never cease to honour, by Derwent Lake and
Gfrasmere springs,
Serena Creator of Immortal things,
now themselves immortal," he wrote after
visiting their burial places. (20, vol. 2, p. 411)
Porster did much to paur oil on the troubled wat
ers between Y/ordsworth and Southey and Landor appreoiated his feeling for Southey, vvhom he himself
evidently idolized. Porster says that on the day
of Southey* s death, Llarch 22, 1843, Landor wrote
to him telling him that it would grieve him for
anyone else to write the news first.
Porster did not idolize this one of his friends
although he was loyal in the friendship, and it nev'~
er wavered to the day of Landor's death. Landor,
ivho depended almost alone upon him, had a better
effect upon hi a nervous temperament than did Brown
ing. But the qualities which made Landor depend up
on him and think the v/orld in general of little ac
count did not render him admirable in Porster's eyes
He says of him; "Though I place him in the first
rank as a writer of iinglish prose; though he was al
so a genuine poet; and there is no exaggeration in

the saying of one of his American admirers (James
Hassell Lowell, of Boston) that, excepting Shake
speare, no other writer has famished ixs with so
many or so delicate aphorisms of human natare;
his faults lie more upon the surface than is us
ual with writers of this high order. It was un
fortunate for him in his early years that self-con
trol was not necessarily forced upon a temperament
v;hich had peculiar need of it; and its absence in
later time affected both his "books and his life
di sastrously. j3ven the ordinary influences and
restraints of a professional writer were not known
to him, literature was to him neither a spirit
ual calling, as Wordsworth regarded it; nor the
lucrative enjoyment for which Scott valued it.
Landor wrote without ar^ other aim than to please
himself, or satisfy the impulse as it rose. Writ
ing was in that sense an indulgence to which no
limits were put and v;herein no laws of government
were acJmitted. If merely a thing pleased him, it
was preeminent and excellent above all things;
what for the moment most gratified his will or
pleasure he was eager to avouch wisest and best,
as in the thing that satisfied neither he could
find suddenly all opposite qualities; and though
a certain counterpoise to this was in his own nat^
ure, his opinions generally being wise and true,
and his sympathies almost always generous and
noble, it led him frequently into contradictions
and extravagance that deprived him of a portion
of his fame." (20, vol. 1, p. 2)
Some of these tendencies, which have caused
Landor to be called a second Lear, were responsible
for the wavering of the friendship which took place
only toward the close of Landor's life. As Landor
grew older his reason grew v/eak and he became pos«
sessed, to print all the remnants of his poetry,
saying that others would if he did not. This de-.
termination had its share in Landor's dissuading
Forster from making v;hat had been for twenty years
the yearly visit to him on his birthday in 1858.
An illness came from v/hich he recovered with mind

less clouded. By Jaly landor was off for Flor
ence and at the close of the next year, owing to
iiis desire to print something about what the news
papers had said of him in Bath and which Forster
told him would "be impossible, there occurred the
i>nly ostrongement in a quarter of a century of
friendship. Alienation, however, never lay any«
where but in Landor's aged and clouded mind. Forster, from August, 1859, to the day of Landor's
ieath, handed over on behalf of the latter's
sjrothers two hundred pounds by quarterly paynents to Browning who was in Florence and could
Look out for their old friend. Landor, when he
isras at last in the year before his death in
L864 to turn again to his friend, found him
ready.
After that meeting in the summer of 1836
after Talfourd's Ion the tv;o had quickly become
friends. In addition to the Southey interest
they found one other in which they had much in
jommon. Both had great admiration for those
)hiefs of the English ComiHonwealth whose bio
graphies Forster v/as writing for Lardner's GycLopaedia. It is not much wonder that by Sept-»
jmber Landor was sending Forster scenes from
she Orestes at Delphos. inviting that criticism
the friends of Forster found their due. Uor is
Lt strange that on January 50, 1838, Forster be«
ran those visits to Landor in Bath which cheered
she older nan for twenty happy birthdays. By
.840 Dickens began to join the friends at this
anniversary celebration. When Forster first made
i-he trip, Bath was only accessible by coach and
lone left after eight in the morning. But by
840, the railroad being open and the time-table
jonveniently arranged, they could leave London
.n the afternoon, dine and pass the evening with
jandor and breakfast the next morning in London,
'orster says; "Still vividly remembered by us
)Oth are such evenings when a night's sleep purihased for us cheaply the pleasure of being presint with him on his birthday." (20, vol, 2, p.459)
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Porster was one of tha very few whom Landor
considered congenial spirits. The Pentameron
was dedicated in December, 1837, to Soathey in
a few words which said that only ho and tv/o oth
ers, Mr. James and Porster, woald care for them.
Porster appreciated the compliment, "bat regrett
ed the characteristic of Landor which prompted
it» He tells us that landor always fancied that
ha could place himself on a hill apart even from
those v/ith whom he was actually contending. Bat
he gave Porster the privilege of giving him con^
stant advice and aid. It was a privilege tiiit it
was also a drain apon Porster*s strength. landor
did not hesitate to send corrections whenever
thay occarred to him even though it was night and
the day showed that they must themselves he cor
rected.
Porster did not, however, lose patience. A
letter Landor wrote him containing a poem to his
friend expresses the gratitude earned from the
lonely man. Porster had been working with him
apon his Collected Yfritings. which were dedicat
ed to him and to Jalias Hare. He had sent Landor
some congratulatory verses in Landorian imitation
on the completion of their joint labor in editing.
"*As the volumes began, they must end with
you. A te principium. tibi desinet. These verses
must be added; and here are two or three words to
enrich the index: red-poll'd, siller-grasping
f siller, Scotch for silver). ITow, these I think
mast be my very last; for v/ould it not be a scan
dal, my dear Porster, that a man in his seventy-,
second year should be running with his tongae af
ter the Iv'uses?
"'Porsterl whose zeal hath seis'd each v/ritten paThat fell from me, and over many lands
Hath clear'd for rae a broad and solid way,
V/hence ono more age, ay, haply mora than one.
Hay be arrived at (all through thoe, accept
No false or faint or perishable thanks.

Prom tetter men, and .greater, fr3.endship tarn'd
Thy willing steps to me. Prom Sliot's cell
Death-dark; from Hampden's sadder "battle-field;
From steadfast Cromwell's tribanitian throng,
Loftier than kirg's supported knees could mount;
Hast thou departed v/ith me, and hast climhed
Cecropian heights, and plougned Aegean waves.
Therefore it never grieved me when I saw
That she who guards those regions and those seas
Hath lookt with eyes more gracious upon thee.
There are no few like that con^irator
7/ho, under pretext of power-worship, fell
At Caesar's feet, only to hold him down
While others stabb'd him with repeated blows:
And there are more who fling light jibes, immerst
In gutter-filth, against the car that mounts
Weighty with triumph up the Sacred V/ay.
Protect in every place my stranger guests.
Born in the lucid land of free pure song,
How first appearing on repulsive shores.
Bleak, and where safely none but natives move.
Red-poll'd, red-handed, siller-grasping men.
AhJ lead them far away, for they are used
To genial climes and gentle speech; but most
Cymodsmeia; warn the Tritons off
7/hile she ascends while through the opening plain
Of the green sea ibrighten'd by bearing it)
Gushes reduntantly her golden hair.
The lines,I thin3c, will conclude the book becom
ingly and ornamentally, and help us hand in hand
down to future generations. The men of our commonv/ealth indeed will never pearmit us to be separated,
if only you remain faithful to their fields and
pastures. But take care, take care you do not make
me as jealous of you in poetry as I have often been
in prose. Do not let me catch you again among
"Those trackless forest glades, those noble hills
And those enchanting but sequestered valleys
Which broad-browed Landor rules as his domain.
And now come and majce your peace for having invaded
that country." {20, vol, 2, p. 448)
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Y/hen Landor went to Florence in 1858 for
the last few years of his life and in 1859 ceas
ed v/riting to this friend, he mast have missed
the companionship he so cherished. At the end
of 1863, the year before he died, he cast his
flimsy displeasure aade and wrote again. This
letter of December 14, asked a favor. He wrote
that he knew well the friendship that Forster
had for him and that he had grieved over its in
terruption, that he woald not then write bat for
the promise Porster had once held oat to him that
he might one day consent to be his biographer.
Landor had jast received a letter from some one
informing him that his life was being written.
It had disturbed Landor, who begged Forster if
he still retained a thought of becoming his bio
grapher to protect him from the injustice threat
ened. The last words are; "How often have I
known you vindicate from unmerited aspersions
honest literary men! Unhappily no friend has
been found hitherto who takes any such interest
in Walter Landor." (20, vol. 2, p. 588) Other
friendly letters follov/ed. On February second
he wrote that Forster's letter had been the kind"
est of those which cheered his birthday. On Feb
ruary eighteenth he stated that he was perhaps
writing the last letter he should ever write,
but that he hoped he should live long enough to
read Forster^ s Life of 31iot. On the tv/entysecond he is again writing, this time telling
Porster that he is anxious to read the book which
Porster has so kindly promised him. The book was
received and enjoyed, according to another letter
dated the twenty-first of March,
On May ninth
he again thinks he is v/riting his last letter.
That was not written until September ninth, when
he told Forster of the great pleasure the latter*s
letter had given him that very day,
Porster undertook his friend's biography. But
he did not do it for Landor, as he was later to do
it for Dickens, after years of expecting the task,
nor did he do it with the same pleasure. Ha had

not knovm Landor so intimataly, ilnd he had
known the man only in his last years,* Bat Landor
desired that Forster should write his life, as
did the two surviving brothers of the poet.
6-Heereation at the Court of lady Blessington.
1836--ie49
During these years Porster was often at the
court of lady Blessington at Gore House, then in
full sv/ing. He was valued and welcomed there at
the large and at the small and intimate gather
ings as early as 1836. In December of that year
the Countess wrote to one of her correspondents,
"I have made the acquaintance of LIr. Forster,
and like him exceedingly; he is very clever, and
what is "better, very noble-minded." (34, vol.2,
p. 397) She received a letter from landor in this
year in which the poet wrote, "How glad I am that
you are become acquainted with PorsterI" (38, p.
309) The pleasant contacts lasted lintil the break
up of Gore house in 1849 and the departure for Paris. where Lady Blessington very soon died.**
*He was not helped regarding landor's childhood,
as he was even then being helped with that of
Dickens, by continued confidences regarding the
early years, landor did not have the vivid im
pressions of them that did Dickens, Once he had
proposed to send Porster reminiscences and had
done so up to his sixth year. But he had then
decided that he could not return to boyhood. Pors
ter put away the reminiscences for safekeeping so
carefully that he could not find them when he un
dertook the task of writing the biography.
**It may be of interest to note that Lady Bless
ington was a friend of the ill-fated L.3.L., whose
engagement with Porster was so mysteriously broken
off. She wislied to Trect a monument at her own
expense over the remains of her deceased friend,
but it had already been provided.

It is evident that Porster was not immane to
the attraction of foreign titles. He v;as once
heard shoating to his servant Henry above the htibhah of conversation at one of his dinners, "Good
heavens, sir, "batter for the Count's flotindersj"
(44, p. 77) The frequency of his visits recorded
"by Kacready and the letters piilDlished in the Kem-^
oirs and 0or re sp on dene e of the Goontess of Bless-^
"ington (34, vol. 2, pp.396-405 410-432) maiie it
evident that he constantly v/or shipped at the shrine
of Lady Blessington and at that of Goant D'Orsay,
who lived with her. He found with the titles real
qaalities and never met there disillusionipent. Of
the welcome they offered he wrote, "Its attract
ion to those who had familiar admission there was
even less the accomplishments and grace of its mis
tress, than her trae-heartedness and constancy in
friendship#" (SO, vol. 2, p. 326)
A letter of Lady Blessington*s written April
4, 1848, after the dinner to celebrate the concltis-r.
ion of Domhey. does its share to sum tip the contacts
and the friendship v/hich lasted to the end; "Gotint
D ^Orsay repeated to me this morning the kind things
yoa said of him v/hen proposing his health. He, l"^
assure you., was touched when he repeated them, and
his feelings were infectious, for mine responded.
To be highly appreciated by those we most highly
valtie, is, indeed, a source of heart-felt gratifi
cation. Prom the first year of our acquaintance
with you, we had learned to admire your genius,
to respect your principles, and to love your good
ness of heart, and the honest warmth of your nature.
These sentiments have never varied, 3very year, by
unfolding your noble qualities to us, has served to
prove hov; true were our first impressions of you,
and your sole regret has been that your occupations
deprived us of enjoying half as much of your society
as all v/ho have once enjoyed it must desire. Count
D'Orsay declares that yesterday was one of the hap
piest days of his life. He feels proud at having
assisted in the triumph of a friend v/hose heart is
as genial as his genius is great.
(34, vol.
E, p. 403)

One of the things that gained for Porster
their admiration was his daring pov/er for "slash
ing" criticism which he continaed to exercise as
occasion arose antil 1856 vrhan, having attained
and carried on successfally the editorship of a
first class paper, he retired from his post hecatise of increased prosperity and the desire to
work more aninterraptedly on his belored seven
teenth centary. One of her letters addressed to
a friend well illustrates this; "I hare read with
delight the article of F—on the Life of Chtirchill. It is the most masterly reTiev"? I ever read,
and places Churchill in a so much better point of
view, as to excite a sympathy for him. IJvery one
is speaking of this review. All the papers have
taken it up. It is generally attributed to Macaulay, and is said to "b'? the best of his articles,
p
has crushed
took by the dextrous ex
posure of his mistakes, ignorance, and want of
comprehension. I assure you that Count D^Orsay
and I are as proud of the praises we hear of this
article on every side, as if we had a share in it,
p
«g notice of The Chimes is perfect. It takes
the high tone it ought for that book, and ought to
make those ashamed w^ho cavil, because.....
"
(34, vol. 1, p. E76)
7~An All Absorbing friendship
Forster showed remarkable versatility in his
friendships. 1836 alone saw intimate ones with
three utterly different men, Robert Browning, Wal
ter Savage Landor, and Charles Dickens. But that
with the last of these was that which meant to him .
everything that one could mean. Charles Dickens
stalked first in Porster's life and had for his
own all its time that he could use. Hobert Brouning could end his friendship with a naarrel, lan
dor could retire in displeasure or request favors
as he chose. But Dickens alv/ays had a positive
love from John Forster who from the beginning of
the friendship always gave it first place in his
life. It was the novelist v/ho wrote for the people
rather than the poets or the philosopher, Carlyle,

y/ho coirananded that love. It was the one who al«.
ways gave to him sturdy, constant esteem and al
lowed him to exercise most completely his capacity
for service. Two keynotes to Porster^s character
are revealed by the choice, interest in and sj^m-'
pathy with people; desire to be of tise.
Christmas day of this memorable year brought
Porster his introdaction to Dickens. He had first
seen and heard the name of his fatixre friend in
1831, when he had seen him on the stairs of the
THUE SUIT and had learned that he had been spokes
man for some recalcitrant reporters who had jast
disturbed the calm of ths mansion by a strike. Five
years after the glimpse, Forster's attention was
called by Albany Fonblanatie, then editor of the
SXAIIINSR, to the Sketches by Boz Illastrative of
Every Say Life and Bvery Day PeopleT On Decanber
E5 of the same year Y/illiam Harrison Ainsworth,
the one writer of historical novels of his gener^
ation who in the days of his glory could be sure
of popularity for his work, invited to his home at
Eensal Lodge the more famous future novelist and
his friend,John Forster.
His early, as were his later, contacts with
Dickens were treasured in the memory of John Forster. The December of the introduction, Dickens's
opera of the Villapce GDouettes*wa3 produced with
good success and furnished the occasion for his
first letter from the novelist. Before the end
of the month a letter accompanied a copy of it sent
as a gift. Ainsv/orth had brought together in the
interval two who were irresistibly attracted to
each other. The letters of the early days shov/
eagerness for friendship and dissatisfaction that
a mutual desire of getting t0v3:ethor has not been
satisfied. The Qollectad Sketches, both first and
*Dickans had written the story and songs for an
opera composed by llr. Hulloh to promote llr. Braham's enterprise at the St. James theatre.

seoond series, followed the Village Coqaettes
in Pebraary, 1837, and they wave acconipanied by
a letter which shows that Forster already enjoy
ed Dickens* s v/arm expectations of the n®w friend
ship. It was desired that they be received "as
a very small testimony of the donor's regard and
obligations, as well as of his desire to ctiltivata and avail himself of a friendship which has
been so pleasantly throvm in his way.»..In short,
if yoci will receive them for my sake and not for
their own, yoa v/ill very greatly oblige me." (19,
vol. 1, p. 97) We may be sare that Forster was
happy injthe gift.
The whole thirty-.foar years of friendship
saw not one week that did not bring Forster a
letter from or that did not see him writing one
to this friend** On Christmas eves he was acca.s~
tomed to walk with Dickens dom the road from
Aldgate to Bow to see the marketing for Christ
mas* For twenty successive years, beginning with
April
1858.*^ Forster spent the doable anni*And what letters he could write and could inspir
from his friend. Dickens wrote from ^'jnerica of
one of Forster's, April 1, 184E: "How I have read
and re-read your affectionate, hearty, interest
ing, fanny, serious, delightful, and thoroughly
Forsterian Columbia letter, I will not attempt to
tell you..."^(19, vol. 1, p. 352) In 1*844 he
wrote from Genoa; "You will have lots of hasty
notes from me while I am at work; but you know
your man: and v/hatever strikes me, I shall let
off upon you as if I were in Devonshire terrace."
(19, vol. 2, p. 118)
** The second anniversary of Dickens's marriage
and Forster's twenty-sixth birthday.

versary with Mr, and Mrs. Dickens and v/as only
deprived of the real pleasure resulting from it*
when, in 1858, Dickens's domestic troubles
brought separation from his v/ife. He took with
Dickens memorable v/alks and rides. Ha helped
him with his struggles with the DAIIY ITU'/S <^d
HOUSiUHOLD '703DS. He acted in the amateur theat
ricals which Dickens managed. He enjoyed life
more especially when he was with Dickens and he
was with him much. He read proof for Dickens and
criticized his v/ritings before they were seen by
otherso He was his constant advisee in business
relationsy Forster's absorbing friendship for
him may be glimpsed-in Dickens's letter from Am
erica of April 26, 184E: "*Yott are a part, and
an essential part, of our home, dear friend, and
I exhaust my imagination in picturing the circumstances under which I shall surprise you by
walking into 58, Lincoln's Inn Fields.*" (19, vol.
1,
387)
Forster could not know even this friend with
out occasionally quarreling. But such disturb
ances were here of the most momentary nature and
were a source of deep regret to Forster because
he could not bear a miniite's loss of that friend.
They were never disastrous and Forster enjoyed his
precious intimacy to the end. In his Life of Dick
ens he seizes every opportunity to praise his
friend and show to others the man he loved.
8»«His Delight in Dickens's Sense of Humor
What he praises most in his writings and calls
Dickens's highest faculty is humour, a faculty by
which Dickens expressed effectively his great sym
*Forster thought much of anniversaries. In Jan
uary of this year he had begun the twenty year
series of visits to Landor on his birthday. On
Garlyle's seventieth birthday ha overruled the
objections of the cautious man with an insistent
plea; "'Your birthday, CarlyleH" (9, p, 253)
and would take no denial.

pathy with manlcind. He writes, "To perceive re
lations in things which are not apparent gener
ally, is one of those exqaifsite properties of
hnmour by which are discovered the affinities
between the high and the low, the attractive and
the repulsive, the rarest things and things of
every day, which brings as all upon the level of
a common humanity. It is this which gives hum
our an immortal touch that does not belong of
necessity to pictures, even the most exquisite,
of mere character or manners.."fl9, vol^3,
p. 308) Again we have:"
by connecting the
singularities and eccentricities, which ordinary
life is apt to reject or overlook, with the ap«
preciatioh that is deepest and the laws of in
sight that are most universal,.....all things
human are happily brought within human sympathy.
It was at the heart of everything Dickens wrote."
(19, vol. 3, p. 349)
Forster was accused wrongly by Er. John
Brown of having no sense of humour. (33, p. 340)
It is true that he did not enjoy the vulgar and
that Bob Eeeley and John Pritt Harley were of
the very few contemporary actors ?/ho could make
him laugh. He enjoyed humour largely as a means
of approaching human sympathy and Dickens* s par-,
ticuiar brand was his favourite. His sense of
fan led him, however, in'oo delight in balloons
and into games of leap-frog, as well as into many
a play with the Dickens family.
9~Willlam Harrison Ainsworth
Porster felt deeply grateful to the one who
had so pleasantly thrown this friendship in his
way, the one who had encouraged Dickens to pub
lish his first book and was a common friend and
constant companion of the first happy years in
the late thirties. For the first three years of
Forster's friendship with Dickens William Harri
son Ainsworth enjoyed the v;alks and rides and
dinners "forster records with such pleasure. He
made two happy visits to Manchester possible by

causing them to be well entertained by his friends
in 1838 and 1839. He is called by Porster a "v/elcome and pleasant companion alvrays" (19, vol. 2,
p. 431) and one "to whose S3nnpathy in tastes and
pursuits , accomplishments in literature, openhearted generous ways, and cordial hospitality,
m-any of the pleasures of later years were due."
919, vol. 1, p. 158)
^
In 1839 Forster had trouble with Bentley,
which will be discussed later, which caused him
to begin gradually to lose track of this friend
whom he owed so much. So completely had he lost
contact with him by the sixties that, at a dinner
given by Frederick Chapman, the publisher, he re-^
sponded to Brovming's mention of having recently
seen the former companion with; "(Sood heavens,
is he still alive?'" (31, p. 10)
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CHAPT3H lY
1836-1840
l-TroaTjles with illfred Biinn
Forstar had no respect for Alfred Biinn, man
ager of Drary Lane, and he came to unpleasant
terms with him in 1837. In 1836 he gave freely
of his sympathy to one who suffered because of
him. His friend Ilacready had tfeen at Drury lane
for thirteen years but found iii the spring of
this year that he could no longer get along with
Mr. Burni, He lost control of himself and made
an assault upon the manager, who had made him
act in a mutilated Richard III and who had upon
remonstrance bitten his finger. The result for
Macready was an action at law and the payment
of fl50 damages, Porster was at hand through
out the affair to advise and proffer what help
could be given.*
Forster was thus identified with an enemy
and suffered his share of abuse from Mr. Bunn
and his friend llr. Westmacott, editor of the AGE,
a scurrilous paper. On Ilovember 7, he had been
much distressed at an abusive article and had
considered seriously doing something drastic
*It could not be much more than sympathy. Fors
ter faithfully brought press notices and kept
Macready otherwise informed of the progress of
the affair, a service which he rendered this
friend as long as he was on the stage. On July
1, he informed Macready that the plaintiff* s
solicitor, when Mr. Thesiger in the court said
that Macready had "attempted to tear out the
tongue" of Bunn, cams up to him and requested,
if this were spoken of among his friends, to
say that such expression was in the counsel*s
brief. (48, vol. 1, p. 333)

about it. The year 1857 sav; various attacks up
on him,* In November of this year he suffered
a painful and miatalcen Allusion to his parent
age. llacready received the notice of the pub
lication of The Life of John Forster. the Butcher
Boy which was thought by him to have come prob
ably from llr. Bunn or llr, VVestmacott. On Decem
ber 14, Forster told Ilacreadj'' that Mr. Svans,
Mr. Bunn's solicitor, had commenced an action
against the SZ/JIIITES, of which Forster was lit
erary and dramatic critic, for libel. On Decem
ber 15, Macready heard of a report of a prosec
ution against Talfourd, Forster, Polhill, and Macready for a supposed conspiracy to put down the
AGE. The notices were disagreeable, but nothing
serious resulted.
2-Thomas IToon Talfourd
Forster had, besides Macready, a dear friend
involved in the Bunn troubles. An agreement was
made in 1837 with Mr. Kolloy, Mr. Westmacott's
solicitor, by which Forster promised not to at
tack Mr. Bunn personally if the attacks of the
AGS on Thomas Talfourd were discontinued. Of
this friend he so championed Forster himself has
said that "the most constant and cordial inter
course existed between them." (42, p. 225)
Thay had much in common in their backgrounds,
in that both were members of the Bar and both
were interested in dramatic literature.
Talfourd v/as a man of letters, theatrical
* On April 5, 1857, Macready noted in his diary
that Forster had told him of an attack on him in
the TIM3S. On October 14, he noted that Talfourd
had told him of some abuse of himself and Fors
ter in the AGS which, llacready says, "was tinimportant except as its matter testified that there
are some treacherous persons about the theatre."
(48-1-417)
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critic, joarnalist fas legal reporter on The
Times, 1812), dramatist, and eyentaally jastice
of her Ilajasty's Goart of Common Pleas. Pors^
ter's connections with him had to do with the
former's meeting Landor. They had to do with
Dickens, for v/hom Talfourd worked in connection
v/ith the piracy of the novelist's writings and
for which he v/as rewarded with the dedication
of Pickwick. They had much to do v/ith Talfourd's
two plays of 1836 and 1838, the more famoas Ion
and The Athenian Captive, both of which were
read and criticised and rehearsed with Forster
present.*
Forster* s memories of Talfoiird who died "be
fore him were those of a friend at all times delightfal. He wrote of him at the Hickleby din
ner in 1839: "There was Talfoard, facile and
fluent of kindliest speech, with whom we were in
constant and cordial intercourse." (19, vol. 1,
p. 155) Writing of the same friend when he was
ten years older, he says: "Our friend v/as now
on the bench; which he adorned with qualities
that are justly the pride of that profession,
and with accomplishments that have become more
rare in its highest places than they v/ere in for
mer times. His elevation only made those virtues
better known. Talfourd assumed nothing with the
ermine but the privilege of more frequent inter
course with the tastes and friends he loved, and
he continued to be. the most joyous and least af
fected of companions
and the many hap
py nights made hapnier by the voice so gs,ffluent
in generous words, and the face so bright with
ardent sensibility, come back to me sorrowfully
*In the case of Ion. Forster had informed Macready Llarch 15, 1835, that it had been complet
ed, obtained llacreacly to act it July 7, and gen
erally presided over its fate. It was acted in
Hay and June, 1836.

now. *Deaf the prais'd ear, and mate the tune
ful tongue^. The poet's line has a doable apnlication and sadness." (19, vol. 2, p. 397)
5'^Two ?la,ys. a Book, and a Plan of 1857
Balv/er Iytton*s IDaehess of LaTglliere occa-'
pied much of the attention of Forster at the close
of the old year and beginning of the new. The
play failed with the audience and Forster with
Bttlwer concocted a new scene, which Kacready
thought hazardous and impolitic but assented to
because he understood that it was another des«
perate stroke to retrieve the cast-dovm nature
of Bttlwer's fame.*
Browning's Strafford occupied ForsterTa
almost exclusive attention for some weeks be
fore its production in the spring of 1837. He
was working on and brought out before the close
of the year the lives of Pym and Hampden for
the second volume of the Lives of the Statesmen,
a volume better fated than t he first. No questions ever arose over the authorship. In Oct
ober, a plan v/as made which remained only a plan.
A collection of the writings of Bobert Blake, the
English admiral, was suggested by landor, who
shared Forster's interest in early England. Fors
ter writes that Landor "as much wanted patience
for it as I wanted time and between us it came
to nothing," (20, vol, 2, p. 323)
*The play remained a failure, but Bulwer scored
a victory the following year by putting on anon
ymously the Lady of Lyons, which established his
power to attain the art of dramatic construction
and theatrical effect. 3ven Forster did not at
first know the authorship of the Lady of Lyons.
But he always knew what was going on and very
soon discovered it.
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4~For3t3r and Oliver Twist
Forster shared Dickens* s interests and con-^
fidences so completely that the novels were events
in his life. Oliver Twist was the first. As ear
ly as 1837 he had commanded Dickens's esteem for
his critical capacity and delighted his friend
with his praise of the partly v/ritten "boDk.* Prom
that date Dickens sabmitted everything he wrote
to Forsterwho began then the revising and saggesting which shared in directing the coarse of
Dickens^s novels and caased passages to be omit
ted and phrases to be altered. On the evening,
in 1838, to which the writing of the last chapter
of Oliver Twist had been assigned, he talked long
with Dickens of what shoald be the fate of Charley
Bates, a character for whom Talfoard had eloqaent-.
ly pleaded.***
S-Basiness Help to Dickens. 1837
And in this first year of the Dickens friend*Dickens wrote*. "*How can I thank yoa? Can I do
better than by saying that the sense of poor Oli-™
ver's reality, which I know yoa have had from the
first, has been the highest of all praise to me.
None that- has been lavished apon me have I felt
half so mai2h as that appreciation of my intent
and meaning. Yoa know I have ever done so, for
it was ,yoar feeling for me and mine for yoa that
first broaght as together, and I hope will keep
as so, till death do as part, Yoar notices malce
me gratefal bat very proad; so have a care of
them.*" fl9, vol. 1, p. 105)
** Forster writes, "There was nothing written by
him after this date which I did not see before the
v/orld did, either in manascript or proofs." (19,
vol. 1, p. 105)
*** Dickens had a cold v/hich excased him from a
dinner engagement and made possible a lamb chop
with Forater and the discassion remembered v/ith
sach pleasure by Forster.
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ship Forster hegan also that help v/hich was to "be
of sach value to Diclcens in business arrangements.
He learned from Dickens in this year that he had
never had a copy from llr. Bentley, his publisher,
of the agreement for Oliver -and that he feared he
had the second novelfBarnaby Hudg3)on the same
terms under the same agreement.* Dickens's atti«
tude was then as always that the creative side
ViTould suffer should he attend to that of busi
ness, and that it was better to allow neglect of
the latter to involve him in bitter consequences
in the future. Forster, beginning with this year,
averted troubles which would have been the out
come of such an attitude and helped him to straight
en out the tangles in which he already found him
self. He insisted always upon copies of agree
ments with Dickens's publishers.
G^Play Struggles of 1858; Landor's Dramatic Efforts
Forster was busy in this year with four plays
of "four friends which ov/ed much to his efforts.
Knowles and Talfourd each produced one in 1838.
Forster had so much to do with that of Knov/les
that he was even the one v/ho gave it its title,
on May 7, 1838, of Woman's Y/it; or Love's Disguises.
It v;as successful and ran thirty-one nights.
*Forst9r was a party to the understanding arrived
at in 1838 by Dickens to put Barnaby P.udge on the
footing desired and to have it begin when Oliver
closed.
** That the friendship seems to have closed with
it does not appear to have been Forster's fault. He
had been zealous in his efforts to relieve Knowles's
straightened circumstances the previous year and
had succeeded in getting Hacready to advance him
money on a tragedy he was contemplating on the con
dition that he give Hacready the refusal of all of
his plays. He had been instrumental in getting
l.Iaoready to give Znowles a benefit in June, 1838.
But in August, I'nowles refused to recognise Fors
ter when ho passed him in the garden grounds and
there is no more mention of acquaintance.
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Talfotird's Athsnlan CantiTe occapied a great
deal of his attention and even needed considerable
rerision. He "began a two-year struggle with Hunt's
play, A Legend of Plor3rice, v.-hich was produced suc
cessfully on February 7, 1840. He decided upon the
withdrawal of a farce which Dickens had written at
his suggestion.*
Porster also gave his interests in this year
to Landor's efforts in the field. He does not seem
to have favored the idea of the theatre for Landor
and eventually persuaded him not to try the pro
duction of his play although he failed to dissuade
him from adopting the dramatic form. His corres
pondence at this time shows him anxious that Landor
should not choose it unless v/hat he had to say re
ally could he best expressed on the stage. He point
ed out that a play, if it was to be acted, as plays
should be, suffered from limitations which it v/as
useless to endure unnecessarily. (20, vol. 2, p.
347} When he received Landor's three tragedies,
he thought them good but advised stron^y against
their being acted.**
*It was perhaps fortunate in the interests of Fors-»
ter^s friendship with Dickens that the latter did
not continue the dramatic efforts manifested in
this and the previous year. Forster encouraged him
as he did Browning and a like disaster might have
resulted as Dickens did not seem to be a dramatist.
In July, 1837, Porster had encouraged him in his
desire to write a comedy and, in 1838, in propos
ing to lvlacrea.dy a dramatization of Oliver Twist.
The last did not meet welcome with the actor but
a farce v/ss written and its production planned.
There was manifest disappointment at its reading,
December 11, 1838, and within the month Porster de
cided on its withdrawal.
**Landor had wished them acted because ha had
trouble with his publishers and had decided nev
er to print anything more. Porster's advice re
sulted in his changing his rnind and Porster v/rites
that v/hon it was spoken of he took it "as good
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V-Years of Play. 1858-1859
Forster knew in 1838, and 1839, two years
that held amid the work mach boyish ploy. In 1838
the keeping of the anniversaries of Landor's birth
day and of Dickens's wedding.and of Forster's
birthday first became a custom. The birth of
Dickens's eldest daughter, of whom Forster was
asked to be godfather, was celebrated by a ride
of fifteen miles. He visited Manchester in both
years, and found in the cottages of Dickens at
Twickenham and Petersham a center for many happy
times.
In these years Forster knew exuberant joy.
Not the least delightful of his good times were
afforded by balloons. A letter of June 23, calls
Forster's attention to his failure to fulfill the
conditions of his presidency of the balloon club
at Twickenham. His duty was to keep the club sup
plied with'balloons; "'Gammon lodge, Saturday
evening, June 23, 1838. Sir, I am requested to
inform you that at a numerous meeting of the Gam-^
mon aeronautical Association for the encouragement
of science and the Consuir.ption of Spirits (of
Wine) - Thomas Eeard,Ssouire, Krs, Charles Dickens,
Charles Dickens 3squire, the Snodgering Blee, Popem Jee, and other distinguished characters being
present and assenting, the vote of censure of which
i enclose a copy was unanimously passed upon you
for gross negligence in the discharge of your duty,
and most unjustified disregard of the best interests
**(cont.) naturedly as Benedick v/hen rallied on
his change of intention." (20, vol. 2, p. 356)
Andrea of Hungary was in Forster's hands for his
criticism Fovember 2, and Giovannfi of Ilaples ar
rived nineteen days later, the result, Forster
was told, of his praises of the former. The two
were printed then without v/aiting for the complet
ion of the trilogy. In the autumn of 1840 ap
peared the third, Fra P.apert. an elaboration of
Giovanna after her second and third marriages.

of the Societjr. I am. Sir, your most ohedient
Servant, Charles Dickens, Honorary Secretary.
To John Porster, Esquire.*" (19, vol.^l, p. 159)
llacready notes on Jtine 24 that Porster was among
those who amased themselves before dinner by send
ing lip balloons.
His visits to Manchester in ITovember, 1838,
and in January 12, 1839, saw his introduction to
the more famous literary men of the town through
the courtesy of his friend Ainsworth v/ho supplied
letters for the first * and was present on the sec
ond trip. One of the principal objects of both
visits v/as to meet and get acquainted v^ith the
prototypes of the Gheeryble Brothers in Nicholas
Hickleby in the persons of Vifilliam and David Grant
a matter which was managed through the courtesy
of Ilr. Gilbert Winter, a friend of Ainsworth. Both
trips were full of festivities in honour of Forster and his companions.
In these years more than usually filled with
play Forster enjoyed much intercourse with Maclise
Beard (Dickens^s physician), Talfourd, Thackeray,
Jerrold, George Gattermole, Ains'j?orth, Landseer,
others who v/ere more particularly connected with
Dickens among whom may be mentioned Dickens* s
father and mother, two younger brothers (the Snodgering Blee and Popem Jee mentioned above in con
nection with the balloons), the members of his
wife's family, and his married sisters and their
*In connection with the first visit Porster, with
Hablot K. Browne, the Pickwick artist and Dickens,
made an excursion to Cheadle Hall, Cheshire, to
see the three little daughters of Ainsworth, aged
eight, nine, and eleven, who were at boarding
school there. Porster had been mischievously re
presented to them as a dentist and, v/hen he step
ped forward to present a book he had brought, he
was v/elcomed with a bitter cry. But it was even
tually understood that his intentions were friend
ly and that the man from the
v/as not an
examiner of teeth. (42, p. 55)

httslDands, Mr, and llrs. Burnett and llr. and llrs.
Austin, as v/sll as Mr, Thomas Mitton, who had
knovm "Oicliens when himsolf a law-clerk at Lin
coln's Inn Fields and through whom 1h ere was
introduction of the relatives of a friend and
partner, Mr. Srnithson, the gentleman connected
with Yorkshire mentioned in the preface to
Hicklehy.
Porster enjoyed in particular the social
charm of Daniel Llaclise, which, he says, "v/as
seldom wanting
the grand enjojmient
of idleness, the ready self-ahandonment to the
luxury of laziness, which we (Dickens and Forster) both so laughed at in Maclise, under whose
easy svring of indifference, always the most amus
ing at the most aggravating events and times, we
knew that there was artist-work as eager, energy
as unwearying, and observation almost as pene
trating as Dickens's own. A greater enjoyment
than the fellowship of Haclise at this period
it would indeed be difficult to imagine. Dickens
hardly saw more than he did, while yet he seemed
to be seeing nothing; and tne small esteem in
which this rare faculty was hold by himself, a
quaint oddity that gave to shrewdness itself in
him an air of Irish simplicity, his unquestion
able turn for literature, and a varied knowledge
of it not always connected with such intense love
and such unwearied practice of one special and ab
sorbing art, combined to render him attractive far
beyond the common. His fine genius and his hand
some person of neither of v/aich at any time he
seemed himself to be in the slightest degree cons
cious, completed the charm." (19, vol. 1, p. 157)
As is quite evident from this quotation Mac
lise, a friend of Did:ens, was very much a friend
of Porster's. He was installed in Ainsv/orth's
place at the end of 1039 and took the trips with
Forster and Dickons hitherto enjoyed by that friend
v;ho had first nade the author and his biographer
acquainted. Y/hen the constant widening of the
Forster-Dickens circle made "the continuance of

the old-time corrrivialities impossible," the
friendship of Porstsr mth l.Iaclise "mainly con
fined itself, of necessity,^and in the case of
both of them, to a more or less voltiminoas cor
respondence." (4E, p. 67)
Porster often gave this friend orders for
pictures he desired, F.enton thinlcs that perhaps
Maclise^s best was one sach painted of Esxton,
the printer, with King 3dward the Foarth and
others of the court. Foroter himself was the
subject of his friend* s artistic pov/ers on sever
al occasions. The portrait of Forster in 1830
(42, p. 10) is by Warrington and Maclise. He
was portrayed by the artist as Ilitely in Igvary
Han in His Hamour in the forties, sketched in
1840 (42, p. 58}, and carricator ed in his own
chambers with other privileged ones present at
the reading of Dickens's Chimes in 1844. (19, vol.
2, p. 149)
Forster did not care particularly for Thack
eray who, like himself, desired power and its ex
ercise. It is of interest that, although he was
constantly thrown with Thackeray, he did not find
in him an intimate friend. He was,perhaps, as
Renton has pointed out, too much like him. (42,
p. 210) It is interesting that he v/ho sought
out the great men of his time failed to care for
this one.
He had better fortune with one who in con
trast to his own appellation of "harbitrary cove"
was called the "little wasp" (42, p. 169). Doug
las Jerrold, a journalist by occupation and a
wz'iter of serious fiction by inclination, a wit
who regarded human nature rather bitterly but one
who made others laugh, met more than usual favor
with Forster, The "harbitrary cove" wrote of him
when noticing his death in 1856, "Jerrold's wit,
and the bright shrewd intellect that had so many
triumphs, need no celebration from me; but the
keenest of satirists was one of the kindliest of

of men»..,," fl9, vol, 3, p. 145) He was of
those who moarnad and as pall "bearers paid their
last respects to Doaglas Jerrold. He was one of
those who helped to provide for his daaghter
through amateur theatrical efforts in 1856 and
1857, ^ffifeioh will "be disoassod ander-that date-.
George Cattsrmole, one of the painter friends,
met to Forster a companion who "had enoagh and to
spare of fan as well as fancy to sapply ordinary
artists and homoarists by the dozen, and wanted
only a little more "ballast and steadiness to have
had all that coald give attraction to good fellow
ship." (19, vol. 1, p. 158) He was on friendly
terms with Edwin Landseer, lover and painter of
animals, especially dogs and horses, and he re-==
fers to him in the Life of Dickens as "all the
world's favourite".
Porster enjoyed a lighthearted kind of friend«
ship through many years with Bryan Waller Procter,
who wrote under the name of Barry Gornvrall, one v/ho
had been a school-fellow of Byron at Harrow and was
on intimate teras with most of the eminent liter
ary men of his day. It had been with Procter that
in November, 1831, Forster had made the earliest
visit to Lamb of which we have the date. For more
than thirty years Forster enjoyed a happy comrade
ship different from the more strenaotis type he
knew with Dickens, Lytton, and Browning. It v;as
delightful and there are nearly four hundred let
ters extant of Procter to Forster in the British
Iluseum which record it. (42, p. 183)
Samuel Laman Blanchard * was a journalist
whom Forster had met at the beginning of his journalistic career in the early thirties with the TliUS
*It is of interest that he was a firm friend of
Letitia Iilizabeth Landon in whom he had loyal be
lief and whom he defended in a memoir from the
cruel attacks made upon her "^)oth in her lifetime
and after her mysterious death in Africa. (42, p.
228) He does not mention Forster*s name.
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SUIT. He worked with him on the SXAIvIIIIIil from
1841 until the latter, v;ho was aneqaally balanc
ed mentally, took his om life in 1845 as a resalt of overwork and the sudden death of his
wife. On his death Forster, ?/ith Balwer and
Ains'.vorth, devised plans to keep the statement
of the saicide from the papers and to concert
means for assisting the orphan children.
Clarkson Stanfield, the one who probably
introdiiced Forster to Jerrold, was himself a
favourite with Forster who calls him "oar excel«
lent friend" fl9, vol. 3, p. 288) Stanfield
was another of the painter friends. His services
were always at hand when needed and he painted
in 1857, the Act Drop for the performance at
Tavistock House of Y/ilkie Collins's Frozen Deep,
a play given to benefit Jerrold's daughter,
"Stanny", as he was called by Forster, was often
a companion in the jaunts taken in the early
ysars and wh6n, tov;ard the end of his life, he
had much illness, Forster and Dickens gave ample
evidence of the sincerity of their friendship
by frequent surprise visits to cheer him up.
John Pritt Harley, chiefly noted for his
impersonation of Shakespeare's clowns, (48, vol.
1, p. 31) belonged too to these days. He often
afforded Forster much cause for laaghter by his
theatrical efforts to entertain. The former
speaks of him as one present at the Ilaster Humphrey's Glock dinner on April 10, 18'41, "whose
humorous songs had been no inconsiderable ele
ment in the mirth of the evening." (19, vol. 1,
p. 225)
Charles Enight, publisher, especially for
the Society for the Diffusion of Knowledge, v/as
a friend that was of much help to Forster in the
forties in connection with the plans for purchas
ing the birthplace of Shalcespaare. Forster thought
of him as the "many-sided, true-hearted Charles
Knight." (19, vol, 2, p. 444) The "good Stone"
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(/
fl9, vol. 2, p. 339) as Porster calls him, and
Tom Landseer, elder 'brother of Sdv/in and of ser
vice to him in etching and engraving his princip
al pictures, were other companions that made the
Dickens circle delightful to Forster.
1839 meant to Porstor, in addition to the
recreation and friends v/e have discassed, a year
v/hen the Shakespeare society was diligently at
tended by the friends and afforded them oppor
tunity for much enjoyment, disputing and afterdinner oratory. (19, vol. 1, p. 16S)
Porsterns quick temper under provocation
and his command of a friendship that would guard
him froir|folly are well illustrated in an incident
connected with this cluh. Porster quite lost his
temper "because of some indecorous proceedings on
the part of three or four persons during a speech
of a mem"ber which were unnoticed "both by the speak
er or by Dickens, the chairman. When Porster rose
to make a speech, he made a "slashing" attack on
these persons. After his speech, three or four
rose to question his right to rebuke them, Pors
ter said that he disclaimed anything personal and
left the room. Dickens returned thanks for his
health being proposed and asked those who sym
pathised with Porster to leave the room. It may
have been in relation to this outbreak that Dick
ens wrote Porster in 1839 regarding some folly he
was going to commit at the Shalcespeare club; "'I
need not, I am sure, impress upon you the sincer
ity with which I make this representation. Our
close and hearty friendship happily spares me the
necessity. But I will add this - that feeling for
you an attacliment v/hich no ties of blood or other '
relationship could ever awal:en, and hoping to be
to the end of my life your affectionate and chos
en friend, I am convinced that I counsel you now
as you would counsel me if I were in the like case;
and I hope and trust that you v/ill be led by an
opinion which I am sure cannot be wrong when it is
influenced by such feelings as I bear tov/ards you,
and so m.any warm and grateful considerations.*"
fl9, vol. 1, p. 162)
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S-Troalile v;ith Bentley, the Piiblishsr. 1859
This v/as the year when ?orster began to lose
contact with Ains-.vorth and saw more of llaclise.in
connection with the mtitaal friendship with Dickens,
He came to see less of Ainsv/orth through trouble
that he had with Bentley tov/ard the close of the
year. The editorial reins of Bentley's Miscellany
had been transferred from Dickens to Ainsv/orth and
the event aroused gossip which was hard on Fors-^
ter. He was accused of persuading Dickens to sev
er the connections ?/ith the publishers which auto®
matically resulted in his ceasing to be editor of
the paper-mentioned. Porster's interference was
denied by Dickens in a letter to Aina?/orth which
advised him strongly against taking over the edi
torship just left vacant br? himself. Dickens had
repurchased his copyright of Oliver Twist and can
celled his agreement for Barnaby ?.udf?e because he
considered that Bentley had broken the agreement.
Forster naturally came in for blame because he was
a constant advisee of Dickens in such matters. It
is said that he took umbrage at Ainsvforth's Jack
Sheppard. which was shortly printed in Bentley's
Hi sc ell any, because it bade fair to rival the pop-^
ularity of Dickens's books. (35, p. 344) However
it was, he v/as not on friendly terms with Bentley
at this time and he simultaneously began to see
less of Ainsv/orth. Perhaps he could not keep him
self from jealousy for the friend whom he always
put first, Charles Dickens.
9"Help to Bulv/er Lytton
This year, 1639,saw Forster busy also v/ith
the production of two plays b:' Edward Bulwer lytton
* One result of Porster's nuarrel with Bentley was
his refusing to sign an agreement in his possession
with Bentley's signature to write a book about ?,ueen
Anne and Her Times. In I.Iarch of the next year Fors
ter ^jvrote to P.obert Lytton and proposed that they
collaborate. It carae to nothing, hovTever. (42. x>.
142)
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Richelieu, and The Sea Captain. As early as 1833
Por3tor had begrun in letters aboat Leigh Hunt's
difficulties, criticism of Balwer's writing. The
latter was editor of the 107 IvIOITHIY lIAGAZIITiJ and
had in the previous year published j]agene Aram,
a book ?/hich had rather a sensational success. On
January 4, 1833, Porster said of it: "'I have
read Eugene Aram with very great and greedy pleas
ure. Your view of his character is very original,
and,.
.amazingly striking,.,.. There is no
lurching from it to the right or left... I could
have v/ished that you had adhered a little more
strictly to the small information we have of 2ugene Aram because I think the cause which he him
self is reported to have assigned for the murder,
namely that of jealousy of Clarke with his wife,
is more likely to have urged him to the deed than
mere gain, though I confess you put the last mot
ive in a singularly novel v/ay, and manage to make
even reputable.,,.Houseman's character is, I think,
magnificently brought out all through the way in
which yon bring about his betrayal of a knowledge
of a resting-place of Clarke's bones is uncommon
ly fine,,.Believe that I say this because I re
ally felt your book. 3ver and most truly yours,
JOmi FU:!HT3R.(42, p. 143)
He showed himself further interested in his
friend by revising in part Hienzi* in proofs. He
wrote, "'I enclose you 5rd and 4th sheets of Hienzi
as printed off. I shall be delighted to take any
part in the revisiqn of the proofs that you may
now or hereaftei" assign to me."' (4S, p. 144)
Prom 1836 to 1840 Porster was engaged in the
guardianship of the plays that Bulwer spent the
four years v;riting. We have spoken of The Duch
ess of Xa Valliere, which failed, and The Lady of
*It v/as published in 1035, and, in 1837, combined
with The Last Days of Pompeii as 'ih.'rio3t Iletrancrs.

Lyons, which retrieved Balv/er's fame. On ITovember 20, 1038, Porster asked Hacready to ask Balv/er to dine on the following Sunday for a read
ing of ?-ichelieti. He feared the play v;oald not
"be'^a sacc333, * "but its T)i'crlactiDi; ci. March 7,
1839, proved him mi state'n. Porster v/as persist
ent, too persistent to please all concerned, in
his attentiveness at rehearsals,**
In October
of 1839, The Sea Oa-ptain. which Thackeray parod
ied, was being read and criticised and rehearsed.
Its chances for saccess did not seem overwhelm
ing bat Porster refused to give the woid Hacready
lonsred for which would have meant its withdrawal.*** Again Bulwer's play, contrary to fears,
proved successful, i^orster contemplated with
drawal of the next attempt, the comedy Money.
only because of the failures in acting. The play
delierhted the company from the first days in 1840
I I I - * ' -
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*Forster went to sleep in the fifth act. This
hurt Bulwer's feelings and probably had some part,
as Hacready thought, (48, vol. 1, p. 478) in Porster^s conclusions that the interest of the play
was not sufficient.
**"Anderson in his "Actor's life" speaks of the
annoyance caused to the actors during the rehear
sals of the piece by the presence on the stage of
the manager^3 numerous friends. Morning after
morning there sat, close to the prompter's table,
Messrs. Browning, Bulwer, Dickens, Kaclise, Forster, and others, to our great horror and disgust.
Mrs. Humby was especially annoyed at Forster's
'roaring out, when I miss a word', "Put her through
it again, Mac, put her through it again", as if '
I v/ere a piebald mare at Astleysl'" (53, p. 140)
*** Hacready, who wished to be relieved of the
play, remarks in his diary for October 29, that
Forster, who had a chance to see the plays possi
bilities, might have relieved them from their
embarrasing position concerning it. "Ho left it,
hov/ever, to the 'fortune of Gaoaarl'" (48, vol. 2,
p. 29)

when they heard it read,* Forsterns efforts
were rewarded by Balwer on llorember 34 of this
year when he dedicated the play to Forster.**
lQ~Xives of the Statesmen of the Gommonwealth Gompleted
With 1839, Forster completed his volumes for
lardner^s Cyclopaedia* 1838 had seen the public
ation of the lives of Yane and Marten and 1839 saw
that of two volumes devoted to Oliver Cromwell, a
work projected as early as 1830. liknerson 77hiteside, in that year, Henry Morley tells us, pat the
question to him in March: "How goes on Cromwell?
Have you made a commencement yet?" f4E, p. 17)
11-Tv/o "Vacation Trips
The completion of Diokens's books often meant
trips for Forster. Between the completion of Oliver
Tv/ist and its publication, Dickens had gone to see
something of Worth Wales. Forster joined him at
Liverpool by invitation and accompanied him home.
On April 4, 1840, Dickens fled after the first pub
lication of Master Humphrey's Clock to Birmingham,
where Forster joined him with news of the sale of
the whole sixty thousand copies, to which the first
working had been limited. He proceeded v/ith Dick
ens upon a holiday v/hich included the visiting of
Shakespeare's house at Stratford and Johnson's at
lichfield. Forster and Dickens alv/ays enjoyed
their trips, but this one proved so unusually de
lightful that their resources gave out before they
reached home and they had to pawn their gold v;atch* llacready writes September 19, 1840, "I began to
read the comedy to Forster, and v/as led on to read
it through to our mutual amusement. Went to bed
at half-past three o'clock." (48, vol. E, p. 82)
** Bulwer's next play v/as on Oedinus Tyrannus
v/ith choruses. Macready remarked on first

9S at Birmingham.
Mr. Renton's search has uncovered a pictare
of how Porster appeared to others upon this last
trip. It shows him characteristically rough of
manner and ale:rt for his friend of friends, llr,
Renton looked/Alderman Colharne,owner of the old
hostelry. The Red Horse, beloved of Y/ashington
Irvii^, v;ho stayed there during his visit to Strat
ford. Mr. Colbarne remembered the famoas toar and
gave an interesting description of the old London coac
drawing out of the old gateway of The Red Horse with
Dickens, Forster, and the rest of the UBrry crowd
shouting from the roof of it a right rollicking
"good-byej" to a group of Stratfordians assembled
to see them depart. (42, p. 128) Forster did not
appeal to him very strongly. Mr. Renton says, "as
I ventured to suggest to Mr. Colburne, Forster pos
sibly would, on such an occasion, and amid strange
surroundings, have been hardly likely to come out
of his shell. He would probably adopt the "big
bow-wow" manner, which even his closest intimates
always admitted he could do to perfection." (42,
p. 128) Forster^s pompous way and dictatorial man
ner did not impress Mr. Golburne favorably bat he
still remembered the curious protective attitude
displayed by him toward Dickens. "*It was,' said
Mr. Colburne, 'almost pathetic, the look of affec
tionate concern with which he watched the other's
every movement. I have never seen anything like
it. before or since.
(43. p. 128)*
**(cont.) seeing the manuscript May 23, 1846, that
it lacked simplicity of style and picturesnuaness
and reality, Sulwer was to score a triumph some
years later writing a comedy to be performed by
the friends in coraiection with their enterprise, the
Guild of literature and Art.
* A trip was made to Jack Straw's Castle, a favor
ite destination for short trips, in November of
this year where Master Humphrey was read for the
benefit of Maclise who v/ished to get a subject for
a picture. The reading was repeated for the some
purpose at Lincoln's Inn Fields within the month.

Sach were the trips in the program of these
early years when health had not yet made its res
trictions of froedom. Sometimes Forster was the
tempter; sometimes he v/as tempted. But the day^s
v;ork was in either case often left for a "brisk
walk or ride.

CHilPT^S V
0?h9 Early Forties
l>-.Th9 Garlyles
In the years which were so memorable for the
introdiiction and almost instant friendship
Dickens and Brovming, Forster \7as more slowly
getting acquainted with two other friends, Jane
and Thomas Carlyle.* The introdaction to Dickens
was made in 1840, so that it is fairly clear that
the intimacy had not been great in the preceding
years. Now he went to hear Carlyle speak and now
at least he began to gain the esteen for the man
as a thinker** which was to do its part toward
* Carlyle wrote Forster a letter daring the Pick
wick days in which he related an amusing story
told him by an archdeacon of a soleran clergjinan
v/ho had been administering ghostly consolation
hearing, after he had left the room, "Well,
thank G-od Pickwick v;ill be oat in ten days anysay.'" (19, vol. 1, p. 109)
**That Forster was an admirer of Carlyle's gen
ius is witnessed by his frequent reference to it
in the Life of Dickens. When he speaks of Dick
ens finding evidence of the ssiallness of the world
and the importance of the least thing done in it
in the fact that a hoase at Gadshill long wanted
by him was discovered to be owned by a friend, he
says that the relationship is "better explained by
the grander teaching of Carlyle, that causes and
effects, connecting every man and thing with every
other, extend through all space and time." (19, vol.
3, p. 179) When Forster enters apon his discassion
of Dickens's genius he prefaces what he has to say
m th "the hint of Carlyle, that in looking at a
man oat of the common it is good for common men to
make sure that they 'see' before they attempt to
'oversee' him". He calls Carlyle in again to help

making the friendship tha v/elcome tMng it was.
(48, vol. 2, p, 60) A letter of Mrs# Carlyle^s
proves to lis that iy Atigast, 1840, Forster was
a v/elcome gaest in the Garlyle home.f?, vol. 1,
p. 87) A letter of Carlyle's to his friend John
Sterling, author of "The ilLection: a Poem" shows
that the real Forster was jast making himself
known to the philosopher. Carlyle had inadvert
ently given away Sterling's authorship of the
poem named and he was v/orried over the safety
of the secret. He writes, "This Forster is a
most noisy man, "but really rather a good fellow
(as one gradually finds), and with some substance
in his tumultuary brains; a proof of v;hich is
that Bulwer does seem to be no longer all gold
to him, as once v/as the case, but to give fatal
symptoms here and there {to Forster's huge aston
ishment) of being mere scoured brass." (8, p.
249)

Forster found in Carlyle a suitable friend
ship. The two both had natural impatience and
irritability, but Forster had sufficient selfcontrol and Sense of discipline and subordinated
them for the practical purposes of the friend
ship. He was a thoughtful friend to the man he
admired and Garlyle appreciated thoughtfulness.*
**(eont.) him to define humour, "that property
which in its highest aspects Garlyle has so subt
ly described as a sort of invarse sublimity, e:xalting into our affections what is below us as
the other draws down into our affections what
is above us," (19, vol. 3, p. 310)
*Carlyle expressed his gratitude for one of tha
little instances with the following acknowledg
ment of the receipt of some particularly choice
^Assyrian* tobacco.....
"'I will....straightway smoke a pipe in hon
our of you before going into the sunJ X.Iany thanks
to tha brave Forster, and may his shadow never
grow less.'" (42, p. 39)

Forster kept him sapplied with books on the linglish Commonwealth as Hill had with books on the
French Hevolation.
Time brought to Forster friendship here as
elsev/here. In April, 1851, Carlyle wrote "Good
be v/ith yoa, dear Forster! A right kind rembrance remains with me of all yoar kindness to
me." (42, p. 36) He echoed the same thought
when he wrote. Hay 27, 1877, the year after Fors
ter* s death, that he wished "to write some thing
about poor John Forster in memory of his great
kindness to me ever since I was left alone in
the world". (9, p. 333)
In 1850, when the latter Day Pamphlets be
gan to appear, Carlyle tells us, "Foroter soon fell
away, I could perceive, into terror and surprise;
-as indeed everybody did." Forster was assured,
April 19, by Mrs. Carlyle that they cared for
him very much indeed; "With my soul on the pen,
as Ilaszini says, I declare that if we ever look
to not care for you, it is a pure decepto visus.
My Suiband may be little-too little-demonstrative
in a general way; but at all rates he is very
steadfast in his friendships; and as for me, I
am a little model of constancy and all the vir
tues! including the rare gift of knowing the val«
Ue of my blessings before I have lost them; ergo,
if you be still driving out for exercise,please
remember your promise to come again. I am sure
I must have accumulated an immense number of am&sing things during the Y/inter that it v/ould do
your heart good to hear." (7, vol. 2, p. 14)
Forster played an important role in the life'
of Carlyle. Henton feels that it v;as Forster who
made Carlyle*s life complete, who, by patiently
listening to all his indignation at evil and v;rongdoing when the rest of the world was deaf to him,
afforded wonderful relief to his "much moved soul"
and kept the misanthrope from developing in him
and becoming dominant; It v/as an honor to be so

needed "by so great a man, to give him nind-balanoe, bat to need no sach completion himself.
(42, p.45)
Forster cared much for Thomas Carlyle and
calls him "a very dear friend of his (Dickens's)
and mine". (19, vol. 1, p. 313) Again he spealzs
of him when recording him as present at a dinner,
Kay 12, 1849, as "kindest as well as wisest of
men, "but not very patient tinder sentimental phil
osophies." (19, vol. 2, p. 439) He also cared
for his wife. In the Life of Dickens he speaks
his admiration for her,calling her "a most orig
inal and delicate observer". (19, vol. 1, p. 97)
And again he v/rites: "With some of the highest
gifts of intellect, and the charm of a most var
ied knowledge of books and things, there was some
thing ^beyond, beyond'. No one who kne?/Mrs.
Carlyle could replace her loss when she had passed
away". (19, vol. 3, p. 277)* He served both these
friends at her death. Carlyle v/as in Scotland and
Forster was the friend at hand.
April 18, 1866, Krs. Carlyle had Icinched with
Mrs, Forster and had seemed in particularly good
spirits. Afterwards she had gone to drive in Hyde
* Mrs. Carlyle records in a letter to her husband,
July 7, 1849, the man in impetuous vein: fForster
had called at six o'clock and managed to get by
the maid)"'Pardon me, my dear llrs. Carlyle! I
am going out to dinner - ought in fact to be sit
ting down to dinner at this moment! My dear llrs.
Carlyle, God bless yoA. I am only come to ask if
you will let me come to-morrow evening? You will?
"blQSS you! I have a thousand things to say,
but- God bless you till to-norrov;!' etc., etc.,
and eventually exit......(and speaking of the prom
ised visit)
after eight, Forster, actually who
staid until eleven! And that he did not kiss me
when he v;ent away seemed more a mercy of Providence
than anything else!" (7, p. 258)

park, and when near Victoria Gate, sha stopped
the carriage to pat down her little dog for a
rtin. The dog's foot was run over hj a passing
carriage, and llrs. Garlyle got out and took it
in. The coachman continued,driving hy liarhle
Arch dovm to Stanhope Crate, along the Serpentine.
Coming a second time near to the Achilles statae
he hegan to wonder at getting no order and look
ed aroand bat coald not see his mistress. He
stopped and asked a gentleman to look in at the
door. He was ordered to drive to St, Gfeorge's
Hospital, which was not tv/o handred j/oS'-S.s dis
tant and llrs, Garlyle was tak.en oat doad, Forster v/as sent for and, said Browning in a letter
to Isa Blagden, "was at immense pains to get the
"body removed, the aathorities insisting that an
inqaest mast be held: he pat forth all his ad
mirable energy and managed the matter, not be
fore midnight." (3, p. 132) Porster had carr
ied his point throagh his influence with offic
ial persons as lanacy commissioner and throagh
his friendship v;ith his physician. Dr. Qaain.
Garlyle, who had returned in the meantime from
Scotland, wrote his appreciation of the efforts
of his friend two weeks later; "It is to Forster^s unwearied and invincible efforts that I
am indebted for escape from this sad defilement
of my feelings. Indeed, his kindnass then and
all throagh, in every particular and detail, was
unexampled, of a cordiality and assiduity almost
painful to me. Thanlts to him, and perpetual recollection." (23, vol. 2, p« 315)*
*Forster continued his services by helping Gar
lyle with the business end of the Letters and
Ilemorlals of Jane ^elsh Garlyle. Garlyle wrote on
Ilarch o, 1869: "Forster is getting up the most
precise documentary si.q:ned settlements, etc.,
v;ith Ghapman and P.obson, so that no doubt can ex
ist (were we all removed in a day) as to v/hat the
bar.'•Tain and the v/holo state of affairs were and
are at any time: - the good ForstarI" (9, p. 251)
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Forster did not enjoy with the Carlyles
milch of tha conviviality of Lincoln's Inn Fields,
The Carlyles did not find the life that Forster
led v/ith his intimates suitable to their health.
Forster's invitations were, therefore, frequent
ly declined "both because of that* and because his
guests were sometimes unable to brave the weather.**
37en Forster"s invitation for a celebration of
Carlyle's seventieth birthday did not meet v/ith
entire favor, as is clear from Carlyle's account
written on December 5, 1865, to Dr. Garlyle at
Dumfries. "last night very much against my will,
we had to go to Forster's. Forster himself (ill
of gout) would take no denial: 'Your birthday,
Carlylel* To set about rejoicing because one's
seventieth year is done, would not have occurred
to myself by any means; ah. ah mel However, the
*Jttly 17, 1843,Mrs. Garlyle wrote her husband;
"His dinner invitation I gracefully but perempt
orily declined." (7, p. 121) January 16, 1847
she wrote Forster that her husband would not dine
with him but v/ould only drink tea; "You are too
good a landlord: -You pour wine into unthinking
men and women « till they approach the point of
Intoxication; and next day
is not so pleasant.
"You will expect us then to tea at six."
(7, p, 235)
~
**0n February 14, 1855, she declined an invitat
ion on the plea that the weather was impossible
for her and asked Forster to come to her instead.
"Since you will ask us to dine with you on llonday, it is a clear case of your being disengaged ,
on I.Ionday, and at leisure. 3r£0, you can if you
like, come and dine with us here. And won't you
like? There's a good manj It is cold weather for
'a delicate female' to front the night air in;
and at the same time I am wearying to see you, at
.'some reasonably good leisure! So you come here
this time; and we will go to you when things are
softer« If any other day would suit you bettor
than I.Ionday, name it; only leaving me time to ask
Darwin to meet you, as I know he would thanl: me
for the opportunity." (7, p. 78)
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thing went V7ell enough, foolish as it was; and
did not "break; my sleep. Brovming was there and
one Dyce fan Aberdeen 3x Scipio; fat, huge, grey
man, very good-natared) who lives upon Shaliespeare; no other except ourselves,--poor Jane says
she alv/ays sleeps better after such a thing!,
(9, p. S32)
Porster was appointed in Carlyle's v/ill, dat
ed February 6, 1873, Executor and Trustee with his
Brother John Aiiiken Garlyle, doctor of Medecine.
James Anthony Proude is mentioned as the one to
take Porster's place should the latter die in Gar
lyle's lifetime. Porster is also given a share in
the decision Garlyle wished his friends to make af
ter his death, regarding the manuscript. Letters
and Memorials of Jane Welsh Garlyle, entrusted to
i'roude to do v/ith as he thought best and the quan
tity of autobiographical record in his notes to
the manuscript. The will stated, "James Anthony
Proude, John Porster, and my Brother John, will
maJce earnest survey of the lianuscript and its
subsidiaries there or elsewhere, in respect to
this as well as to its other bearings; their un
ited utmost candour and impartiality taking always
James Anthony Proude's practicality along with it
v;ill evidently furnish a better judgment than mine
can be." (21, p. 74)*
Porster was left in charge of all business mat
ters relating to Garlyle's books, copyrights, editions. and dealings with booksellers. Garlyle wrote;
* During Garlyle's lifetime, although the will seems
to shov/ his forgetfulness of the fact, Garlyle had
given these to Proude upon whom he then placed the
burden of their responsibility. Proude begged and.
was allowed to consult Porster, v/ho road both mem
oir and letters and, although he did not speoJc to
Proude about them, 7roude thought that he had spok
en to Garlyle. He had said that he would tell him
to make Proude's position clear in the will or
trouble would come of it.

"John Forster^s advice is to be taJfcen as supreme
and complete, better than my own ever coald hare
been. His faithful, wise, and ever punctiial care
about all that has been a miracle of generous
helpfulness, literally invaluable to me in that
field of things. Thanks, poor thanlcs, are all
that I can return, alasi"* (21, p. 75)
g'-S:i7mpathy for Haoready, 1840
The year with which record of intimacy with
the Carlyles begins, 1840, was a year that saw
Forster's sjnnpathy with the grief of llacready
at the death of his daughter, Joan. November
30, 1840, Forster accompanied his friend to the
funeral, having promised solenmly November E8 and
29 that he v/ould not give way to his emotions. He
remained with Hacready the whole day and v/as at
hand in the next hard days to wall: around the
park and to' give what comfort he could. The fol
lowing month the production of Bulwer's Money
v/as complicated by the illness of the son, Henry,
v/ho, however, improved.**
5~Influence on the Y/ritings of T'.vo Friends. 1841
In
library
ations,
Forster

the year 1841, Landor composed in Forster'
the shortest of all his Imaginary Convers
"V/higs and Y/hirligigs"J**He was visiting
on his way from Paris to Bath in May while

*The only bequest that Forster would accept, Faitii
orne's print of Cromwell between the Pillars was
a peculiarly fitting one for a man who had helped
Carlyle to get material in a field that had long
been one of his (Forster's) main interests. At
Forster's death Carlylo left it to Krs. Forster,
which he begged that she would accept in memory
of Forster and of him.
**December 7, 1840, Forster left the rehearsal to
go to get Dr. SLliotson's report of his condition
and brought back the decided opinion of that phys
ician that the child's health was improved.
''•**One other bit of literature was composed there
before the year v/as out, the lines that Browning
v;rote to illustrate The Serenade.

Whigs were making their last tinaaccessfal re
sistance to Peel. Porster was chiefly reponsible
for giving to the world landor's reheraent contri"bations to matters of public controversy which
characterised the poet's early and late years in
Bath. (20, vol. 1, p. 455)
Porster was at this time condacting the adinhargh Review. England's first high class criti
cal joarnal and an advocate of the principles of
the Whigs whose colors, haff and blue, it ased
for its cover. He requested Landor about this
time to write for it some essays on Catullus,
Theocritus, Petrarch, and one on Pindar. They
were produced for the paper in 1845 in response
to a copy received from Forster of the writings
of the Greek. A note ii^he book also inspired
Landor to write an idyl.
Forster took Dickens to landor's in the
spring of 1840 where the novelist found his first
ideas of the character of Little Nell. On Janu
ary 12, 1841, Dickens read to his critic the two
chapters, seventy-one and seventy-two, which
treat Little Nell's death. It is clear from a
letter of Dickens's to forster five days later
that Porster v/as responsible for the tragic end
ing as he speaks definitely of having acted upon
"your suggestion". (19, vol. 1, p. 187) The
letter further expressed Dickens's pleasure that
Porster had liked the last two chapters.
4-A Separation and Reunion. 1842
January 2, 1842, was to see Porster's separ
ation from Dickens who v;as leaving for America.
At the close of 1841 Landor had come up from Bath
for the christening of Dickens's son, to whom he
had been asked to be god-father, and Porster had
enjoyed with the mutual friends rollicking fes
tivities oil xhe eve of the separation. With the
New Year came the separation v/hich was to call
forth letters between them which plainly show

that they longed for reunion.*
And it vms not too far away, Dickens v/rote
on April 26, 1842, "I e:diau.st my imagination in
picturing the circamstances under which I shall
surprise you by ?/alking into 58 Lincoln's Inn
Fields..." (19, vol. 1, p. 387) He had accom
plished it by the summer. Porater writes, "'His
return v/as the occasion of unbounded enjoyment;
and what he had planned before sailing as the way
we should meet, received literal fulfillment. By
the sound of his cheery voice I first knew that
he wa's come; and from my house we v/ent together
to Maclise, also 'without a moment's v/arning,'"
(19, vol. 2, p. l)
There were, of course, dinners for Dickens
to welcome him home. But the most esp9cial cele
bration of the return was plannad for October,
when a trip to Cornwall was arranged by way of
challenge to what Dickens had seen while abroad.
(19, vol. 2, p. 1) Porster, Dickens, Stanfield,
and Maclise mads up the happy party. The trip
came off with such unexpected and continued at
traction for them that they were well into the
third week of absence before they turned their
faces homeward, "/here the roads were inaccess
ible to post-horses they walked. Tintagel was
visited and "no part of mountain or sea consecrat
ed by the legends of Arther v/as left unexplored.
YIq ascended to the cradle of the highest tower
of Mount St. Ilichael, and descended into sever
al mines. land and sea yielded each its marvels
to us." (19, vol. 2, p. 20) Maclises's letter
to Porster previously given describes Forster's
athletic achievements on this trip. The cele*Dickens wrote February 27, 1842: "Oh for news
from home! I think of your letters so full of
heart and friendship with perhaps a little scrawl
of Charley's or Llamey's, lying at the bottom of
the deep sea..." (19, vol. 1, p. 512) (The Brit
annia had sunk)
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oration was ono never forgotten.
D-Porster a Buffer Between Dickens and America
L844

1848-

Dickens's impressions of ^jnerica had not "been
altogether complimentary and he was determined to
pahlish an introductory chapter of American Notes,
ivhich Forster knew woald lead to troiilDle and misxnderstanding. It was with difficulty that he stic3eeded in persuading Dickens to omit it then. Dick
ons did so only on condition that Forstsr undertake
to print it at some future time.* Again in the same
srear Forster had difficulty in keeping Dickens from
m open avowal of his feelings regarding America.
Dickens was determined to write on the title page
lis intention in OhuzzlevYit.**gorster writes, "Broad
ly what he aimed at, he would have expressed on the
title page if I had not dissuaded him, "by printing
there as its 'motto a verse altered from the pro
logue of his own composition..
'Your homes
the scene. Yourselves, the actors herei'" (19,
irol. 2, p. 59)
j-An American Friend
To the interval between the return from Amer
ica and the autumn trip belongs the beginning for
i'orster of a pleasant acquaintance with Henry "iVad3worth Iiongfellow v/ho. Forster writes, became DickForster does this in the biograiDhy of Dickens.
'19, vol. 2, pp. 13-17)
Forster had other part in Ghuazlewit. Dickens
felt so strongly that he must read him the beginn
ing of it, even though his friend was ill in bed,
that he rushed to him "with tlie ink hardly dry on
the last slip to read the manuscript to me", (19,
rol. 2, p. 24) writes Forster. The result of
3omo subsenuent trial of the effect of Pecksniff
ind Pinch v/is an alteration in the chapter in which
fche tables are turned on Pecksniff. Dickens wrote
in 1844; "I altered the verbal error, and sub
stituted for the action .you didn't like some words
expressive of the hurry of the scene." (19, vol.2.
3. 80)

ens^3 "gaest, and (for both of tzs I an privil
eged to add) our attached friend". (19, vol. 2,
p. 3) Porster v/as favora"bl.y impressed "by the
poet v/ith v/hom he was to continue the friend
ship as opportunity arose by the latter's vis
its to 3ngland and by correspondence, (42, pp.
126-7) He writes farther of the first visit:
"...he possessed all the qualities of delight
ful companionship, the culture and the charm,
which have no higher type or example than the ac
complished and genial imerican. He reminded me
when lately again in Sngland of two experiences
out of many we had enjoyed together this quarter
of a century before. One of them was a day at
Rochester, when, met by one of those prohibit
ions which are the wonder of visitors and the
shame of 3nglishmen, we overleapt gates and barr
iers, and setting at defiance repeated threats
of all the terrors of the law coarsely express
ed to us by the custodian of the place, explored
minutely the castle of ruins. The other was a
night among those portions of the population
which outrage the law and defy its terrors 9,11
the days of their lives, the tramps and thieves
of London; when, under guidance and protection
of the most trusted officers of the two great
metropolitan prisons afforded us by Mr. Chest
erton and Lieutenant Tracey, v/e went over the
worst haunts of the most dangerous classes."
(19, vol. 2, p. 3) Longfellow left for iimerica
on October 21.
Blot on the 'Scutcheon
Forster acted incomprehensibly in connection
with A Blot on the 'Scutcheon. On November 25,
1842, Dickens wrote Forster his emphatically fav
orable opinion of the play and Forster said noth
ing of it to Browning although Dickens expressed
himself desirous that Forster inform the poet of
his feelings. He witheld the letter until he
printed it in the Life- of Dickens thirty years
later. (19, vol. 2, p. 25)

Although Brovming, who did not know then
of this act, considered Forster as an ally,(it
v;as in this year that he presented him v/ith the
manuscript of ?arac3lsas), it is probable that
Forster, v/ho witheld a letter that would have
meant so much, was, in part at least, responsible
for the doubts about the play which caused unpleas
ant conflicts betv/een Hacready and Brov/ning fin
ally ending in the suspension of their friendship
for twenty years.* llacready felt so doubtful of
the play that, by the hint that Phelps would have
to act the leading role unless it v/ere postponed,
he did his best to get Brovming to withdraw it.
Browning failed to understand the unsuitability
of anyone but Macready acting the leading part in
a new play at his own theatre and, conseauently,
the real meaning of Macready's hints. Porster
did not help to make him understand then and the
play was produced February 11, 1843, at Drury
Lane.
Browning was unav/are at that time that Forster had so failed in frankness to him, but he be
came sensible of it when the breach betv.'een himself ajid Forster was already complete. His words
* Kacready had s&id that Phelps would have to act
it and , when he saw that Browning would not take
the hint and withdraw his play, he wished to chang
his mind. But Browning would not let him. He al
ways felt agrieved at the lack of frankness shown
him. Macready's finances were in bad shape and
he was afraid of the play because he did not know
how the public would regard the situation on which
it turned. Browning said, forty-five years later,
"One friendly straight forward word to the effect
that v/hat v/as intended for an advantage, would,
under circumstances of which I was altogether ig
norant, prove the reverse; how easy to have spoken
it, and what regret it would have stiared us both."
(26, p. 119) (40, p. 110) (26, p. il6) The
breach between Browning and llacready lasted until
they met accidentally after they had both lost
their wives*

at the time of the pahlication of the letter seem
to shov/ surprise that at that date Porster had so
dealt with him. "Why," he said, "did Forster not
sho'^7 this letter to me when praise from such a quar
ter would have meant so much to me?" (45, p. 78)
8-The Ushering in of 1845
1843 came in right royally at the chamhera
of Forster who had, with Dickens, purchased the
entire stock-in-trade of a conjuror. Dickens and
Stanfield, who delighted all "by doing his part
in exactly the wrong way, performed at Iiincoln's
Inn Fields on the last day of the old year and
saw the new one in with glee. Thus early is a
tendency manifest toward the amateur theatricals
which v;ere to occupy much of Forster's attention
for ten years beginning with 1845.
9-1845
In 1842 and 1843 Forster was editor of the
Foreign Quarterly Heviev/ "where his papers", ac
cording to Charles Zent, "bore evidence of schol
arship". January 27, 1843, he was called to the
bar at the Inner Temple.
The year saw in September the departure of
Macready for America, a circumstance which great
ly affected Forster,. who went to Liverpool to see
him off on September 5 and v/ho wrote him in such
wise that Macready's references to Forster in
his diary v/hile away invariably refer to him as
"dear Forster". (48, vol. 2, pp. 238, 243, 244)
Forster writes of this year that "It was a
year of much illne5S with me, which had ever help
ful and active sympathy from him (Dickens)." (19,
vol. 1, p. 228) Dickens attempted to got Forster
to come to Richmond, v/liere he thought being ill
would not be half so hard. Forster did not go
while he was ill, but ho joined Dickens at a rent
ed cottage in Finchley, where they walked and
t:jlked in the green lanes while the midsummer

months v/ere coming on and lirs. Gamp was mat and
began to grow in Dickens's mind.
The year closed with ?orster jast recoTered
from an illness. Dickens writes of the Christmas
celebration made lively "by the freedom which the
completion of A Christmas Carol had given him,
"'Porster is oat again and if he don't go in again
after the manner in which we have been keeping
Christmas, he must be very strong indeed. Such
dinings, such dancings, sach conjarings, such "blindman* s buffings, such theatre-goings, such kissingsout of old years and kissings-in of new ones, never
took place in these parts before.'" (19, vol. S,t).
39)
10-1844. The Chimes
With Porster's reviev/, June 22, 1844, of Colombe's Birthday came the first serious rupture in
the friendship with Brooming, one not to be "repaired"for over a year* The piracy of Dickens's
writings which Porster and Talfourd had long urged
Dickens to end was stopped. Porster v/as working
hard at his Life of Qoidsmith. and landor had be
gun at his friend's suggestion the Collection and
Revision of All His Writings to which Porster gave
help then and in the follov/ing years.
The year is chiefly remarkable in the Pors
ter *3 life for being that in which the memorable
reading of The Chimes took place at his chambers
in Lincoln's Inn Pieids. Dickens wrote to Porster
from abroad, "Shall I confess to you, I particul
arly want Carlyle above all to see it before the
rest of the v7orld, when it is done; and I should
like to inflict the little story on him and on
dear old gallant I.Iacready with my own lips, and
to have Stanny and the other Mac sitting by. Now,
if you was a real gent, you'd get up a little
circle for me, one wet evening, when I come to
tovm and would say, 'lly boy ( Sir, will you have
the goodness to leave those books alone and to go
downstairs - What the Devil are you doing] And

mind, sir, I can sae nobody - do you hoar: No
body. I am particalarly engaged with a gentle
man from Asia) - Hy boy, v;oald you. giv9 as that
little Christmas book fa little Christmas book
of Dickens's, Llaeready, which I'm anxioas you
shoald hear); and don't slar it, nov/, or be too
fast, Dickena, please!* - and I say, if yoa was a
real gent, something to this effect might happen,
I shall be ander sailing orders the moment I hare
finished. And I shall produce myself {please God)
in London on tho Tsry day you name. Per one week:
to the hourr'(19,vol. S,p. 136)
Forster, of course, proved a "real gent" and
the reading came off on December 2, 1844. Those
present were Forster, Blanchard, Jerrold, Garlyle, Dickens, Frederick Dickens, Maclise, Fox,
Stanfield, Dyce, and Harness, a group which is
reproduced in a note made by Macliae given in the
Ljfe of Dickens (19, vol. 2, p. 149). Of the even
ing Forster writes: "An occasion rather memorable
in which v/as the ^erm of those readings to larger
audiences by which as much as by his books, the
world loiew him in his later life; but of which no
detail beyond the fact remains in ray memory, and
all are now daad who were present at it except
ing only Mr. Carlyle and myself." (19, vol. 2, p.
149) The reading,however, was successful, as
Dickens later wrote that ha v/ould not have missed
it for anything.
Of those present at the reading we are acnuainted with all save Pox, Dyce, and Harness.
W. J. Fox was chiefly remarkable as a man of
many avocations, having been successively a weav
er's boy, errand boy, clerk, journalist, author,
dramatic critic, preacher, politician,and, as a
Reform leader, "stump orator" for the cause. (42,
p. 207) It was tha journalistic one which brought
Forster into touch with him. He v/as to be assoc
iated with him v/hen he was v/riting for and edit
ing tho DAIIY 'W3'.7S. He was further connected with
him by the experience of being the second while

Pox was the first to predict fama for Robert Brown
ing.
There is reprodtioed in facsimilie (43, p. ElO)
the invitation that Forster sent Pox for lie read
ing of The Ghimes. Porster records that Pox's at
titude and manner daring the reading was one of
"rapt solemnity" (19, vol. 2, p. 150), judging from
the carricatare ?/hich is the most of the event that
remained.
Alexander Dyce v;as one of those 7/ho occnpied
some of the precious time of Porster's last years
when the Swift might otherwise have been finished
and the other Lives of the Statesmen enlarged. When
he died in 1869 he preceded Dickens but a year in
giving occasion for Porster to undertalce the labor
of carrying matters out in accordance with a lost
friend*s wishes. They had much in common, both
being particularly interested in literary antiquity.
Dyce's tastes led him more particularly in the dir
ection of "Shakespeare and the older Elizabethan
dramatists rather than among the v/itty writers of
the Carolinian and Georgian periods, as d.id Pors
ter's. (42, p. 197) The treasures each accumu
lated during life now rest side by side at South
Kensington, a heritage of no little price. Pors
ter says of the loss of this friend that he de
plored it as one v/hich he could never replace, for
"'all the qualities that give charm to private in
tercourse were his in abundant measure.'" (42, p.
202) Porster corrected and published his friend's
third edition of Shakespeare and prefixed a memoir
to the official catalogue of the library bequeathed
by Dyce to the nation.
The Hev. William Harness was a friend of By
ron and, like Dyce, a Shakespearean scholar. Pors
ter, looking at the sketch of those at his home
that evening speaks of the "tears of Harness and
Dyce" (19, vol. 2, p. 150) as being thoir char
acteristic contribution to the scene.
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ll-Loss of His Only Brother. 1845
In 1836, Porster had lost his father. One
of the earliest events of 1845 was the loss of
his only "brother. He writes of it and aaotes in
a note the letter of comfort that he received from
Dickens, who was in Genoa, dated Janaary 8: "It
7/as of ill-omen to me, one of its earliest incid
ents being my only brother's death; but Dickena
had a friend's trae helpfulness in sorrow, and a
portion of what he then wrote to me I permit my
self to preserve in a note
'I feel the
distance between as now, indeed# I woald to Heav
en, my dearest friend, that I coald remind you. in
a manner more lively and affectionate than this
dull sheet of paper can pat on, that you have a
Brother left. One bound to yoa by ties as strong
as ever Natare forged. By ties never to be brok
en, weakened, changed in any way - bat to be knot
ted tighter up, if that be possible, until the
same end comes to them as has come to these. That
end bat the bright beginning of a happier union,
I believe; and have never more strongly and re
ligiously believed^
I read your heart as easily as if I held it in
my hand, this moment. And I knov/ - I know, my
dear friend - that before the ground is green
above him, yoa will be contant that what was cap
able of death in him, should lie there....I am glad
to think it was so easy, and full of peace. 7/hat
can we hope for more, whan oar own time comesi The day when he visited us in our old house is as
fresh to me as if it had been yesterday. I remem
ber him as well as I remember you...I have many
things to say, bat cannot say them now. Your at- .
tached and loving friend for life, and far, I hope,
beyond it. C.D. (8th of Janaary, 1845)

CHAPTER VI
1845-1855
l-iunatear Theatricals of 1845
A project had started on the night of the
reading of The Ohicies for a private play to be
acted by Dickens and Forster upon the former's
return from Italy. That project became a real
ity v/ith the prodaction, September 21, 1845, of
Ben Jonson's Bvery Man in Kis Hamoixr. Many were
the good times enjoyed in the next ten years by
the company, then assembled, with Dickens as
manager. There were among the actors John Leech,
an artist friend kno';ra now perhaps mostly for
his connection with Punch, who had been one of
the rejected competitors for the position of il
lustrative artist on The Pickwick Papers; E. M.
Ward, R,. A.; Young Dickens; Jerrold; Augustus
Egg and Prank Stone, both artists; Mrs. Cowden
Clarke, author of the ConcordaxiGe to Shaliespeare;
Ed?/ard Bulwer lytton; George Cruikshank, illus
trator of Dickens and Ainsworth; George Henry
Lewes, dramatic critic; Cattermole; John Tenniel,
the greatest of all the Punch cartoonists. The
play chosen seems to have been the one most men
tioned of the productions in v/hich Porster and
Dickens appeared and to have been exceedingly
popular, jui^ng from the number of times it was
produced. In 1845, it was given at two theatres,
at Miss Kelly's*. September 9. and at the St.
*Owner of a tiny theatre in Dean Street, Soho.
Dickens v/rites Porster in 1845 of difficulty with
her: "Heavensi such a scene as I have had with
Hiss Eelly there this momingi
"She wanted us put off until the theatre should
be cleaned and brushed up a bit, and sha v;ould and
she would not, for she is eager to have us, and
alarmed when she thinlcs of us...She exaggerates
the importance of our occupation, dreads the least

Jamea in Novemlsar, Forster writes of the first pro
diiction that it v/as played "with sacoess that out
ran the wildest eiqjectation; and tarned oar little
enterprise into one of the small sensations of the
day. The applaase of the theatre found so loiid an
echo in the press, that for the time nothing else
v/as talked aboat in private circles; and after a
week or two v/e had to yield (we did not find it
difficalt) to a pressure of demand for more public
performances in a larger theatre, by v/hich a use
ful charity received important help and its com
mittee showed their gratitude by an entertainment
to us at the Clarendon, a month or two later, when
Lord Lansdowne took the chair." fl9, vol.2, p.
185)
The play had been chosen with special regard
to the singleness and individuality of the 'humours
portrayed in it", writes Forster (19, vol. 2, p.
184) who played Kitely.* Dickens played Bobadil
and, says Forster, "took upon him the redoubtable
Captain long before he stood in his dress at the
footlights humouring the completeness of his assum
ptions by talking and writing Bobadil, till the
dullest of our party were touched and stirred to
something of his own heartiness of enjoyment". (19,
vol. E, p. 184) The tvvo signed their letters at
this time respectively'^litely and Bobadil.**
*(cont.) prejudice against her establishment in
the minds of any of our company, says the place
has already ouite ruined hjr, and with tears pro
tests that any jokes at her additional expense in
print v;ould drive her mad. By the body of Gaesar,
the scene was incredible. It's like a preposter
ous dream." (40, p. 261)
''llacready said that he played it as a tragic char
acter, "the grand mistake" as Fitzgerald's unin
tentional criticism in the remark "At one time he
spoke in so strange a tone that he was very near
making us laugh" reveals, (48, vol. 2, p. 304)
**I.Iaciise painted Forster and Dickens in their char
acters and there is in the Forster and Dyce coll
ection a playbill bearing a pencil sketch of the
two. There is an estimate by Forster o"' the actA
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Before the close of the year the players appeared
in a play by Beaumont and Fletcher, The Elder Brother. Forster played the part of Charles, in which,
Jlacready says, he was "qaite beyond his depth «
indeed rather entirely oat of his element". (48,
vol. 2, p. 318)
S-Forster's Pen in 1846
Forster was directly connected v/ith Dickens's
two yentures as editor of a peridoical, the first
of which was being planned in this year. The Daily
News was a morning paper started by Bradbury and
Svans with Paxton, Duke of Devonshire's agent, and
another capitalist, a Birmingham man. (48, vol. 2,
p. 307) Dickens wanted to undertake the editor
ship and did, in spite of Forster, who advised him
strongly against it because he felt that he did not
have the physical equipment and that he did not know
how high a price he paid for the imaginative life
he led. Dickens was not as amenable to guidance in
such matters as he was in respect to his writings,
and he v/ent ahead with it - and Forster, the faith
ful, helped him. The first number came out on Jan
uary 21, 1846. Dickens remained editor for three
weeks or less and then poor Forster carried it on
reluctantly for the greater part of what he des
cribes as that "weary, anxious, laborious year".
(19, vol, 2, p. 194) In October, Forster resigned
the post because of developments which made his hon
or coincident with his will. He was not one to be
underhanded.*
*October 22, 1846, Forster told Macready of the
combination of all the other papers against the
Daily Hews to share the expense of Indian mails
and of the fact that the proprietors of the Daily
News intended to go without the Indian mail, but
not.^to state the fact and to raise their price
from 2^ d to 3d. Forster resisted this as dis
honourable and sent in his letter of resignation
and was kept from e:q)laining his position to Bald
win, proprietor of the Horning Herald, according
to llacready, only by J.Iacready's persuasion.
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Forster's other literarj'' v/ork in this year
consisted in writing in Doaglas Jerrold's 'Schil
ling Magazine' A History for Yoiing liln^land and of
contribations to ths lildinbiirgh Hevio;^ of two art
icles on Charles Charohill and Daniel Defoe v/hich
were considered "nasterly". (SOT Lady Blessington was very mach taken with the one on Charchill.
(34, vol. 1, p. 276)
A criticism of Porster's in the
for
April 27, 1846, of Browning's Soal's Tragedy shows
him again treating the poet well with his pen. On
October fifteenth of the preceding year the naarrel had been dissolved by Porster's apologies and,
together with approving of Browning's latest ef
fort, Porster was again his friend.
5-Tennyson
1846 was the year when Porster shared in an
unpleasant incident between Lytton and another
friend, Alfred Lord Tennyson. His services to that
friend in that particalar year were not recalled
with gratitade, at least altimately, by the poet.
Tennyson wrote later of lines he had ?/ritten in
1845 against Balwer which Porster sent to Panch;
"Wretched v/ork, Odiora literarinm. I never sent
my lines to Panch. John Porster did. They were
too bitter, I do not think that I shoald ever
have pablished them". (42, p. 192) According to
this statement in after years, some verses that
Tennyson had written on "The Nev? Timon", which was
sapposedly by Balwer and which had called forth in
Tennyson feelings of revenge, had been sent to Panch
withoat his knov/ledge. These feelings were soon
sapplanted by more charitable ones, bat Porster
sent the verses on saying that thoagh Lytton was
his friend, yet jastica was more dear than friend
ship to him and that ha did not believe Lytton's
denial of aathorship. Tennyson was stang again in
to feelings of revenge, bat, regretting the publi
cation 01 the verses, sent to Panch a fev; days lat
er some ansigned stanzas entitled "-In After-Thoaght".
(48, vol. 2, p. 325)

Tennyson and Forstar knew each other in the
Dickens circle, of which the former wa^^a lumber,
more especially in the forties. After m^narriage in 1850, there are not many recorded instances
of his rejoining it, Tennyson was, however, alv/ays, from 1842 on, an occasional guest at Porster's table. But both were busy in later years
and Forster's health ?/as failing fast, so that con
tacts had to depend much unon correspondence more
or less spasmodic. There was a curious link be
tween thase friends. In the early days the poet
had lived at 58, Lincoln^s Inn Fields under the
same roof with Forster,
Forster invited most of his literary friends
at some time to contribute to Albany Fonblanque's
paper, the EXilvIIMEE, "It was a graceful way of
paying a friendly compliment, and Forster availed
himself to the full of the privilege of his posi
tion," (42, p. 164) "The Charge of the Light
Brigade" is of especial interest in that it was
the occasion in 1855 of a letter of Tennyson's to
Forster which reveals clearly that Tennyson was
free to and did call on Forster as did other
friends. (38, p. 567) After the poem's first
publication in the EXilllNSR it found its way to
the Crimea, becoming a favourite with the soldiers
?;enton writes, "By-and-by copies of it .were asked
for on behalf of the men, by a chaplain of the S,
P, G, Tennyson, hearing of this, wrote to Fors
ter and requested him to have a large number of
copies printed for distribution among the soldiers
each copy to bear the legend; 'From A Tennyson*.
The effect was extraordinary, the general verdict
of the soldiers being that the poem was 'splen
did'. (42, p. 195)
4~Landor's Collected "/orks
Forster had a share in preparing the collect
ed writings of two friends. He was painstaking
and careful as well as critically able and his
two poet friends met in 1855 availed themselves
of his services. Browning's did not come out un

til 1863. landor's filled mnch of Forster's time
in the forties. It had been planned that the Col
lected Worka appear in 1845, the year of Landor's
seventieth "birthday. It was, actaally, foar years
late. Forster had many a struggle with Landor in
cident to the help he gave v/hich, he says, "ended
sometimes doabtfiilly hat always peacefally." (20,
vol. 2, p. 451) One of these in which Forster
was siiccessfal was a conflict regarding Landor* s
intended reformation in spelling. Forster fait
that spelling coald only "be simplified "by a great
work designed for no other parpose. He argaed
that since Johnson had found it impractica"ble, it
mast "be. There seemed to Forster to "be already
too much literature to permit such a wide depart
ure in spelling customs as landor desired. He did
not feel that it was worth while to disturb cus
toms so long established on the vain hope of at
taining an impossi"ble uniformity. He felt that
if landor could succeed in getting a following
he would only make worse such confusion as al
ready existed. And Forster did not feel it desir
able if it v/ere possible to attain uniformity
v/hich, he says "could hardly be desirable in a
language derived from such an infinity of sources.
You may destroy a language as you clean a picture
by rubbing away the richness and mellovmess of
time". (30, vol. 2, p. 65)
One other matter arose for disagreement with
which Forster was not so successful. He wi^Jied
included in the Collection only that which/l^dor' s
best. He wanted to omit the political dialogues,
but landor would not agree. He succeeded wi th diffioulty in eliminating the Latin poetry.* When the
* These poems won Forster's admiration. He thought
that more real pleasure of original poetry could be
derived from them than from any other modern Latin
verses. Here and thera the construction is diffi
cult, he says, but it "has never anything of the
schoolmaster's expletives or phrases, but in that
as in other respects may be read as if a Homan him-

work cams out in 1849 it foand the tv/o still
frisnds, the dedication that had been planned was
carried oat, and landor wished to close the volames as v/ell as begin tham with Porster.
5~Forster and Walter Say
These were the days of Pombey and Son. It
has qaite infuriated George hissing (34, p. 65)
that Dickens consulted ?orster so dependently
about a change he wished to make in the character
of 7/alter Gray. Dickens wrote from lausanne that
he was thinking of having the boy trail avmy from
the love of "adventure and boyish light-heartedness, into negligence. Idleness, dissipation, dis
honesty, and ruin..show how the good turns into
bad by degrees". Then Dickens asked the question
which has aroused comment and which Forster prints
at no gain in some minds for Dickens; "Do you
think it may be done, without making people angry?
.This question of the boy is very im
portant.«..Let me hear all you think about it.
Hearl I wish I could." (19, vol. 2, p. 313)
S-Amateur Theatricals of 1847
The amateurs were on tour in 1847 and Fors
ter is delightfully described in a few pages he
quotes which Dickens wrote of Ivirs. Gamp' s Account
of her Connection with this affair."^ Mr. Y/ilson
*(cont.) self had written it". (SO, vol. 1, p.
21). Forster would, however, have tried to keep
them from publication even by themselves had he
foreseen the trouble they were to cause him. It
is in connection with them that he speaks of how
Landor,always sending in corrections, twenty or so
that in the end proved to^*inee3^'^^»e, whenever he
thought of them, never waiting till morning.in
flicted in his impetuous way needless trouble on
them both. Landor always pleaded that each would
be the last; "2xtremum hunc, Forstere, mihi con
cede laborem." (20, vol. 2, p. 456)
*I.Irs. Gm^p's account was to have benefited the Ama
teur Theatrical cause but it never appeared due to
the failure of the artists to illustrate it.

who is maJcing Krs. Gamp acqaaintad, introdaces
Forstsr thas: "'This resolute gent a-comin;^ alon^
here as is aperrently goin;^ to tai:e the railways
by storm - him with the tight legs, and his weskit
very mach battoned, and his moath vary much shat,
and his coat a flying open, and his heels a giving
it to the platform, is a cricket and beeograffer,
and oar principal tragedian." (19, vol, 2, p. 353)
Forster, with his friends, was thus on toar
to benefit Leivgh Hunt, who was sadly in need bat who
received civil help as soon as the benefit was an
nounced, so that it was not necessary to give the
performances planned for London and a dramatic aathor, Mr. John Poole, "to whom help had become also
important" (19, vol. 2, p. 340) received all real
ized beyond a certain sam from the performances in
the provinces.
Jaly 26, they played Islvery Man in His Hamoar
at Eonchester and followed it b'y the farces A (?oo'd
Wight'a Hest and Turning the gables with receipts
of f440'12s. Jaly 28, they performed at Liverpool
changing the farce to Gomfortable Lodgings or Paris
in 1750 with receipts of f463 8s 6d,''' The expenses
were so great that the profit was very small.
Leigh Hant wrote his opinion of the productions
planned for his benefit: "'Simaltaneoaa with the
latent movement aboat the pension was one on the
part of my admirable friend Dickens and other dis
tinguished men, Porsters and Jerrolda, who, com
bining kindly purpose with an amateur inclination
for the stage, had descended to show to the public
what excellent actors they could have been, had
they so pleased, - what excellent actors, indeed,
som-T of them were
They proposed.....a benefit
for myself
and the piece performed on the oc
casion was Ten Jonson's Ij)vary Man in His Humour
..If anything had been needed to show how men
*Forster recited a prologue written by Lytton on
this occasion.
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of letters include actors, on the common principle
of the greater incladinr; the less, these gentlemen
v/oiild have furnished it. Mr. Dickens's "Bohadil"
had a spirit in it of intellectual apprehension be
yond
anything the existing stage has shown
and Mr. ^orster delivered the verses of Ben
Jonson with a musical flow and a sense of their
grace and beauty unknown, I believe, to the reci
tation of actors at present. At least I have never
heard anything like it since 3dmund Zean^s." (19,
vol. 2, p, 343)*
Though Jonson was a favourite he was not the
only author chosen by the players. A trip to Paris
where Forster visited with Dickens Victor Hugo gave
rise in this same year to a desire to put on the
Frenchmaji's Hernani. They did so and Porster play
ed the title part.*'^ The following year they were
to choose a Shakespearean play.
7-Porster in 3urope. 1845 and 1847
Dickens was responsible for the two times of
which we have record that Forster set foot upon
the continent. In June. 1845. Dickens had enticed
*Not so did I.tacready, the actor, write in his di
ary, November 16, 1845. He thought it good, but
"Judged therefore by the poet and by the art, by
what the one affords the opportunity of being done,
and what the other enables the actor to do, the
performance would not be endured from ordinary,
or rather regular actors by a paying audience.
They seem to me to be under a perfect delusion
as to their degrees of skill an.d power in this
art, of which they do not know v/hat may be called
the very rudiments." (48, vol. 2, p. 310) Ilacready admitted, hov;ever, that, for people without
traininn: they did well.
**I.Iacready thought the work in general for Hernanl very poor indeed except for that of Porstor
wh0, he said, "with a little practice would make
a very respectable actor." (48, vol, 2, p. 366)

him to meet him at Brassels after ansaccessfal ef
forts to get him to come to Genoa. Jsrrold and
llaclise were also of the party; and they all spent
a delightfal v/eek in Flanders.
In 1847, Porster v/as able at Dickens reqaest
to go to Paris and the accoant of the delightfal
trip may "be "best giren by Porster himself.
"We passed a fortnight together and crov/ded
into it more than might seem possible to sach a
narrov/ space. With a dreadfai insatiability v;e
passed throagh every variety of sight-seeing, pris
ons, palaces, theatres, hospitals, the Morgae and
the Lazare, as well as the Loavre, Versailles, St.
Gload, and all the spots made memorable by the first
revolation. The excellent comedian, P^egnier, known
to as throagh Macready and endeared by paany kind
nesses, incomparable for his knowledge of the city
and anwearying in a friendly service, made as free
of the green-room of the Prancais, where on the
birthday of Moli^re, we sav/ his Don Jaan revived.
At the Conservatoire v;e v;itnessed the masterly teach
ing of Samson; at the Odeon saw a new play b y Ponsard, done bat indifferently; at the Yarites 'Gen
tile Bernard', with foar grisettes as if stepped
oat of a pictare by Watteaa; at the Gymnase, 'Glarisse Harlowe' with a death scene of Rose Cheri which
comes back to me, throagh the distance of time, as
the prettiest piece of pare and gentle stage path
os in ray memory; at the Porte St. Martin 'Lacretia Borgia® by Hago; at the Girqae, scenes of the
great revelation and all the battles of Fapoleon;
at the Comic Opera, 'Givvy*; at the Palais Hoyal
the asaal N'ew Year's piece, in which /CLexander Daipas was shown in his stady beside a pile of naarto
volames five feet high which proved to be the first
tableaa of the first act of the first piece to be
played on the first night of his new theatre. That
new theatre the Historioae, we also saw verging to
a short lived completeness; and we sapped v/ith Damas
himself, and l^agene Sae, and met Theophile Gantier
and Alphonse Earr.
saw Lamartine also, and had
friendly intercoarse with Scribe, and with the kind.

good-natured ikmedae Pichot. One day we visitad
in the Rae da Bac the siok and ailing Chataaiibriand
whom v/e thought like Basil llontagu; found ourselves
at the other extreme of opinion in the sculpture
room of David d*iingers; and closed that day at the
house of Victor Hugo "by whom Dickens was received
with infinite courtesy and grace. Ha was himself,
however, the best thing we sa?;; and I find it diffi
cult to associate the attitudes and aspect in which
the world has lately wondered at him, with the sov
ereign grace and self-possessed quiet gravity of
that night twenty-five years ago
and certain
ly never heard the French language spoken with the
picturesque distinctness given to it by Victor Hugo
,,.«At the Bibliotheque Royale we were much inter
ested by seeing among many other priceless treasures
Gutenberg's types, and Eacine^s notes in his copy
of Sophocles, Rousseau's music and Voltaire's note
upon Frederick of Prussia's letter." (19, vol. 2,
pp. 303-5) Before Forster auitted Paris early in
February they had a last talk of social problems
after dinner at the anbassy which, writes Forster,
"was of the anger underlying all this, and of the
signs also visible everywhere of the ITapoleon-worship which the Orleanists themselves had most fav
oured. Accident brought Dickens to England a fort
night later, when again we met together at Gorehouse, the self-contained reticent man whose doubt
ful inheritance was rapidly preparing a fall to
him. (19. vol. 2, p. 506)
*Forster saw louis Napoleon at a dinner party of
five at Gore house on the first day of his arrival
in London after the escape from Ham.
He described
for them his way of escape. He afterwards gave Pors
ter with an inscription to him written on the fly
leaf a book "The Prisoner of Ham" with a clever pen
and ink sketch. Other talk that was significant
was about Cromv/ell. D'Orsay spoke in an exaggerated
way of Forster's GLiimnaall. So Forster at Jlapoleon's
request, explained the conferences preceding Crom
well's rejection of the crown. (20, vol. 2, p. 469)

S-Iinarson
It v/as in this year that ^orster added to his
acqaaintanoe with Longfellow that of one other iimerican man of letters, Ralph Waldo iJmarson. It
was asaal for the circle to gather with Dickens
but on April 25, 1847, Forster records that Dickens
and Carlyle v/ith the "admirable Jinerson" (19, vol. 2,
p. 445) met at his "rooms because of some accident
that closed Devonshire terrace for the day.
9-For3ter as Mitor of the BXiaiIN5H

1847-1855

In 1847 Forster reached the height of his long
career as a writer for periodicals with his appoint
ment to the editorship of the SX^MIITSR, one of the
foremost newspapers of the day. He had bean, for
fourteen years, its literary and dramatic critic.
He had always been quick to announce new evidences
of genius. He had alv/ays been fearless and prompt
in recognizing valuable material. As editor he
found complete power. He kept the standard of the
paper high and maintained its independence. As
editor of a liberal paper he v/as not afraid to plead
in its pages for Southey's son, a person who belong
ed to the conservatives. He sought out writers
whom he deemed- capable and he had a sure eye. One
of these was a remarkable find and was to be his
successor in the editor^s chair. Forster reprint
ed, in 1849, one of Henry Morley's articles v/hich
led to that author's contributing to the famous
newspaper, and this in turn le d to an invitation to
contribute to Household Words; and this again to
an offer of a pennanent position on the ataff of
the EXAIilllTER. Forster not only used himself but
recommended to Dickens, v,rhen an editor, his future
successor as editor of the SXiyilNSR. On April 4,
1850, Llorley received a letter from Forster enclos
ing one from Dickens asking that he wi'ite on san
itary matters for Household V/ords. Forster replied
to Horlay who wrote to him about accepting a posit
ion on the staff of the same paper; "Mr. Dickens is
the kindest and most honourable of men; and in what

ever 70a do for him you will ba able to reckon
steadfastly on his earnest aclmowledgment and lib
eral desire to molie it more and more worth your
doing." (31, p. 308) The offer was accepted and
Morley justified expectations.
Porster cams to have sole control of the "XjOIIITHlR through an appointment of his predecessor,
Albany ?onblanq.tte, to Chief of the Statistical De
partment of the Board of Trade. iUbany Ponblanaue,
an old friend who had studied lav/ under Ghitty, and
had remained in the field by writing, in the main,
on political matters, had been an amicable compan
ion in the fourteen 7/ears of fforster's connection
with him on the paper. Forater respected his abil
ity and called him "as keen and clear a judge as
ever lived either of books or men". (19, vol. 1,
p. 49) It was a tribute to his work that Fonblannue
secured his appointment as editor when he himself
desired to retire.
Porster v/rote Bulwer lytton, October 27, 1847,
some of the details of the new arrangements by v;hich
he was to enter upon his new task, and requested even
then services for his paper. He said: "'And now
of my ovm concerns. You would probably see the an
nouncement of P's appointment. This is the last
v/eak of his editorship of the SXAIIINSR. I will
speak to you very freely and unreservedly (in con
fidence, I need not say) of the arrangements he has
proposed, and to v/hich I .have conditionally consent
ed, In these circumstances' - already adverted to 'he can only for the present afford to give me a
small pittance (comparatively speaking) for the ed
itorship. But within a certain time I am to have
either a percentage on profits, or an absolute share,
and meanwhile we are bound to the present arrange
ment only as long as I find I can v/ork in it. I am
to have the sole editorship...and to receive f500
a year. He is himself, for the present, to continue
to write something every week
I am venturing to
entertain the hope that I may have some assistance
from youl Something from week to week, however
brief.Of the ultimate destination of the paper
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(beyond my share in it) we have not spoken, bat in
times of less money pressare I shoald have had no
difficalty, v/ith the help of friends, in effecting
a parchasQ of the entire property, on terras that,
after a year or two, supposing all to go v/ell, v/oiild
lie very lightly indeed. ITor do I yet despair of
this. All my efforts shall be directed towards it."
(42, p. 145)
Matters did go well, as v/e have said, and Porster only resigned the post whan he received his ap
pointment in 1855 as secretary to the Lanacy Com
mission. He gave ap the idea of baying the paper.
Albany Fonblanqae replied to his resignation announ
cing the close of their business relationships with
words which showed that he had not regretted ob
taining Porster's appointment to the chair of im
portance:
"•I apprehended the natare of yoar commanication, and opened yoar note with misgivings,
"'I cannot deny the wisdom of yoar determin
ation, thoagh
the straightforwardness, the
kindness, the frarakness, make it only the more anacceptable to me. Yoa see by the erasures that my
eyes and hand are not very true and steady, and in
truth I write with a heavy heart.,....We have been
connected now for twenty-three years, and have nev
er had a difference beyond opinion - seldom that never unfriendly. Be yoar successor v/ho he may, he
can never fill your p?Lace. I feel my moorings are
lifted.*" (4S, p. 250)
lO-The Goldsmith of 1848
In 1847 Porster was writing for the twelfth
time his still unpublished Life of Goldsmith and
ivas bringing it nearly to completion. On Sept
ember 5, 1847, Dickens wrote and proposed in con
nection with it a design for an edition of old
novelists, 'vvhich was never worked out: "Supposin;: your Goldsmith made a general sensation, what

shoald yoa think of doin^ a choap edition of his
v/orks? I have an idea that we might do things of
that sort v/ith considerable effect," (19, vol. 2,
p. 556) later in the year we find Dickens "begging
Forster to let Goldsmith "die by the seaside"; "'W
don't yoa bring down a carpet-bag fall of books,
and take possession of the drawing-room all the
morning. My opinion is that Goldsmith woald die
more easily by the seaside!'" (19, vol. 2, p.
355)
The Life and Adventures of Oliver Goldsmith
came oat in 1848 in one volorae ind was dedicated
to Dickens as one whose knowledge of and sympathy
with his fellow-coantrymen was great.* The volume
was daintily illustrated by his friends Maclise,
Stanfield, Leech, Doyle, and Hsmerton and won in
stant popularity.
11-Amatear Theatricals of 1848
In 1848 Forster and his friends considered in
their search for a suitable play to perform Jonson's Alchemist. Beaumont and Fletcher's Beggar's
Bush and Goldsmith's Good Natured Man, Jerrold's
tjent Day and Bulwer's Money. Choice was made, hov/
ever, of Shakespeare's I.ie-"ry Y/ives of \Yindsor. Nin
performances were given, from the first in Lon
don on Apr il 25 to the last in Glasgov/ on July 20,
one each at Manchester, Liverpool, and Edinburgh
and two each at Birmingham, Glasgow and at the Hay
market in London, where the queen and prince honor
ed the amateurs with their presence. The gross
receipts from the nine performances before the nec'
*The dedication read as follows;
"Come v/ith me and behold
C^friend, v/ith heart as gentle for distress,
/is resolute v/ith wise true thoughts to bind
The happiest to the unhappiest of our kind,
That there is fiei^cer crov/ded mis Dry
In garret toil and London lonelinor.s,
Thvm in cruel islands mid the far-off sea."
(28, p» 20)

essary dedactions for expensas wara two thou-'^and five hundred and fifty one pounds and eight
pence.*
The proceeds from these prodactions, as
well as those from a revival of Every Man in
His Ham our. v/ent to endow the caratorship of the
Shakespeare Hoase at Stratford-on-Avon, meant
to be always held by some one distingaished in
literatare, especially dramatic literatare. The
profits v/ere kept separate from the fand raised
for the parchase of the hoase for the nation,
Knowles v;as the person in mind at the time. The
plan for the caratorship was abandoned apon the
tovm aathorities taking everything into their
own hands, but the sam received was given to
Knowles,
For star's part in the llerry V/iyes was that
of Master Ford and if ?;e may jadge from a state
ment of a witness and fellow actor, ha did it
well. -Mrs, Cowden Clark writes, "John Forster's
Mastar Ford v/as a carefully finished perform
ance." (13, p. 306) T. Parland, who was later
a member of the London committee of which Forstar was chairman for tiie raising of a fand to
parchase the hoase of Shakespeare's birth has
something to say of Forster's Eitely in perform
ances of Every Man in His Hamoar on May 15 and 17,
1848: "The acting was generally good, Charles
Dickens and John Forster in particular, bat the
costumes ware awfully bad: Kitely and Cob were
the only characters correctly dressed,**Very
poor audiences on both nights. SbCTDenses heavy,"
(45. p. 117)
*Haymarket
L
Manchester
Liverpool
Birmingham
Birmingham
Edinburgh
Glosgov/
Glasgow (half price)

319
266
467
337
262
325
471
210

143
12
6
10
18
1
7
10

6d
6
6
6
8
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12~A llarch Day In 1848
3arly in the year there had been a de
lightful ride, Forster, Leech, Lemon, and Dick
ens spent the "whole of a 1,larch day ridin?^ ov
er every part of Salisbury plain visiting 3tonehenge and exploring Hazlitt's hat at Y/interslow,
birthplace of some of his finest assays; al
together with so brilliant a saccess" that Dick
ens on the thirteenth of November wished to re
peat the idea in a new direction in mid-winter,
to aee dark winter cliffs and roaring oceans.
As the virinter came it brought enoagh storms for
Dickens so that he decided on a visit to some
old cathedral city they did not know. ' (19, vol.
1, p. 430) Illness prevented Forster from making
this trip bat the others went.
**{cont.) It may be of interest in regard to the
costuming to quote a letter upon tha subject
dated 8/7/45 of Dickens to Mr. Wilmott, some
time stage manager at Drury Lane and the Lyceum
Theatres and a personal friend; '^.Jayhap you
may have heard how that some friends of yours
are going to have a private play at Hiss Kelly's
Theatre - how that ciarkson Stanfield Ssquire
is not innocent of the fact - how that John Fors
ter Ssquire has been spoken of for Eitely - and
how that Charles Dickens Ssviuire is connected-in
- whispers - with Bobadil.
"It will not coma off until the 15th of
next month, bat I and some others ?/ant our dress
es made at once, in order that wa may be easy
in them, as v/ell as in thev.prds. It has occ
urred to ma that nobody can tall us so v/ell as
you where wa can gat them well, and not ruinous
ly made. If you '^ill talc a a chop with us either
Saturday or Tuesday, you shall hav3 it at your
ovai house. V/hat do you say to Saturday?
"'You shall be producible behind that fat
wilver watch you us 3d to hang up in your bo:c at
Drury Lane, at any moment you choose.'" (43, p. 134
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lg-1849~1850
Talk on Forstar's visit to landor on his
birthday in 1849 led to the v/riting of the quat
rain v/hich was adopted afterwards as the motto
to his Last Fruit, beginning;
"I strove v/ith none for none was worth the
strife'.'..
This was the year that Talfourd reached
the bench and the year of the visit of Macready
to imerica which culminated in the disastrous
Astor riots, the result of unfriendly relations
with the i^erican tragedian, Forrest, already dis
cussed. Also in this year Forster suppressed
material Dickens wished printed. Dickens receiv
ed a doubtful compliment in the Daily News and
was, as Forster tells us, not a little nettled
by what he felt a jesting allusion to himself.
He asked Forster to for^.'/ard a remonstrance which
in the latter, having a strong dislike to such
displays of sensitiveness, did not do but print
ed iater in the Ljfe of Dickens. fl9, vol. 2,
p. 446) This year too, that of the writing of
David Copperfield, so closely allied to Dickens
life, occasioned many outpourings of the heart
of the man to Forster, v/hom he now regarded as
his biographer and who, accordingly, both as a
friend and as a future biographer v/as apprised
of the fact that Dickens after all was going to
do what seemed to him like sending some part of
himself out into the outside "Shadov/y Y/orld".
(19, vol. 2, p. 468)
A friendship that had been carried on main
ly by letters was to see an end the following
year in the death of Francis, Lord Jeffry, crit
ic and editor of the Edinburgh Review, as fear
less as Forster v/hen power or intimidation threat
ened, He vms a great admirer of Forster's his
torical studies and biographic faculty (42, p.
240) and of Little Nell and Dombey. Forster
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wrota of him: "Jeffrey had completed v/ith con
summate saccasa, if ever man did, the work ap
pointed him in this world; and few, after a life
of stich activltisa, have left a memory so un
stained and pare." fl9 ,T0l.2, p. 458)
In 1848 the Italian irreooncilahle, Giiiseppe Mazzini, an essentially kind-hearted man
with a strong love for his fsllow-coantrymen
(42, p. 41) "broaght a letter of introduction to
Mrs. Carlyle, who petted and made much of the
exile and strove in every possible way to inter
est her friends in him, and Porster especially.
As an incident, therefore, in the Carlyle friend
ship, Forster, the historian of the Commonv/ealth,
enjoyed with "Gaiaeppe Kazzini, the history-maker
daring Italy's most troablotis time" a brief and
interesting friendship.(42, p. 42)
1850 took fresh toll among Porster^s friends.
He and Landor expected a sammons from Lord ITagent
for a promised aatamn visit at Salisbary plain,
bat while the sammons was waited for the news of
death came. Porster says of him, "A coarageoas
and consistent politician and fev/ men have been
80 at the cost of greater worldly sacrifices".
(20, vol. 2, p. 481)
Macready's Uina died, too, in this year and
her and Porster.'s namesalce, Jonathan Porster
Christina, was born. Porster repeated the friend
ly offices that Ivlacready had foand so pertinent
ten years before. On Pebraary 21, 1850, he sent
a water-bed and on the following day some clotted
cream.
14-Porster and Hoasehold Vtorda
Porster did not have to assama the entire
responsibility with Dickens's second venture us
editor cwing to the fact that it v;as mach happier
and better fated than that with the DAILY NSYS.

HE

But he yet had much to do with it. Hs racommended to Dickens the one v;ho 'became a sistant
editor, I.lr. 7/ills, a man v;ho had remained with
Forster and proved his ability during his editorshio of the DAXLY iHHY/S. Porster writes, "I
am happy now to remember that for the
im
portant duty Ilr. "/ills was chosen at my saggestion. He discharged its daties with admir
able patience and ability for tv/enty years and
Dickens's later life had no more intimate friend."
fl9, vol. 2, p. 432)
The original an:reement for the establish
ment of HOUSliHOLS WORDS was made, March 28, 1850,
between Dickens, William Bradbury, Frederick
Mttllett Svans, Forster, and Wills. Dickens was
to have one-half and be editor at a salary of
f500 a year and additional payment for literary
articles. Bradbary and IJvans together v/ere to
share one-quarter, Forster an eighth,*and Wills
an eighth with f8 a week as sab-editor. It was
stipulated "that in consideration of the share
hereby reserved to him the said John Forster
shall from time to time contribute literary art
icles to the said publication without any ad
ditional renumeration for the same". (32, p. 195)
The paper lasted from March 30, 1850, until
May 28, 1858. It saw in this last year difficul
ties which occupied considerable part of Forster's
time. Differences with his wife, from v;hom he
v/as separated in this year, led to trouble be
tween Dickens and the publishers, Kessrs. Brad
bary and livans. Dickens, nuite against Forster's
advice, published a statement about his domestic
affairs because of the gossip. Porster was con
sulted frequently at this as well as at other
times, Dickens usually had implicit faith in
v/hat he advised. He wrote to Wills, I-Iovembar 10,
1858: "You laiow how emphatically he feels that
the first thing above all others is not to inijure
the property." (52, p. 255) The result of the
*Porster relinnuished his share six years later.

troalDle 'A'ith tlio publishers had "been a deter
mination to V7ind UB HOUSUrlOLD Y/ORDS and start
ATi TH3 YEAH /a'.Omn) in its place. A "bill in Chan
eery had been filed, and by order of the court
"the ripcht to use the name of the periodical
ITOUSSTrlOLD ?/OI;DS together with the pr-inted stock
and stereotyped pletes of the same," (32. p. 261)
was put up to auction in one lot on Monday, I'ay
16, Dickens himself was the purchaser, HOUSEHOLD
WOHDS was incorporated m th AHj THE YEAH ilEQi'lfD
the last number of the former being issued May
28 and the first number of the latter April 30.
As independent publications they thus overlapped
by five issues. Forster continued to give his
assistance, when it was needed, on the last pap
er. Dickens did not, throughout his experience
on the two papers, fail to consult Forster on
whatever difficulties that arose and he some
times even overbore the reluctance of Wills, He
had not taken his advioa in 1850 when Forster
had strenuously objected to the project, one to
provide imaginative produce for ordinary ground
of miscellaneous reading. But he freely went to
him at all times for help. It is clear that Fors
ter in this matter as in others pat the friend
ship first and cared too much for Djckens to re
tire in dudgeon or indifference when his advice
was not taken.
15-The Guild of literature arid Art. 1850-1851
In 1850, Forster appeared again as "Zitely"
v;ith the original actors in 3very Man in His Humour. Three private performances were given in
the great hall fif lord lytton's old family mansion
in Knebworth park. Forster thus describes them
and the venture then inauggurated which v/as dear
to his heart but did not meet very great success;
"All the circumstances and surroundings were very
brilliant; some of the gentlemen of the county
played both in the comedy and the farces; our
generous host was profuse of aL1 noble encourage
ment; and an id the general pleasure and excite-

rasnt hopes rose high. Recent experience had
shovm what the public interest in this kind of
amusement might place v/ithin reach of its pro
viders; and there came to be discussed the pos
sibility of malcing permanent such help as had
bean afforded to fellovz-writers by means of an
endowment that should not be mere charity but
should combine indeed something of both pension
list and college-lectureship, v/ithout the draw
backs of either. It was not enough considered
that schemes for self help,to be successful, re
quire from those they are meant to benefit, not
only a general assent to their desirability, but
zealous and active co-oparation
the enterprise
was set on foot and the 'Guild of literature and
Art' originated at Knebworth." fl9, vol. 2, p.
366)
The Guild planned for its first venture a
five act comedy to be written by Sir Edward
Bulwer lytton. Y/hen a certain sum of money had
been obtained by public representation of it,
the details of the scheme were to be drawn up,
and "appeal made to those whom it addressed more
especially". (19, vol. 2, p. 366)
In a few months everything was ready except
a farce which Dickans was to have v/ritten to fol
low the comedy, but which unexpected cares of
management and preparation were held to absolve
hinx^'^^'S" farce written by Lemon was substituted,
"to which, however, Dickens soon contrbuted so
many ^'okes and so much Gampish and other fun of
his ov/n, that it aame to be in effect a joint .
piece of authorship;
The Duke of
Devonshire had offered his house in Piccadilly
for the first representations, and in his prince
ly way discharged all the expenses attending them.
A moveable theatre was built and set up in the
great drawing-room and the library v/as turned into
a green-room." (19, vol. S, p. 566)
a
Porster had in this play of Bulwer's/part to

which he was well suited, that of Mr. Hartoan
who v/ith a severe and peremptory air is truly
sympathetic and is the first to say a kind word
to the small poet or hack pamphleteer. "TTol so
Bad as We Seem was played for the first time
at Devonshire-house on the 27th of May, 1851,
before the Queen and Prince and as large an
audience as places could be found for; Mr. Night
ingale's Diary v/as the name given to the farce.
The success abundantly realized the expectations
formed; axid, after many representations at the
Hanover-square Rooms in London, strolling began
in the country, and ?;as continued at intervals
for considerable portions Of this and the follow
ing year. ?rom much of it, illness and occupat
ion disabled me, and substitutes had to be found;
The company carr
ied with them, it should be^said, the theatre
constructed for Devonshire-house, as well as the
admirable scenes which Stanfield, David Roberts,
Thomas Grieve, Telbin Absolon, and Louis Haghe
had painted, as their generous free-offerings
to the comedy; of which the representations were
thus rendered irrespective of theatres or their
managers, and took place in the large halls or
concert-rooms of the various towns and cities."
(19, vol. 2, po. 367-8)
The following advertisement of the project
of the GrUild of Literature and Art, which never
had very great success, was published in the
daily papers of the time:
GUILD OF TI^nSRATURS AMD ART: to encourage
life assurance and other provident habits among
authors and artists; to render such assistance
to both as shall never compromise their independence;~and to found a new Institution where
honourable rest from arduous labour shall still
be associated with discharge of congenial duties.
To bring this project into general notice and to
form the commencement of the necessary fUnds,
Sir .Edward Bulwer Lytton, one of its originators,
h s written and presented to his fellow-labourers
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in the caasa, a llew Comedy in Five Acts. It
will be prodaced ander the management of Mr.
Charles Dickens, in a theatre constracted for
the purpose; and v/ill he performed by Mr. Rob
ert Bell, I.Ir. ?/ilkie Collins,* Mr. Dudley GostellO, Mr. Peter Gtimiingham, Mr. CharlQS Dick
ens, Mr. Aagastus Bgg, A.R.A., Mr. John Forcter, Mr. R. H. Home, Mr, Douglas Jerrold, Mr.
Charles Enight, Mr. Mark Lemon, Mr. J. V/estland Marston, Mr. Frank Stone, Mr. John Tenniel,
Mr. F. 7/. Tophan, and others. Portions of the
scenery have been presented by Mr. Absolon, Mr.
Thomas Grieve, Mr. lewis Haghe, and Mr. Telbin.
The first represent?;tion of the Comedy which is
entitled. Tint Sn v,ncl p.^ We Saffm; or Many Sidjaa
to A Charact^-'", will take place at Devonshire
Hoase, on Friday, 16th May, before Her Majes
ty the ^tteen, and His Royal Highness the Prince
Albert, Ladies and Gentlemen wishing tickets for
the performance at Devonshire House, price 15
each - this sum being regarded as a contribution
in sapport of the design - will, on a written
application to his Grace the Dake of Devonshire,
at Devonshire House, receive a voucher for the
s^e, exchangeable at Mr. Mitchell's library,
35, Old Bond-street; and Mr. Sams, 1, St. James's
street.
"Y/illiam Henry Wills, Hon. Sec."
(52, p. 44)
16-Forster and the Acgaisition of Shakespeare's
Birthplace.
Aboat this time plans were underway for the
acnuisition of Shakespeare's birthplace for the
nation, a matter with v;hich For star had much to
do. Y/ithin a month only of ten years from the
data of Forster's first visit to Stratford, there
was a meeting February 13, 1851, of the Royal
Shalcespearean Club held at the Tovm Hall, Stratford-on-Avon. The subject of the cuatodianahip of
the Shakespeare birthplace was discassod and it was
*\Vri ter of the sensational novel and a great friend
of Dickens's,

resolved that a report embodying the views of
the Stratford committee as to the fiitare cus
tody of the house should be remitted to Forster, as chairman of the London committeo.
The London committee, consisting among
others already spoken of Purlond, and Peter Cun
ningham, a close student of the lives of eminent
authors, artists and other persons of the two
preceding centuries, John Forster, chairman,
met the fifteenth of the same month and passed
a resolution that a sub-committee consisting cf
four members of the London committee and three
members of the Stratford committee, be appoint
ed, v/ith power to conduct a negotiation with the
Government and report the result to the London
committee. f4S, p. 120-1)
The members chosen from the London commit
tee were.: "John Payne Collier, Shakespearian
scholar, Peter Cunningham antiquarian and man
of letters; John Porster, (chairman), and Charle
Knight, the eminent publishing reformer. The
three members of the Stratford committee were;
Sr. Thomson, Charles Holt Bracebridge, and Mr.
Plov/er. It seems from the records, still exist
ing at Stratford, that Forster and Peter Gunning
ham took upon thansel"^es the oversiijht of both
com-nittees' accounts, which, considering the
former's clearness of vision in such matters,
could not be otherwise than satisfactory, and a
practical guarantee for the financial success of
the scheme." (43, 3). lEl)
Kenton feels certain that Forster was the
real moving spirit of the undertaking except in
the only too-frequent intervals v/hen he v/as ill.
It appears from the record of that which took
place at a special meeting of the Hoyal Shakes
pearian Club at the Town Hall, Stratford, on
April 23, 1853, that he had no inconsiderable
share. "It appears from this, that Forster,
as chairman of the London comraittee, had on his
own initiative entered into obligations v/ith the
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Chief Conunissionar of V/ooda and Forests with
a view to the Shakespearian property beinrj
transferred to the guardianship of the GrD\m,
as a part of the ITation. This action of Forster's met with, as might he expected, the ananimoiis and tinqaalified approval of "both committaes; he himself promising to make public
the rosalt, when known, T/ith as little dela.y
as possible. So suocessfal was Forster in hia
friendly negotiation with Lord John Manners,
the Chief Commiasioner, that his Lordship under
took to introdace a Bill into Parliament, its
object the transferring of Shakespeare's hoase
to the Office of Her llajesty's Works and Pablic
Buildings in perpetuity; official notice of such
Bill to be duly advertized in the LONDON GAZSTT3." (42, p. 122)
A change of administration and Forster's
illness rendered necessary the indefinite post
ponement of presentation of the Bill. Forster
remained ill for some time and, fearing that
the delay v/ould let the opportunity slip of get
ting the Bill under ?/ay for the present session,
he requested the Minister to see Mr, Cunningham,
who was as fully informed on the matter as he
himself. Here was the first effort of a matter
which was to take some years more to accomplish.
In 1874 the house was put up for sale and was
purchased by the Nation at fSOOO. By a special
act of Parliament in 1891, the Birthplace was
placed in the hands of trustees.
17- 1851
1851 was the year of llacready's farewell
to the stage and of the dinner given him. Jind
in this year the second edition of Browning's
poems in which he had had the help of Forster,
Talfourd, and Procter, was nearing publication.
In this year the Brownings returned to i-ingland
for a short visit and acquaintance v/ith Porster
among others v/as renewed.
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18-For3ter and Skimpole
In 1853 Dickens was at work on Bleak House.
Y<e have evidence in Skimpole of Forster's in
fluence. Skimpole, a shiftless, amatearish,
artist, was changed at his advice so that he was
not aaite so like Leigh Hant, of whom he is said
to have been a carricatiire. Dickens v/rote, March
18, 1853, "'I have again gone over every part of
it very carefally, and I think I have made it
much less like. I have changed Leonard to Harold.
I have no right to give Hunt pain, and I am so
"bent upon not doing it that I wish you. would look
at all the proof once more, and indicate any par
ticular place in which you feel it particularly
like v/hereupon I will alter that place.'" (19,
vol. 2, p. 7)*
An apology was made in Ali THB Y3AE AROUWD
in 1859 after Hunt's death, which mentioned a re
vision of the first sketch so as to render it
less like at the suggestion of two friends of
Hunt, Porster and Procter.
19- 1853-1855
In 1852 Porster lost his mother and, in the
following year, he suffered further loss in the
death of his sister Jane. Carlyle's letter of
condolence written September 29. 1853, spealcs
of Forster's own poor health. (9, p. 156)
In 1854 Porster expanded the Goldsmith in
to two volumes with the enlarged title of the
T|ifp)
TimpiS of Goldsmith. Carlyle and T/hitwell SLwin, a friend met in this year, preferred
the volume of 1848 to the expanded one of 1854
and thought that the latter encompassed by the
*0}he alterations were many but tho essential
wrong remained, "the pleasant sparkling airy tanjc, '
which could not be mistaken, identified with od
ious qualities a friend only known to the writer
by attractive ones," (19, vol. 3, p. 7)

Tmss lost the unity. . Elv/in, in tha memoir pre
fixed to the catalogue of the Forster Collection
at South Kensington, says that Goldsmith was not
the moTing spirit of his times and that "the fas
cination of the extraneous details to Porster
prevented his seeing that his portrait of Gold
smith, by losing its unity, lost something of its
force". (Memoir p. 10) (17, vol. E, p. 154) Elwin
v/rote what was ostensibly a review of the tv/o
volumes for the IJuartorly Reviev/, October, 1854.
But it was really an independent biography and
was later interleaved for revision and only one
or tvYo subsidiary pages which had given colour to
it as a review and contained some complimentary
mentions of Forster*s book were omitted.
In March, 1855, Forster contributed a sym
pathetic monograph on Sir Richard Steele to the
Fortnightly Review. In January 1856 he wrote for
the IDdinburgh Review The Oivll War and Oliver
Cromwell - a criticism of Guizot's History of the
fenglish Commonwealth.
June 22, 1854,Forster had informed his coproprietors of his inability henceforth to con
tribute literary articles to H0USI5H0LD WORDS. It
was agreed that he should retain his eighth share
on condition that "he shall, on February 22, 1856,
pay to his co-proprietors the sum of flOO. Fail
ing this payment, "orster's share is to revert
to the other proprietors," (32, p. 196) Forster
relinquished his share on the date named and one
eighth v/as given to V/ills and one eighth v/as kept
by Dickens.
It was in 1855 that Forster quitted his post
as editor of the 3X-2IIIT]I1R. In December Procter
v/as promoted from Secretary of the Lunacy Coramission to Commissioner and interest v/as used v/ith
Lord Shaftesbury, the chairman, to obtain the vac
ant secretary ship for Forster. "'Efforts wore suc
cessful and Forster was sv/orn in on December 24th,
His income from it v/as 8001 a year and he immed
iately v/ithdrew from the ICLUIIII;©, for which he
never again wrote, and devoted his leisure to lit
erature.

CIIAPT3R VII
The Last Twenty-Two Years, 1854-1876
1-A friend of the last years, 1854-1876
Forester had one important friendship with one
who was not an admirer of Dickens?s TdooIcs. The Rev,
Whitwell Elwin, Rector of Booton, Norwich, liked
Dickens personally and socially "but he thought that
his books were spoiled "by caricature. He knew their
common friend chiefly through meetings at Forster^^s.
Forster was introduced to Eii-Win by Peter Cun
ningham at a Garrick Club dinner on January IE, 1854,
and a warm and intimate friendship sprang up between
them at once. It lasted to the end of Forster^s life.
Elwin was on the lookout for fresh writers for the
Quarterly Review, of which he was editor, and he en
listed John Forster, v^hose first paper on Samuel Foot,
published in October, was considered not only by far
the best in the number but of high intrinsic merit.
Lord Brougham wrote to Elwin that nothing he had read
for a long while had struck him so much. (171-p.l92)
Forster seems to have born himself more gently
with Elwin than with many. The latter v/rote to Murray,
February 8, 1876, ^ust after Forster's death: "He ?»'as
two distinct men and the one man quite dissimilar to
he other. To see him in company I should not have
recognized him for the friend with whom I was intimate
in private. Then he v/as quiet, natural, unpretending,
and raost agreeable, and in the warmth and generosity of
his friendship he had no superior, I am his deep debt
or for many years of signal, unwearied kindness, and
never had so much as a momentary ruffle v/ith him. Sen
sitive as he was in some ways, there was no man to whom
it was easier to speak with perfect frankness. He al
ways bore it with gentle good nature," (17,p,307)
It is to Elwin that Ronton assigns the roll of having
"succeeded in curbing the overbearing boisterousness of
Forster." (4E,p.l09) Forster wrote to him, February 14,
1857: "You are never in my mind associated in the most
remote v;ay with this party or with that—as mere advocat
or supporter of either—In far serener heights I think
Df you," (17, p,92)
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So much did Forster think of this friend that
he would have no one else to officiate at his mar
riage to Itrs. Colburne in 1856. Legal formalities
•would not allow Forster to go to Norfolk, so Elwin
left his hermitage and traveled to London to perform
the ceremony. One other service Forster req.uired
of this friend. He appointed him, together with
Lord Lytton and Justice Chitty, an executor. He
did not consult Elwin about the matter, but he knew
well that Elwin would carry out his wishes. Elwin
was left at Forster^s death the latter^s gold watch
and a legacy of f2000 besides which there was an uncancalled bequest of f1,500 to Frances Elwin, who
died at the close of 1875 and whom he had always
chosen to regard as his god-daughter. Out of this
sum the parents eventually filled a large west
window at Booton church with stained glass.
Whitwell Elwin and Forster mutually enjoyed
each other.
Forster once wrote of a visit he
paid to Booton that he was received with "a greeting
from Elwin such as he only can give'! (17,p.165)
liVhen they v;ere acq.uinted Wt a little while he had
written, November 14, 1854: "I.Iost welcome was your
letter this morning, as your letters always are to
me. They come frau^t with some new proof of the
true, viarm-hearted, generous friend who has made life
worth something more to me than it was a year ago."
(17, p.305) On Hay 23, 1869, he wrote, "I^ty dear
fellow, with tiie ranks, so thinning around us, should
we not close up—come nearer to each other? None are
so dear to us here at home as I»Irs. Elwin and you, and
all of you." (IV, p.306) July 22, 1874, he wrote in
his diary after Elwin's last visit: "Dear old friend.
Our meeting was very delightful to me." (17, p.306)
One of the last entrances in his diary, December 10,
1875, reads, "Precious letter from dearest Elwin."
(17,p.306)
Nor was it a one sided friendship, Elwin wrote
to Lord Brougham, August 16, 1655: "I know no kinder
or more honourable man, none more earnest and dili
gent in whatever he undertakes, and a very few who are i
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abler."
"Forster
I have a
light in

(17,p.306) On llarch S7, 1861, he wrote,
has a number of admirable c[ualities and
particular regard for him, and often de
his society," (17,p.307)

Slvvin was introduced at Forster's house, where
his friendship and social gifts made him always a
welcome guest, to very varied groups of society all
more or less distinguished by position or intellect.
He had often taken Forster^s advice on literary
matters and had he written the Life of Pope he in
tended, he would have dedicated it to Forster as a
memorial of their friendship. Forster suggested to
him once when he was on a visit to him in London
that he explain how such a "trivial creature" as
Boswell seemed had "been able to bring out the
"gravity, and vjisdom of Johnson" as he had done in
his celebrated Life, El?/in did this in a paper in
the Quarterly Reviev/ of March, 1858, under the title
of Boswell-Early Life of Johnson." The seguel came
out in January, 1859. It was Forster viho persuaded
Elwin to have nothing to do with the project of writing a Life of Joshua Reynolds, which Leslie the paint
er had left as a legacy to Him. Elwin was very busy
with the Quarterly Review and the Pope he was edit
ing and kept his decision in abeyance for a year and
finally declined to perform the task simultaneously
with giving up the Review, '//hen in 1861 Murray, the
publisher, got impatient ab the delay in the progress
of Pope Forster successfully interposed and obtained
patience for his friend.* (17,p,263)

*IIine years later the Pope was published, Navember,
1870, It justified Forster*s early prophecy that it
would be the"best edited English clasnic we have,"
(17,p.284) a prophecy which shows Forester's admira
tion for detailed work.
\
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Forster, among other friends of Elwin, felt that
he needed to get away in his later years from the soli
tude of Booton, In 1861 he attempted to get him a
cannonry. Lord Brougham had applied to Lord Palraerston
and Forster had urged the matter on Lord Shaftesbury,
but no post that would suit was vacant at the time and
Elwin would probably not have accepted it had a proposal
been definitely made. Again in 1870,Hurray and Forster
took up the project. Brougham having died in the inter
val. They obtained a letter from Bishop Pelhara, of
Norwich, recommending him for preferment, and through
Lord Shaftesbury they approached Mr. Gladstone, who vms
then Prime Miiister, and decided that the Rectory of
Middleton wauld not do and that a cannonry, by prefereiice, at St. Paul's Cathedral was vi/hat would be most
appropriate. In June Slwin conferred with Forster on
the subject and then agreed to leave himself in his
friend's hands. In September, Gladstone offered another
living and Elvjin promptly declined it saying that he
was happy at Booton. Ee wrote to Mui-ray, "V/hen Forster
told me the history, and pressed me with his usual
urgency, I felt deeply the kindness, and had not the
ungracious courage to thuart so much generosity. Never
theless I had an inward consciousness that it was best
for me to be left as I am..." (17, p.281) It was
Murray and Forster who procured the signatures for
Elwin's admission to the Athenaeum Club, Elwin's turn
did not come until 1871,and then he wanted to v/ithdraw,
jbut felt the difficulty. He wrote to Murray, "I Icnow
(though nobody has hinted it to me) that you and Forster
have secured them by yonir personal influence. His and
your zeal and kindness are absolutely unbounded..."
(17,p.E91)
2-liarri age
Mr. Walter Frith, son of W. P. Frith, R, A., told
Mr. Renton that he distinctly remembered llrs. Colburne
as a widow coming in company with Forster more than one
annual shov; Sunday to the studio of his father, for
whom Forster had a great opinion both as an artist and
as a man, to see the pictures for the forthcoming Academ.i
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(4E,p.96) Porster had known Henry Colburne and his
wife for many years. In 1856 he married Mrs. Golburne, who had become a widow,*
September 28, 1856, Forster wrote the follow
ing letter to Bulwer which announced a complete
change in his arrangements for life:
58 Lincoln's Inn Fields,
28th September, 1856.
"Private,
My Dear Bulwer Lytton>
"G-reat blanks occur in our intercourse, incidnet, I suppose, to all human intercourse; but I do
not find these avail to relax the hold which the past
and all its memories and associations have upon us,
"I am going to enter upon a great change of life,
and cannot bear that you should hear it authorita
tively from any but myself. Gossip I dare say you
have heard already, for my private affairs seem to
have been much talked of lately, and people have known
far more than myself about them, I say this only for
the purpose of adding, that if I had thought it right
and becoming to tell such things of myself, I should
not have been so long before I spoke of them to you.
"I am about to marry Mrs. Colburne, You have
seen her, I think and if I were to say to you how
amiable, gentle, and accomplished she is, you would
of course expect me to say no less. With that, there
fore, I leave it, only perhaps, I may add that, as
*Dickens's reaction to the news is of interest: "'I
have the most prodigious, overwhelming, crushing, as
tounding, blinding, deafening, pulverising, scarifying
secret of which Forster is the hero, imaginable, by
the whole efforts of the whole British population. It
is a thing of the kind that, after I knew it (from
himself), this morning, I lay down flat as if an engine
and tender had fallen upon me,'" (42,p.95)

ae is more than seven years younger than myself,
aere is no improper disparity in point of age.
"Anything further I spare you, till I find
tiat you care to hear more as to my future and inentions. I shall leave town for an absence of a
onth or more—a rtre holiday for me I I have taken
house in l.Iontagu Sq.aare (lTo.46), and (upon my
eturn) poor old lincoln^s Inn Fields, wiaere I have
ived for three-and-tv^enty years, will hereafter
now me not I
I hope that all has been well with
ou. Even when I do not see, or hear of you, you
re not—can never be—wholly absent. As I look
ack along the past, there is no figure I see surounded with so much that has made it pleasant to
e, and dignified it with worth recollections, as
otir own.
"And wL th all those old warm feelings of grateal friendship, I am , and must be,
"Ever yours,
"John Forster *
(42, p.147)
ulwer^s reply was that of a friend wishing him well;
M.J Dear Forster,
"I heard of your proposed marriage long since, upon
hat seemed good authority- But I did not write to
ongratulate you, for I presumed, that if you desired
ongratulations, you would make the announcement to me
ourself, and you know too well my brotherly affection
or you to doubt my sincere interest in your happiness,
have at present but a slight acquaintance with Mrs,
olburne, but thelifctle I do know confirms all you say
f her, and assures me of the wisdom of your choice. I
ot only wish you happiness froru my heart, but, I beieve, v;ith my reason, that it will be secured, perhaps
ore so than if you had married at an earlier age.
"I am going abroad, D.Y., soon for the winter, but
hope we shall cnrr^nt our friendship by a close union
etween Park lare and Jlontagu Square on my return,
"Adieu, my old and dear friend. Health, calm felcity, and long life to you and yours,
"E.B.L.
Knebworth
Monday."
(42,p.148)

For the remaining twenty years of his life
Forster had in his wife "the truest and best help
meet man ever had," (4E,p.96) Renton goes on to
say that as adviser and friend even more than as
wife she influenced his life and looked after and
kept out of sight the troublesome if necessary de
tails which v/ould have irritated and hindered his
particular nature, iaid in later days, when disease
worn and in agony "almost beyond human bearing, her
gentle ministrations soothed and comforted him, as
no earthly living soul could, I believe,, have done.
And he was not an easy man to deal with in sickness."
(42,p.96)
Forster cared a good deal for social position
and the marriage meant success for that ambition,
and the home at Montagu Sqtuare and later that built
by themselves at Palace Gate, Kensington, v^as the
scene of many occasions that must have contributed
to the satisfaction of Forster.
Renton concludes the chapter in which he treats
of the marriage with some vd rds of commendation for
the wife: "After Forster's death she suffered much,
while there was every indication that all through
the terrible time of her husband's failing health
and last long illness, she herself was far from be
ing well, was, indeed, in a state calling for espec
ial care and attention. Of a sureiy, Eliza Forster
must ever have a foremost place amo^t the number
of those wives of notable men, who, subordinating
self to the interests, comfort, and, not seldom, the
caprices of their husbands» have won name and honour,
which will live, I believe, as long as that of the
men, of genius and reputation, hov/soever great, v/ith
whom their lives and fortunes were linked and identi
fied." (4E,p.ll4)
3-Last Theatrical Venture
1856 was the year of Jerrold's death, The selfconstituted actors got together once more and Frozen
peep was perfoiraed as a benefit for his daughter. The
play was written by Collins. The prologue, by Dickens,
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3.3 recited "by Forster. The play was taken into
le country with success and the sum was invested
Ltiraately for Jerrold^s \inmarried daughter, who at
le time Forster was writing the Life of Dickens
J.S still receiving the income from himself the
ily surviving trustee,
-Worried ahout Dickens
Forster saw in the amateur acting managed by
Ickens in the later years a symptom of the restless5sa which Dickens felt as a result of his unhappi5ss in his home. When all was not well with his
•iend, he worried. He writes, "though it was but
irt of his always generous devotion in any friendly
ity to organize the series of performances on his
'iend Jerrold's death,
the eagerness with which
! flung himself into them, so arranging them as to
jsume an amount of labour in acting and traveling
lat might have appalled an experienced comedian,
id carrying them on vi?eek after week unceasingly in
indon and the provinces expressed but the craving
lich still had possession of him to get by some
lans at some change that should make existence eassr. What was highest in his nature had ceased for
le time to be highest in his life, and he had put
.mself at the mercy of lower accidents and conditions,
le mere effect of the strolling wandering ways into
.ich this acting led him could not be other than un.vourable. But remonstrance as yet was unavailing."
.9,Vol.3,p.157)
7/ith 1858 came the separation betv;een Dickens
.d his wife. Confidences of Dickens to his biographer
;re made primarily to afford him relief.
In 1862 he Yi?rote Forster, "I must entreat you to
•use for an instant and go back to what you Icnew of
GhOdlsh days, and to ask yourself whether it is
tural that something of the character formed in me
en, and lost under happier circumstances diould have
appeared in the last five years. The never-to-bergotten misery of that old time, bred a certain
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shrinking sensitiveness in a certain ill-clad, illfed child, that I have found come "back in the neverto-he-forgotten misery of this later tirae."(19 ,Vol.lp.53)
On April 15, 1858, Dickens had given the first of
his public readings, that of the Ohri Rtmas Garfil for
the benefit of the Ghild^s Hospital. The conseg[uences
gave Forster much food for worry about his friend.
The urgent demands v;hich follov/ed for a repetition of
the pleasure resulted in his engaging publicly in such
readings for himself, a project against which Forster
had always given his insistent advice both because he
felt them to furnish an unworthy pursuit to one of
Dickens's talent, and because he felt Dickens uneq.ual
to them physically. Nine years later Dickens increased
his friend's worries as well as his own poor physical
condition by determinedly going to America for readings,
Forster always felt that the conseq.uences of the trip
were momentous to Dickens. He writes, "My own part in
the discussion v/as that of steady dissuasion throughout:
though this might perhaps have been les^ersistent if
I could have reconciled myself to the belief which I
never at any time did, that Public Readings were a
worthy onployment for a man of his genius." (19,Yol.3,
p.292) It was felt by Dickens's friends and particular
ly by Forster and Wills that Dickens was not physically
fit for the trip to America in 1867. It was always felt
by Forster that it was beneath Dicken's dignity to give
the Readings. He says: "It. was a substitution of
lower for higher aims; a change to common place from
more elevated pursuits; and it had so much of the char
acter of a public exhibition for money as to raise,
in the question of respect for his calling as a writer,
a question also of respect for himself as a gentleman.
This opinion, now strongly reiterated, vms referred
ultimately to two distinguished ladies of his acquaint
ance, who decided against it. . . To the full extent
he perhaps did not himself know-how much his present
wish to become a public reader was^ but the outcome of
the restless domestic discontents of the last four
years; and that to indulge it, ahd the unsettled habits
inseparable from it, was to abandon every hope of re
settling his disordered home," (19,Vol,3-p,165)
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And yet he was able to estimate the Readings
highly. He admits of his estimate of the readings
given in 1858 and 1859 that it is not strictly in
accordance with the popular one given by the audi
ence. But it is of interest, for it shows Forster's
taste for the humorous. He says, "Of these, the
most successful in their uniform effect upon his
audiences were undoubtedly "tiie Carol, the Pickv/icK
scene, Llrs. G-amp, and the Dombey—the q.uickness,
variety, and completeness of his assumption of char
acter, having greatest scope in these, here, I think,
more than in the pathos or graver level passages,
his strength lay; but this is entitled to no v/eight
other than as an individual opinion, and his audiences
ave him many reasons for thinMng differently."
19, Vol. 3, p.208)
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Very soon was that friend to leave. In Forster's,
house in the year of Dicken's death, Carlyle saw the
novelist for the last time. At Forster^s Dickens
passed his last birthday, February 7, 1870, and there
February 25, Llarch £1, and Hay 7, he read his third,
fourth, and fifth numbers of the novel Sdwin Drood,
for which Forster was to have to perform that service
inserted in the publisher's agreement which all had
thought superfluous and which provided that Forster
should see to it that the publishers did not lose in
the event of Dickens's death before the novel's comple
tion. Forster saw Dickens for the last time, Kay 22,
1870, when they dined at Hyde Park Place, and thought
of Mark Lemon, Just dead. Forster received a last
note on Hay 29, and by June 9 Dickens was dead.
5- 1857 - 1876
In 1857 Dickens dedicated to his long-time and
faithful fi-iend his Collected Vforks. Sight years
earlier Landor had done likewise. Six years later
Brovming followed suit and was the third tD award the
honour to the common friend.

In 1858 Forster putllshed his own Colleoted
Historical enl Biographloal Essays in two' volumes,
among wiiich I'or the first time were The letters on
the Grand Remonstrance and She Plantaganeta and
gudora, a Sketch of Constitutional Histor'y^
This was the year that a portrait of Dickens
V\fa3 finally undertaken by Frith. Forster had comraissioned it in 1854 but had delayed the matter
because of Dickens's persistency in wearing a beard,
an addition to his countenance of which Forster did
not think at all highly. Dickens, however, was cur
iously independent and Forster gave in and hastened
the picture for fear that the novelist would have
whiskers too before it was completed.
Forster's last visit with Landor came in this
year. The latter telegraphed him at midday of July
7 that he would be in London enroute to Italy that
very evening, Forster happened to have a dinner
party, but Landor could not Join it. Dickens was
privileged to go out to see him. A year later Fors
ter had incurred Lander's displeasure, but was at
the same time aiding his material welfare. At the
close of 1863 Landor got over his feelings and re
newed the friendship, asking Forster to be his bi
ographer as has already been stated.
In 1860 Forster published the Arrest of tiie
Five Members by Charles the Firstja chapter of His
tory rewritten, in greatly enlarged form, and The"
Debates on^he Grand Remonstrance Kovember and liecember, 1641, v; 1th an Introductory Essay on BnglTsh
Freedom under the Plantagenet and Tudor Sovereigns.
1861 saw Forster appointed a Commissioner of
Lunacy with a salary of 1,500# a year, and he re
signed his post as secretary.
186E was the year that his ambitions regarding
a home were finally completed. In this year he built

for it Palace Gate House, at Kensington, the house
where he lived until his death in 1876, In the same
year he made with Procter the first selection of
Browning*s poems,
Landor's death in 1864 put upon Forsterb shoulders
the burden of writing the biography and of seeing
through the press a complete edition of his friend^s
Imaginary Conversations, the latter task being accom
plished vithin the year^ 1864 also saw the publication
expanded to two volumes of Forster^s Life of Sir John
Eliot.*
By 1869 the Life of Landor in two volumes was pub
lished. It was the occasion of a review, which was
Dickens*s last contribution to All the Year Around.**
1865 was the year of the birthday party for
Carlyle on the occasion of that person completing his
seventieth year. The following year Mrs. Carlyle
died and in the'next few years Forster helped Carlyle
with the business end of his work on Memorials and
Letters of Jane Y/elsh Carlyle.
In 1868 his own favourite sister, Elizabeth,
died and he bought the family vault where both he
and his wife were eventually to lie. 1869, the year
of publication of the Landor biography was one which
brought him fresh tasks with the death of Alexander
Dyce. Forster corrected and published his friend's
third edition of Shakespeare and prefixed a memoir to
the official catalogue of the library bequeathed by
Dyce to the nation, The year brought him also the
death of that dear friend of the days of University
College, James Emerson Tennent. Dickens's death the
*It has been said of the biography of Sir John
Eliot that it will rank for all time as one of the
finest historical biographies in tlie language "and cer
tainly as the most illuminating contribution to the his
tory of the period." (42,p. 18)
**The task had been assigned to Mrs. Lynn Lynton,
but she did not perform it to Dickens*^3 satisfaction,
not herself caring for the author. Dickens returned it
and wrote one himself#

following year led to his last finished biography,
me volume of which was published in 1872, another
.n 1873, and the last in 1874, In 1872 he resigned
lis office of lunacy Commissioner because of his
Tailing health. Death v/as upon him while he was
sorrecting the last sheets of volume one of the life
>f Jonathan Swift. G?he preface was dated J\ine, IFTB".
?his only finished volume was published at the be
ginning of 1876, the year of his death.*
i-The Dickens Biography
Dickens had given Forster in his friendship pertaps the greatest thing in his life. Renton thinks
;hat writing the life of the friend he had lost was
;he thread that mainly sustained Forster's few remainyears. He writes of Forster at Dickens ^s funeral:
"His nearest and dearest only and a friend or
;wo well-nigh as near and dear.
"Among the latter, the tall, still burly figure,
»ov/ed through grief and disease, of John Forster was
ladly conspicuous, Gk)ne all that was autocratic and
.omineering about him; gone the dignity, the imperiousless, the harsh 'commandeering' of all else human to
lis own will and pleasure.
"There remained only the true, inner, natural
lan, shaken with a sorrow such as is not given to
very man to feel. Himself hopelessly racked with physcal pain, he appeared almost as if he were burying the
etter part of himself. This impression was told to me
ly one who was there, and it is easy to realise the
ruth and fidelity of the picture. He had lost his
hief object in existence; which, until he himself
ent to Join his friend, was, I am convined, mainly
ustained in and by the occupation of writing that
riend's life. His state of health was such that the
hysical as well as mental strain conseq.uent upon such
*The first volume was reviewed by Forster's friend
llwin in December, 1871. It was an act of friendship.
e turned aside from Pope for a week or two at the reuest of the editor of the Quarterly. Of it he said,
It will probably satisfy no one. Forster will think
t too lukewarm; others, perhaps, will think it the reorse. As for me T had onlv one care vlz^ that it
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an effort must have been enormous, so that, with the
completion of the vjork, those about him plainly per
ceived that the end was not far," (42-90)
The writing of "that friend's life" had been
entrusted to Forster as early as 1847, and had never
been withdrawn, nor had the confidences begun at that
time ever ceased. An accident first called* them forth
(19, Vol. 1, p. 26) and desire continued them, John
Forster was to him a friend and future biographer to
whom he could give the most of confidence he could
ever give a living soul,
The biography, when written, did not meet with
universal favor. Many readers felt that undue prom
inence was given to the biographer and friend,
'Mlkie Collins wrote that it was "'the Life of John
Forster with occasional Anecdotes of Charles Dickens,*"
(44, p. 197)**

*April 2E, 1848, Dickens wrote, "'I desire no
better fame, when my personal dustiness shall be
past the control of ray love of order, than such a
biographer and such a critic.'" JiLy 6, 186E, he
wrote on the same subject, "' You know me better
than any other man does, or ever will,'" Between
these dates Dickens gave to Forster an autobiograph
ical fragment of which an entry in Forster's diary
informs us: "'20 January, 1849, The description
may make none of the impression on others that the
reality made on him... Highly probable that it may
never see the light. Ho wish. Left to J,F. or
others,,, Ho blotting, as when writing fiction; but
straight on, as when writing ordinary letter.'"
(19,Vol. l,p.20)
**Jame3 Crossley, the farmous blbliphile, and
Ainsworth, the novelist, both showed their dis
pleasure or anger at being "overlooked" by uncompli
mentary remadcB respectively: "'I cannot call him
the successful biographer of Dickens'"
"*I see he
only tells half the story.'" (42, p. 107)

But Carlyle wrote: "*So long as Dickens is inter
esting to his fellow men, here will be seen, face
to face, what Dickens's manner of existing was.'"
(24, p. 64) It continues to "be the authoritative
and exhaustive biograpJjtof Dickens. George Gissing
wrote that he knew of "no book more helpful to a
prospective writer—especially a novelist, than this
biography," (24, p. 64)*When we have read it we feel
*George Eliot wrote of it to her friend Miss Sara
Hennell at the close of 1871: "If you have not yet
fallen in with Dickens*^3 Life, be on the lookout
for it, because of the interest there is in his boy
ish experience, and also in his rapid development
during his first travels in America. The book is
ill organised and stuffed with criticism and other
matter which would be better in limbo; but the In
formation about the childhood, and the letters from
America, make it worth reading," (15, Vol. 3, p.117]
Chesterton speaks of its great inaccessibility as a
reason for his own life of Dickens: "Books like
Forster's exhaustive work and others, exist and
are as accessible as gaint Paul's Cathedral; we have
them in common as we have the facts of the physical
universe; and it seems highly desirable that the
function of making an exhaustive catalogue and that
of making an individual generalization should not
be confused. , . Allowing however for this inevit
able falsity (once a man is dead) a figure vivid and
a little fantastic, does walk across the stage of
Forster's Life." (12, p. 158)

acq.uainted with Forster's friend, and Forster knew
him very -.veil,
7-Falling Health, Death, and Beq^uest
It is of interest that Forster, who had long
"been in failing health, had for one of his numerous
friends his physician, Sir Richard Quain, Q,uain v^/as
"a friend in chief of every individual man of let
ters upon his list of patients," (4E, p. 112) He
attended Forster "both as doctor and friend for many
years and was with him when the end came. Forster
put complete trust in him and placed himself, as did
Disraeli, Renton says, unreservedly and without ques
tion In his hands. (42, p. 113)
;fe]win, in his memorial of John Forster, speaks
of the physical cause of irritability,'^ Forster's
temper was hasty, and in conjunction with his emo
tional nature there was a physical cause for the ef
fervescence; which ordinary observers did not guess.
The strain upon his system, in the many years of
unintermittent mental toll, rendered his nerves in
tolerant of ruffles v/hich would have pressed unheeded
in health. Slight contrarities were as chafings against
inflamed flesh," (17, p. SOTp. xiv of llemoir) Forster'
health received constant mention by Carlyle throughout
the years of the correspondence between the friends,
Carlyle was always sensible of physical limitations,
but Forster's bad health was no myth of Carlyle's. It
was sober fact. In 1859 Carlyle wrote; "We are greatly
shocked and surprised to hear of the bad turn of health
you have had; and proportionately thankful to Heaven
and the other Helps, that it is over again I It seems
to me, dear Forster, you ought to be out of London al
together, in this hot season, while the country is In
all its glory and the Tov/n in all its noise and smoulder
Kay v/hy not fling up your office altogether,* if it tie
you in in any measure in respect of what is so allimportant as the concern of Health: To you no Office
is of the least practical moment; yields neither

*A thing wh Lch Forster finally -did do in 1872»
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distinction, nor real profit of any kind;—nor does
your pleasure lie, I thinlc, in that direction tho'
probably some vague notion of 'duty' may, as habit
no doubt does. I pray you reflect seriously on this I
To me the country v;ith its mere silence, purity, etc.,
is al'/vays about some three or five percent on the
right side of the balance as to health. I am seri
ously minded, if I ever live to get done with this
undoable Book, to be actually off, and quit the hor
rors of Babel and its ugly Hebuchadnezzars for a
place of God Almighty's making-l
On the whole, practically, write a W3 rd to us, dear
Forster, and say exactly hov; you are, to ears inter
ested.'* (9, p. £00)
Renton's description of the man bowed by grief
and disease at Dickens^s funeral in 1870 has already
been quoted. The last years v/ere to be so painful
that though their termination snatched him from his
Swift it must have been a relief. The end when it
did come came suddenly, February 1, 1876, The par
ticulars are given in a letter of Carlyle to Dr. Garlyle.
"I am just returned from Fensal Green and poor
Forster's funeral, which has occupied me in personal
activity for all the morning (indeed a good part of
the ni^t); but which, thanks in great part to Mary's
precautions and asiduities, I don't think has done
me any special damage,—great as have been the con
fusions, fasheries, and chaotic sorrows and reflec
tions connected with it -and him, ever since his sudden
removal from among us. llobody, I believe, expected
so sudden a death. I had called at the door on Sunday
last and there met Dr. Quain Just stepping out, who
told me cheerfully that Forster, who had been suffer
ing much in previous days, was today a shade better.
Tuesday morning following Quain was sent for hurriedly
between eight and nine; and before twelve appeared here,
and by cautious degrees informed me, with considerable
emotion of his own, that poor Forster was no more. It
is the end of a chapter in ray life, which had lasted,
with unwearied kindness and helpfulness wherever pos
sible on Forster's part, for above forty years. Today

14]

ontrary to expectations, I found myself next after
ord Lytton, constituted chief mourner, I and the
a^vyer Chitty along v;ith Lytton, leading the mournful
rocession, which was at an hour much too early for
e. Mary, however, had provided everything that was
ossihle to secure me from trouble or injury; and I
ot home accompanied by Froude, in lors. Forster's ov/n
arriage about half past twelve, and have now at
east got into natural temperature again, and hope
here is no injury done. The event is really a sorrowal one, and practically a very considerable loss;
at in all cases we have to adjust ourselves ujider it,
ad be thankful for what of human good there has been
a it, without repining that it has come to an end.
0 poor Forster himself, it has clearly been an immense
eliverance from long years of pain and distress."
3, p. 3E5)
John Forster was buried in the family vault bought
f him when his sister died eight years earlier. Here
Lso lies llrs. Forster,who died in 1894, surviving her
3Cond husband eighteen years and six months, The insription on the monument reads:
In Memory of
John Forster, Ssq..,
Historian, Biographer and Critic
noted in private life
For the robustness of his character
And the warmth of his affections
For his ceaseless industry in literature and busines
And the lavish services in the midst cf his crowddd life
He rendered to friends;
For his keen appreciation of every species of ex
cellence ,
And the generosity of his judgments,
On books and men.
Born 2nd April, 1812
Died 1st February, 1876.
In addition to the epitaph, articles in the Times,
sbruary 2 and 7, 1876, paid the man honour, saying
lat although many were disposed to think him at first
Lght obstinate and overbearing, they were bound to
3nfess that they had found him in reality to be one of

the tenderest and most generous of men. There was
also an article in the Athenaeyn, February 5, 1876,
and one in the ITe^ivcastle Daily Chronicle, February
15, 1876, "by Alderman Harle, reprinted in February,
1888, in Monthly Chrorfcle of Ilorth-Country Lore and
legend ii-49-54; Men of the Time, 9 edit., p. 413;
Annual Register for 1876, p. 134. Sketches of him
hare been written by Morley and Elwin and Charles
Kent.
As Lord Lytton vms .leaving for India at the
time of Forster's death, Chitty and Elwin divided
the duties left the three in Forster's will, Chitty
being responsible for the legal and Elwin for the
literary part of the business.
Forster's private letters and papers were put
in Elwin's hand either to destroy or to place at
South Kensington according .to his discretion. He
vms conscientiotis as Forster must have IcnowTihe would
be and it is to that conscientiousness that we per
haps owe our laci of knowledge of Browning's friend
ship. Elwin had to read thousands of letters, for
Forster had corresponded with many persons of note,
and had been the intimate confidant of several of
his friends and had kept large masses of his corres
pondence. The manuscripts were sent dotvn to Booton
in several large boxes which Elwin diligently worked
through. "His own inclination, and Forster's in
structions v/ere both in the direction of destroying
all personal letters, however eminent the writer
mi^t be, but he none the less scrupulously examined
everything, spending some months almost exclusively
on the task." (17, p. 308). Forster's library, in
cluding the manuscripts he had beq.ueathed to South
Kensington, involved many negotiations and the arrange
ments in connection with Forster's Tanflor, of which
he had left an edition only partly printed, involved
still more work,
Itrs. Forster, to whom all had been left during
her life-time, surrendered her claims in order to
secure more quickly the fulfilment of her husband's
v/ishes. The library was lodged as q^uickly as could
be managed at South Kensington Museum and Elwin was
asked to write a biographical sketch of the donor to
be prefixed to the catalogue. He consented in affection
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Ls old friend. "All the extraneous materials
for it," he told Lord Lytton," were a few dates
vo or three short extracts, the whole not coverle side of a sheet of notepaper. The poverty
'ormation made me shrink from the undertaking,
could not "bring myself to attempt it till the
ms printed, and waiting for the prefatory
(17, p, 304) It was written on February 17,
and is prefixed to the catalogue of the Forster
'y, pp. i-xxll. Professor Henry Morley also
a sketch of Forster in 1877 Ti/hich is prefixed
i Handbook of the Forster and Dyce Collections,
-El.
?he Forster Collection in the South Kensington
\ contains some 18,000 volumes, many manuscripts,
-eight oil paintings, and an immense number of
5st drawings, engravings, and curiosities. There
ire the first folio of Shakespeare, the first
m of Gulliver*3 Travels, 1726, with Swift^s
(tions in his own hand-writing. The manuscripts
se nearly all of the original ones of the novels
.rles Dickens.
iter^s Position in the Life of His Time
?orster's position in the life of his time
to have been no inconsiderable one. He himms an industrious writer and able critic and
He contributed literature Important for
.ng light on the time of the English Commonwealth,

Lytton liked the biography. He wrote, "I have
rour sketch of Forster v^lth surprise ard delight,
i always seemed to me that a biography silhouette
.s kind must be much more difficult than a full
!.phy, I think you have succeeded wonderfxilly in
ling a very lifelike, very pleasant, and generally
;lve portrait of the real man." The main complaint
.at of Mrs. Forster who begged that he not describe
ir's father as a Newcastle butcher, but Slwin thought
1 truth and In Forsterian fashion insisted on leaving

and two authoritative biographies of contemporary
men of letters, Landor and Dickens. He influenced
the literature, theatre and art of his day both
through his criticism in a foremost paper and through
his relationships v/ith the writers, actors, and art
ists, He brought prominent men into contact with
one another. He was a valued advisesr to whoo^ they
gravitated. He was a convenient as well as an es
teemed friend who was always at hand to give the
help of his critical ability. He was alv/ays willing
to undertake the drudgery of proof-reading, and gen
erous with his power of suggestion for additional
work to be undertaken, and with his capability in
business affairs.
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